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Zusammenfassung
Workflows im wissenschaftlichen Umfeld sind langlaufende und datenintensive
Prozesse, welche Operationen von mehreren, geografisch verteilten, Service Providern
beinhalten können. Die traditionelle Ausführungsmethode für solche Workflows ist die
Verwendung einer einzelnen Workflow Engine, die die gesamte Durchführung einer
Prozessinstanz koordiniert und überwacht, wobei aber der aktuelle Zustand der Infra-
struktur (z.B. die Auslastung der Rechner oder des Netzwerks) weitestgehend unbe-
kannt oder unberücksichtigt bleibt. Solch zentralisierte Ausführungen können daher
zu einer ineffizienten Ressourcennutzung führen – etwa weil große Datenmengen wie-
derholt über langsame Netzwerkverbindungen gesendet werden – und können keine
Garantien für die Quality of Service (QoS) abgeben. Insbesondere kann beispielswei-
se die parallele Ausführung mehrerer unabhängiger Prozesse zur Überlastung einiger
Ressourcen führen, welche die Leistung bzw. den Durchsatz all dieser Prozesse beein-
trächtigt.
Unser Ansatz zur Ermöglichung eines vorhersagbaren Verhaltens besteht darin, Res-
sourcen proaktiv zu verwalten (also vor der Nutzung zu reservieren) und Ausführun-
gen auf mehreren verteilten Workflow Engines zu koordinieren. Dies erlaubt es, die
existierenden Ressourcen effizient zu nutzen (beispielsweise indem der bestgeeignete
Anbieter einer Operation verwendet wird und bei großen Datentransfers Netzwerklo-
kalität berücksichtigt wird), ohne sie zu überlasten. Gleichzeitig ermöglicht diese Vorge-
hensweise Vorhersagbarkeit – betreffend Ressourcennutzung, Ausführungsdauer und
Kosten – die sowohl Diensteanbietern als auch ihren Nutzern zugute kommt.
Die Beiträge dieser Dissertation sind im Folgenden aufgeführt. Zunächst wird ein
formales Modell vorgestellt, bestehend aus Konzepten und Operationen zur Darstel-
lung eines Systems, in welchem Diensteanbieter die zur Ausführung der angebotenen
Operationen benötigten Ressourcen kennen und berücksichtigen und in welchem (ge-
plante) Workflow-Ausführungen an den Zustand der Infrastruktur angepasst werden.
Zweitens wird die prototypische Implementierung eines solchen Systems darge-
legt, wobei jede Prozessausführung zwei wesentliche Phasen umfasst. In der Planungs-
phase müssen die Ressourcen für die zukünftige Ausführung bestimmt werden, was
durch einen genetischen Algorithmus geschieht. Wir beleuchten dabei konzeptionel-
le sowie Implementierungsdetails zur Gestaltung der Chromosomen und der Fitness-
Funktionen, die benötigt werden, um Ausführungen nach nutzerdefinierten Optimie-
rungskriterien zu planen. In der Ausführungsphase muss das System sicherstellen, dass
die tatsächliche Ressourcennutzung mit den erfolgten Reservierungen übereinstimmt.
In diesem Kontext wird aufgezeigt, wie eine solche Durchsetzung für verschiedene Ar-
ten von Ressourcen erfolgen kann.
Drittens beschreiben wir die Zusammenarbeit dieser Komponenten und das gesam-
te prototypische System, welches eine auf WSDL/SOAP Web Services, UDDI Registries
und Glassfish Application Servern basierende Infrastruktur bildet. Abschließend prä-
sentieren und diskutieren wir die Resultate verschiedener Evaluierungen, die Planung
und Ausführung betreffen.

Abstract
Scientific Workflows are long-running and data intensive, and may encompass op-
erations provided by multiple physically distributed service providers. The traditional
approach to execute such workflows is to employ a single workflow engine which or-
chestrates the entire execution of a workflow instance, while being mostly agnostic
about the state of the infrastructure it operates in (e.g., host or network load). Therefore,
such centralized best-effort execution may use resources inefficiently – for instance, re-
peatedly shipping large data volumes over slow network connections – and cannot pro-
vide Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. In particular, independent parallel executions
might cause an overload of some resources, resulting in a performance degradation af-
fecting all involved parties.
In order to provide predictable behavior, we propose an approach where resources
are managed proactively (i.e., reserved before being used), and where workflow execu-
tion is handled by multiple distributed and cooperating workflow engines. This allows
to efficiently use the existing resources (for instance, using the most suitable provider
for operations, and considering network locality for large data transfers) without over-
loading them, while at the same time providing predictability – in terms of resource
usage, execution timing, and cost – for both service providers and customers.
The contributions of this thesis are as follows. First, we present a system model
which defines the concepts and operations required to formally represent a system
where service providers are aware of the resource requirements of the operations they
make available, and where (planned) workflow executions are adapted to the state of
the infrastructure.
Second, we describe our prototypical implementation of such a system, where a
workflow execution comprises two main phases. In the planning phase, the resources
to reserve for an upcoming workflow execution must be determined; this is realized
using a Genetic Algorithm. We present conceptual and implementation details of the
chromosome layout, and the fitness functions employed to plan executions according
to one or more user-defined optimization goals. During the execution phase, the system
must ensure that the actual resource usages abide to the reservations made. We present
details on how such enforcement can be performed for various resource types.
Third, we describe how these parts work together, and how the entire prototype
system is deployed on an infrastructure based on WSDL/SOAP Web Services, UDDI
Registries, and Glassfish Application Servers. Finally, we discuss the results of various
evaluations, encompassing both the planning and runtime enforcement.
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1
Introduction
Service-Oriented Architectures [Erl05], or SOA for short, have become widely
adopted both in industry and research environments: standardized messages and mes-
sage exchange formats such as WSDL and SOAP facilitate loose coupling, thus enabling
service consumers and providers to interact in a much more flexible fashion than pre-
viously. One particularly interesting aspect of these SOAs is the possibility to combine
several services into workflows (also known as “programming in the large”).
Beyond the pure provisioning (or using) of functionality, however, both service
providers and consumers usually have other interests: providers will strive for the best
possible usage of their provided resources in order to maximize profit; conversely, con-
sumers may want to execute an entire workflow as fast as possible, or as cheap as pos-
sible (or combinations thereof).
Consider the sample workflow given in Figure 1.1, which is a simplified version of
an actual scientific workflow presented in [DGR 05] and is used for producing weather
forecasts. Reasonable non-functional criteria that an end user might specify for the exe-
cution (of the entire workflow) could be “as fast as possible”, or “as cheap as possible,
but with a deadline so that the results are available for the evening news”. All of the
operations are available as Web Services and may be provided by one or more operation
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2 Introduction
providers. Suppose that details on timing and data quantities of individual operations
are as indicated in Figure 1.1. This implies that the overall execution of a single instance
of this workflow is in the range of several hours – the exact duration strongly depends
on the available resources. We therefore consider that workflow as a good example
of a Scientific Workflow, as it is characterized by large volumes of data and contains
long-running, CPU-intensive operations [Pla07, SPG06].
When multiple independent users invoke operations concurrently, these users are
generally competing for the limited resources that providers have available. To meet
non-functional requirements such as the ones mentioned above, thus being able to pro-
vide Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees to individual end users, resource access must
happen in a controlled manner.
This thesis introduces a Workflow System termed DWARFS (Distributed Workflow
system with Advance Reservation Functionality Support), which is capable of pro-
actively controlling resource usage by leveraging Advance Resource Reservations (AR).
The remainder of this document is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we introduce a formal model which defines the concepts and opera-
tions required to represent a system where service providers are aware of the resource
requirements of the operations they make available, and where (planned) workflow ex-
ecutions are adapted to the state of the infrastructure.
Chapter 3 discusses our approach to planning workflow executions according to
user-defined QoS criteria, while Chapter 4 focuses on the actual enforcement of reser-
vations, i.e., on how the system can ensure that resource reservations are abided to.
Chapter 5 presents the organization and interaction of the various services which con-
stitute a DWARFS infrastructure, and in Chapter 6, we present various evaluations of
both the planning and enforcement components.
In Chapter 7, we give an overview of related work. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 8
with a summary and a description of possible future research areas.
2
System Model
The purpose of this chapter is to formally define the model that serves as the foun-
dation of the DWARFS system. This model spans many abstraction levels, ranging from
individual CPU cycles to notions at the level of an entire network infrastructure. Ulti-
mately, all the introduced concepts are interrelated and somewhat depending on each
other. Therefore, this chapter starts by presenting a big picture of the system, which is
gradually elaborated in more detail – the first part (Section 2.1) is meant to introduce
key terms and concepts, and their relationships, in a way that is informal and easy to
follow. Subsequently, the actual formal definitions are provided in a bottom-up manner
in Sections 2.2 – 2.7. Section 2.8 concludes this chapter with a short summary of the
model’s core concepts, as well as discussions on some of its noteworthy aspects.
2.1 DWARFS at a glance
2.1.1 Scientific Workflows
The purpose of DWARFS is to plan and execute Scientific Workflows, or workflows for
short. In its simplest and most abstract form as shown in Figure 2.1, a workflow is a
composition of activities, and is typically depicted as a graph. The nodes of the graph
represent the activities, whereas the edges, generally speaking, define dependencies
between the activities. We will use the workflow depicted in Figure 2.1 as a running
example throughout this chapter.
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Each activity provides some kind of functionality. This functionality usually, though
not necessarily, requires some input data, and produces some output data. Activities
thus correspond to operations which, given some input, produce some output. There-
fore, the edges of a workflow graph actually represent two distinct types of dependencies:
• Data flow: some or all of the input of an operation depends on some or all of the
output of another operation.
• Control flow: an operation must not be executed before another operation has
finished.
DWARFS is designed for a discrete operational model, where both input and output
data are finite. In other words, all input data for an operation invocation is fully avail-
able at the time the operation is invoked, and an invocation ends when it has produced
all its output. This results in an overlap, or rather inclusion, of the abovementioned de-
pendency types: even if control flow is not explicitly specified, it is determined by the
data flow, which yields a temporal dependency between the invocation of operations.
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Figure 2.2: Sample workflow, with logical data flow
Figure 2.2 shows the same workflow as Figure 2.1, but at a slightly higher level of
detail: it depicts the individual inputs and outputs of the operations contained within
the workflow, as well as of the workflow itself. This figure also depicts a fundamental
property of workflows: in fact, functionally, a workflow is itself an operation, producing
outputs according to its inputs. Note that Figure 2.2 depicts two additional operations
(Os and Oe) when compared to Figure 2.1. In short, these operations represent the entry
and exit points of the workflow itself, and will be discussed subsequently.
2.1.2 Resources, Hosts, Operation Providers
The mere availability of an Operation Provider in an SOA for any given Operation at least
implies that “somewhere, there is a computer that is able to receive the input, process it,
and return the output”. In the simplest case, this means that somewhere in the world, a
computer processor (CPU) will execute a few instructions in order to fulfill the request.
In an SWF setting, this is more likely to be “some computer(s) will spend a considerable
amount of effort for a considerable amount of time in order to process a large data input
and produce a large data output”. What is informally introduced as “effort” here actu-
ally corresponds to physical Resources, such as CPU, Random Access Memory (RAM) or
intermediate storage, such as a local hard disk. Before and after the actual calculation,
large amounts of data may need to be transmitted over the network.
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Resources, such as CPU, storage, or bandwidth, are by their nature limited: they
can only hold or process a limited amount of information (their capacity) at any given
time. They are also bound to a physical component, i.e. the computer’s processor, its
hard disk, its network card, etc. A Resource Provider is an entity that controls one or
more such components. The most typical example is a computer, or Endpoint, having
associated CPU, storage, and networking resources. Just like in the real world, resources
do not come for free: resource providers themselves are paying for their provision and
maintenance, so when such resources are made available for clients to benefit from, the
clients are charged for the usage. The cost for using resources is determined by cost
functions defined by the resource’s provider.
A single Resource Provider may be able to offer one or more Operations, thus acting
as Operation Provider for multiple Operations. In fact, it can even offer multiple Oper-
ation Instances for the same Operation, such as using different algorithms for the same
functionality (e.g., provide Bubble sort, Heap sort and Quick sort algorithms to perform
a sort operation – all of which require different amounts of resources to execute).
While the declaration of the ability to provide an operation is an important part,
actually providing it when it is requested is the other, most important, one. In a sim-
ple setting, an Operation Provider offers its services, and responds to all requests in a
best-effort manner. As each request uses some of the resources required for the provi-
sioning of the functionality, in a situation where the service becomes highly popular,
the required resources get overloaded, thus deteriorating response times and QoS for
all requests.
In the setting proposed in this work, QoS is achieved by managing resource utiliza-
tion not reactively, but proactively: resources can only be utilized if they have been
claimed beforehand. This in turn means that each individual operation invocation
within a workflow execution is foreseen and scheduled before being carried out.
In a nutshell, before actually executing a workflow, DWARFS determines which re-
sources need to be allocated where and when, and reserves these resources. At exe-
cution time, the reservations that have been made are leveraged, thus yielding a more
predictable execution.
2.1.3 Resources and Reservations
Clearly, the underpinning foundation of DWARFS, required in order to provide pre-
dictable workflow execution, is resource management. We have seen that resource re-
quirements need to be determined during planning, ahead of workflow execution. Of
course, in order to actually execute a workflow according to its plan, the resource allo-
cations need to be reserved by the corresponding resource providers.
In other words, there is a subtle yet important difference between the terms Resource
Allocation and Resource Reservation: by the former term, we denote a prospected or actual
utilization of the resource, while the latter represents an actual provider-side commit-
ment to make the resources available. Put simply, only after all prospected resource
allocations have actually been reserved with their respective providers can workflow
planning be considered successful, and workflow execution begin.
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While this section gave a short and informal overview of the key concepts in
DWARFS, the following sections of this chapter will provide more formal definitions
of the individual aspects, and show how exactly the introduced concepts are defined
and relate to each other.
2.2 Operations and Workflows
Operations are one of the fundamental pillars of any calculation, and can in principle
be understood as functions which, given some input data, deterministically produce
some output data. In a sense, workflows are simply the composition of operations, thus
acting as an operation themselves. In order to produce their output, operations need to
be invoked to provide their functionality. In DWARFS, a single operation can be offered
for provision by multiple entities.
2.2.1 Data Types
In principle, DWARFS does not impose any restrictions on the kinds of data that can
be handled. However, for the sake of clarity, and because it is more suitable for formal
verification, we use the concept of data types which allows for a more fine-grained
classification of data.
The universe of data types is termed TYPE. l
2.2.2 Operation
At the highest level of abstraction, an operation can simply be understood as a proce-
dure with produces output data from input data. We further specify how many inputs,
and of which data types, an operation requires, and how many outputs of which types
it produces. This is intentionally very similar to the operation signatures found in many
programming languages.
Definition 2.1. Operation
An operation o is a tuple o  pI, O, φq, where:
• I P TYPEn  pi1, ..., inq is a tuple specifying the types of the operation’s input
parameters
• O P TYPEm  po1, ..., omq is a tuple specifying the types of the operation’s output
parameters
• φ is a function φ : i1  ... in Ñ o1  ... om, representing the actual functionality
of the operation.
The universe of all operations is termed OP. l
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As a trivial example, an operation which divides two natural numbers and returns
a real number could be represented as ppN,Nq, pRq,pa, bq ÞÑ abq.
Note that operations may take no input (I  pq ), or produce no output (O  pq ). An
example for the former might be a random number generator, an example for the latter
an operation which prints its input to a physical printer. Such operations could depend
on, or modify, some external state which is not captured in the model – in other words,
they may have side effects. We explicitly allow for such side effects, as long as they are
orthogonal to the model.
2.2.3 Workows
In the spirit of “programming in the large”, a workflow provides new functionality
by re-using and recombining existing functionalities. This is achieved by composing
operations into a graph, as shown in detail in Figure 2.2.
This figure illustrates a common, simple yet powerful, approach to defining work-
flows as a directed acyclic multigraph, where nodes depict the activities (or operations),
and edges depict data flow. While we will go into further detail when giving the formal
definition, there are several general characteristics of a workflow, most of which can be
observed in the figure. First and foremost, a workflow as a whole is itself again an oper-
ation, taking inputs and producing outputs. Second, each contained operation’s inputs,
as well as the output of the workflow itself, are mapped from some previous contained
operation’s output, or the workflow’s input. Third, because we consider individual data
input and output parameters, the graph is in fact a multigraph, as it allows for multiple
edges between nodes (representing multiple parameter transfers).
Note that the graph depicts the data flow dependencies inside the workflow (e.g.,
in the sample figure, the first output of operation O1 is used as the second input of
O2; its second output is used as the first input of O2, and as the second input of O3).
Such data flow dependencies necessarily imply control flow dependencies as well – i.e.,
at runtime, O2 and O3 cannot be executed before O1 has produced its output. It may
be necessary to define additional control flow, i.e., to merely state that some activity
must not be started before another has ended, even if there is no direct or indirect data
dependency.
Denition 2.2. Workow Description
A workflow description wd is a tuple wd  p I , O, A, w, k, dq, where:
• I P TYPEn  p i1, ..., inq is a tuple specifying the types of the workflow’s input
parameters
• O P TYPEm  p o1, ..., omq is a tuple specifying the types of the workflow’s output
parameters
• A is a non-empty set of activities corresponding to operation invocations. It con-
tains at least two activities sand e, which denote the start and end of the workflow.
• w is an injective mapping function w : A Ñ OP, associating each activity with an
operation. The mappings for s and eare predefined such that wpsq :  os, wpeq : 
oe, where os :  p I , I , idq,oe :  p O, O, idq.
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• κ  Ar t eu  Ar t suis a relation representing control flow edges of the workflow.
• δ  Ar t eu  N
 
 Ar t su  N
 
is a relation representing data flow edges of the
workflow.
and the following holds: @pap, i, as, jq Pδ Dpap, asq Pκ.
The universe of Workflow descriptions is termed WFD. l
Note that, as mentioned earlier, a workflow description wd  p I, O, A,ω, κ, δq can
also be understood as an operation pI, O, φq, whereφ is defined based on the definition
of wd. Let us denote this mapping as the function w f Op: wfOp : WFD Ñ OP.
While the start and end activities (s and e) may seem redundant at first glance, they
are not: they provide single entry and exit points for the workflow (some practical im-
pacts are explained further on). More importantly, within a workflow, they allow to
“scatter” input data multiple times, using the data flow edges (δ), and to “gather” out-
put in the same manner.
Let us briefly take a closer look at how control and data flow edges are represented
by κ and δ. The existence of pap, asq Pκ simply signifies that a control flow dependency
exists between ap and as, i.e., that as cannot be executed before ap has finished. Data
flow is defined in a very similar way, except that it additionally includes the information
about which output is mapped to which input: pap, i, as, jq Pδ means that the i-th output
of ap constitutes the j-th input of as.
The following definitions partly use the fact that by the above definition, all data
flow is also represented as control flow.
Denition 2.3. Workflow Activity Precedence
Let wd  p I, O, A,ω, κ, δqbe a workflow description.
An activity ap P A directly precedes an activity as P A, denoted as ap Ñ as, iff
pap, asq Pκ. The precedence relation, denoted as ÝÑ, is the transitive closure of Ñ over
A. l
In the following, we may use the words “predecessor”,“successor”,“direct succes-
sor”, etc. in the usual sense as one would expect from this definition.
Given the above definitions, it is still possible to define invalid workflows. Infor-
mally, a workflow is valid if its control flow graph is indeed a directed acyclic graph
starting at the start activity and ending at the end activity, if all required operation in-
puts are assigned exactly once, and if there are no incompatible assignments (in terms
of data types) in the data flow.
Denition 2.4. Workflow Description Validity
A workflow description wd  p I, O, A,ω, κ, δqis said to be valid, if and only if all of the
following hold:
• @a P Ar t su : s ÝÑ a
• @a P Ar t eu : a ÝÑ e
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• Ea P A | a ÝÑ a
• @a P Ar tsu, i P r1, |ωpaq.I|s : D!pap, op, a, iq P δ
• @pap, op, as, isq P δ : ωpapq.Orops  ωpasq.Iriss
l
From now on, except when explicitly noted, we shall assume that all workflow de-
scriptions referred to are valid.
Notational conventions
The previous definition uses shorthand notations which are meant to enhance readabil-
ity, and which will be used occasionally throughout this document. We will shortly
introduce these notations here, using the above example:
• Element naming: Similarly to the common notation in object-oriented languages,
we use a dot-notation to refer to individual elements of tuples by the names used
in their definition. In the above definition, ωpaq.I thus refers to the input parame-
ters of the operation that ωpaq denotes.
• Tuple cardinality: When referring to the number of elements of tuples of arbitrary
size, we use the notation |tuple|, in analogy to set cardinalities. In the definition
above, this notation is used in the expression |ωpaq.I|.
• Tuple index: To directly address a given element of a tuple of arbitrary size, we
use brackets, as commonly used in programming languages to address array el-
ements. Thus, ωpapq.Orops refers to the othp element of the tuple of outputs of the
operation denoted by ωpapq.
As said, these shorthand notations are introduced to provide a more intuitive and read-
able representation, and are typically used in conjunction, as seen above.
2.3 Resources
The provision of any kind of functionality naturally requires resources in order to be
fulfilled. The Oxford English Dictionary defines resources as “stocks or reserves of
money, materials, people, or some other asset, which can be drawn on when neces-
sary” [Oxf10]. Another definition states that “A resource is a source or supply from
which benefit is produced. Typically resources are materials, services, staff, or other
assets that are transformed to produce benefit and in the process may be consumed or
made unavailable.”[Res13]
Informally, resources (and their limited availability) are ubiquituously affecting all
kinds of computer usage: most users have probably already been affected by full disks
or programs crashing due to insufficient Random Access Memory (RAM). Likewise,
computations may be painfully slow on old computers, the duration for completing
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Figure 2.3: Screenshots: Resource Monitoring
a download depends on the capacity of the connection, etc. Figure 2.3 shows exam-
ples of how the usage of various resources can be represented and monitored using
Ubuntu 10.04.
One of the most important aspects of the DWARFS system is that it is aware of the
ramifications of the limited availability of resources. In fact, resources are the most
fundamental concept that underpins the entire system.
2.3.1 Resource classes, types, and instances
We have already informally introduced various resources, such as computing power,
storage, and bandwidth. Taking a closer look at their intended purposes, it becomes
clear that there are in fact two radically distinct kinds of resources, which can be clas-
sified according to their behavior. Figure 2.4 shows an intuitive example outside of the
Computer Science world: a barrel, and a hose. Both of these items can be considered
resources “usable” with water.
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Figure 2.4: Example of Resource Classes
The barrel can hold water up to its capacity, while the hose can discharge water
up to its capacity. In other words: the barrel has container semantics, i.e., its capacity
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determines how much water it persistently holds, while the hose has throughput seman-
tics: its capacity determines the maximal transitory throughput of water. The following
definition formalizes this classification.
Definition 2.5. Resource Classes
The universe of resource classes considered in DWARFS is defined as follows:
RESCLASS  t PERSISTENT, TRANSITORYu.
l
Specifically, the two classes have the following meanings:
• The class of persistent resource types PERSISTENT encompasses all resources
which have container semantics.
• The class of transitory resource types TRANSITORY encompasses all resources
which have throughput semantics.
While resource classes provide a distinction based on intrinsic behavioral properties,
we also want to distinguish resources based on their purpose. For example, while a pro-
cessor, a hard disk, and a network card could be classified solely as representing persis-
tent or transitory resources, a more fine-grained distinction into several Resource Types
(e.g., CPU,STORAGE,BANDWIDTH) – makes sense, and is assumed within our model.
Definition 2.6. Resource Type
A Resource Type represents an abstract notion of a family of devices or features, re-
quired to perform a specific functionality. The universe of all resource types is named
RESTYPE. We assume the existence of a mapping function, which associates a resource
type with the corresponding resource class:
resClass : RESTYPE Ñ RESCLASS
l
While Resource Types denote functionalities, they are not associated with any phys-
ical entity by themselves. An actual Resource is a concrete instance of a given resource
type, with a limited, discrete capacity. Resources are managed by their owner and can
generally be shared between several consumers, up to their capacity limit.
Definition 2.7. Resource
A Resource r is a tuple r  p t, cq, where:
• t P RESTYPE is the resource’s resource type.
• c PN
 
is the capacity of the resource, in a unit not further specified, but conform-
ing to the semantics of its resource type and class.
The universe of all resources is named RESOURCE. l
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2.3.2 Common resource types
There are a number of resource types which are considered so fundamental that
DWARFS includes predefined definitions for them. As the purpose of DWARFS is to
execute computationally expensive and data-intensive workflows in a distributed in-
frastructure, it is natural to apply this to the following resource types.
Computational Power: CPU
Every computing device must have at least one working Central Processing Unit (CPU)
in order to be functional. We define the CPU resource of a computer as comprising all
available physical CPUs. Of course, this resource is being used by every calculation
performed on that computer.
The capacity of a resource of this type can roughly be understood as its “compute
power”. Suitable units for the capacity might be “Computations per second”, however
it is up to the resource’s owner to specify the exact values. Formally, this resource type
is specified as:
CPU P RESTYPE | resClasspCPUq  TRANSITORY
Storage
When processing large amounts of data, it is practically inevitable to temporarily store
this data on secondary storage (i.e., hard disk). The capacity of a resource of this type
corresponds to the total attached amount of secondary storage; a natural unit for such a
resource is the number of available bytes. More formally:
STORAGE P RESTYPE | resClasspSTORAGEq  PERSISTENT
Bandwidth
In a distributed system, any communication requires network connectivity. Transfer
speed is impacted by the availability of network resources (bandwidth) of all parties
involved in the transfer. As a network transfer always involves at least two parties, the
units for resources of this type must be compatible. Capacities for network resources
are thus always expected to correspond to the maximum net throughput, for instance
in bytes per second.
BANDWIDTH P RESTYPE | resClasspBANDWIDTHq  TRANSITORY
2.3.3 Other Resource Types
DWARFS is by no means limited to the above resource types. In fact, virtually anything
that meets the few criteria for qualifying as a resource and that is required to properly
execute a workflow can be considered by DWARFS.
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For example, if an organization provides an operation that requires access to a tele-
scope, one could define an appropriate resource type mapped to the PERSISTENT class.
The capacity of the concrete resource could reflect the number of attached telescopes,
and each invocation of an operation would need to access / reserve one or more of
them.
2.4 Resource Usage
The physical presence of resources alone is of little interest when they are not used.
Conversely, if a resource had an unlimited capacity, there would be no need for it to be
managed at all, as it would be available at all times to everyone requesting to use it.
Clearly, the main interest thus lies in the management of such limited resources. Proper
resource management implies knowing when, and to which extent, resources are being
used.
Before we go into details on how resource usage can be represented, let us shortly
discuss how resources relate to each other. From the previous definitions of resources it
should be apparent that resources are generally not “standalone” entities; rather, mul-
tiple resources can belong to the same (physical) entity managing them – for example,
a computer is managing its own CPU, storage, bandwidth and associated peripherals.
We call such a grouping of resources Resource Provider.
Definition 2.8. Resource Provider
A Resource Provider rp is an entity which provides and manages one or more resources.
Formally, it is defined as the set of resources that it manages: rp  RESOURCE.
The universe of all resource providers is termed RESPROV. l
Note that resource providers have disjoint sets of associated resources, i.e., no two
resource providers manage the same resource: @rp1, rp2 P RESPROV : rp1  rp2 æ
rp1 X rp2  H .
2.4.1 Usage Blocks
A usage block represents the constant and continuous, intended or actual usage of a
certain amount of some (any) resource. Note that we are explicitly not binding usage
blocks to any particular resource.
Definition 2.9. Usage Block
A Usage block u is defined as a tuple u  p s, e, aq, where:
• s PN is the start timestamp, considered inclusive
• e PN is the end timestamp, considered exclusive
• a PN is an amount of usage
and the following holds:
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• s   e
The universe of all usage blocks is named USAGE. l
The reason for not binding usage blocks to any particular resource is that in fact,
usage blocks are a simple ”helper“ construct that will ease the subsequent definition
of allocations (which are expressed using such usage blocks). To formulate an analogy
with measurands – usage blocks allow to express individual values independent of the
unit (the resource in this case), but it is the combination of values and unit which forms
the object of interest (allocations in this case). For a pragmatic example, keeping usage
blocks as ”basic units“ allows to easily express situations where one needs to acquire
the same set of usage blocks for multiple resources (Section 2.4.3).
However, of course not all resources have the same capacity, and therefore not all of
them can accommodate all usage blocks. The following definition captures this fact.
Definition 2.10. Usage Block Validity
A usage block u  ps, e, aq is said to be valid for a resource r  pt, cq, iff a ¤ c. l
2.4.2 Allocations
Allocations represent the intended or actual usage of one particular resource over time,
represented as a combination of usage blocks. An allocation must contain zero or more
non-overlapping usage blocks.
Definition 2.11. Allocation
An allocation a is defined as a tuple a  pU, rq, where:
• U  USAGE is a set of usage blocks
• r P RESOURCE is a resource
and the following holds:
• Eps1, e1, a1q, ps2, e2, a2q P U : s1   e2 ^ s2   e1.
The universe of all allocations is named ALLOC. We further define the following func-
tions on allocations:
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allocStart : ALLOC Ñ N
pU , rq ÞÑ
#
0 if U  H
min
psi ,ei ,aiqPU
psiq otherwise
allocEnd : ALLOC Ñ N
pU , rq ÞÑ
#
0 if U  H
max
psi ,ei ,aiqPU
peiq otherwise
allocAmount : ALLOC  N Ñ N
ppU , rq,tq ÞÑ
"
a if Dps, e, aq PU | s ⁄ t   e
0 otherwise
l
Denition 2.12. Allocation equivalence
Two allocations a1  p U1, r1q,a2  p U2, r2qare said to be equivalent, denoted as a1  a2,
if and only if:
r1  r2 ^ @t PN : allocAmountpa1, tq  allocAmountpa2, tq l
The definitions of allocations and their equivalence suggest that there is the possi-
bility to express the same “fact” using various allocations. For a simple example, let r
be a resource. Then, the following allocations are all equivalent and in fact correspond
to an empty allocation: pH, rq  ptp0, 1, 0qu,rq  ptp15, 23, 0q,p42, 65, 0qu,rq.
Therefore, we define and use a canonical representation of allocations. Informally,
the conditions for canonicity of an allocation are that it is contiguous (i.e., there are no
gaps between the usage blocks), that two immediately succeeding usage blocks do not
share the same amount, and that it does not begin or end with a usage block of amount
0.
Denition 2.13. Allocation canonicity
An allocation a  p U , rqis said to be canonical if and only if all of the following hold:
• @psi , ei , aiq PU | ei  allocEndpaq : Dpsj , ej , ajq PU : sj  ei ^ aj  ai
• Epss, es, asq PU | ss  allocStartpaq ^ as  0
• Epse, ee, aeq PU | ee  allocEndpaq ^ as  0
l
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Note that for any allocation, we can construct an equivalent canonical allocation by
applying Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Determine equivalent canonical allocation
Input: An allocation a  pU, rq
Output: A canonical allocation c : a fl c
Uð U;
while Dps0, e0, 0q P U do
// Remove all usages of amount zero
Uð Ur ps0, e0, 0q;
while Dps1, e1, a1q, ps2, e2, a2q P U | e1  s2 ^ a1  a2 do
// Join successive usages with same amount
Uð pUr tps1, e1, a1q, ps2, e2, a2quq Y tps1, e2, a2qu;
while Dps1, e1, a1q, ps2, e2, a2q P U | e1   s2 ^ s2  min
psi,ei,aiqPU:si¥e1
psiq do
// Fill inner gaps between usages with usages of amount 0
Uð UY tpe1, s2, 0qu
return pU, rq
Definition 2.14. Allocation validity
An allocation a  pU, rq is said to be valid iff a is canonical and @ui P U : ui is valid
for r. l
Lemma 2.15. Existence and uniqueness of equivalent canonical allocation
For every allocation there exists exactly one equivalent canonical allocation.
Proof:
Existence:
For any given allocation, Algorithm 1 allows to determine an equivalent canonical
allocation.
Uniqueness:
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there are two allocations, a1  pU1, rq
and a2  pU2, rq, and that a1 fl a2, and both a1 and a2 are canonical.
a1  a2 ñ U1  U2
ô Dpsx, ex, axq P U1 | psx, ex, axq R U2_
Dpsy, ey, ayq P U2 | psy, ey, ayq R U1
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Without loss of generality, we consider only the first case (the second is symmetric). Let
t be any timestamp encompassed by psx, ex, axq, i.e., sx ¤ t   ex.
a1 fl a2 ñ allocAmountpa1, tq  allocAmountpa2, tq  ax
ô ax  0_ Dpst, et, axq P U2 : st ¤ t   et
In other words: for any timestamp t encompassed by psx, ex, axq, there must exists a
usage encompassing t and with amount ax in a2 (case b), except possibly in the simple
case where ax  0 (case a).
case a) sx ¤ t   ex ^ ax  0^ Epst, et, axq P U2 : st ¤ t   et:
if ex ¤ allocStartpa2q ñ a1 is not canonical, because it contains leading
usages of amount 0. 	
if sx ¥ allocEndpa2q ñ a1 is not canonical, because it contains trailing
usages of amount 0. 	
in all other cases ñ a2 is not canonical, because its usages are not
contiguous. 	
case b) sx ¤ t   ex ^ Dpst, et, axq P U2 : st ¤ t   et:
psx, ex, axq R U2 ô  psx  st ^ ex  etq
ñ at least one of the following applies:
if st   sx ñ Dps f , e f , axq P U1 : e f  sx
ñ a1 is not canonical, because it contains consecutive
usages of the same amount. 	
if sx   st ñ Dps f , e f , axq P U2 : e f  st
ñ a2 is not canonical, because it contains consecutive
usages of the same amount. 	
if ex   et ñ Dps f , e f , axq P U1 : s f  ex
ñ a1 is not canonical, because it contains consecutive
usages of the same amount. 	
if et   ex ñ Dps f , e f , axq P U2 : s f  et
ñ a2 is not canonical, because it contains consecutive
usages of the same amount. 	
l
From here on, except if noted otherwise, we shall assume that all allocations referred
to are canonical.
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Allocation addition
When an allocation a  p U, rqis valid, this simply indicates that resource r can, in prin-
ciple, accommodate all usage blocks in U. As previously noted, resources can generally
be shared – in other words, they can accommodate multiple allocations’ usages. Instead
of reasoning on sets of allocations, it is often convenient to aggregate all the contained
allocations into a single one (by adding them). For example, a simple way to verify if
a set of allocations can be accommodated is to verify whether the sum of its elements
is valid. An example is shown in Figure 2.5, which depicts the addition of two valid
allocations; the resulting allocation is invalid for a resource with capacity 100.
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Figure 2.5: Allocation Addition Example
Definition 2.16. Allocation addition
Addition on allocations is a binary, associative and commutative operation defined by
the following function:
allocAdd : ALLOC  ALLOC Ñ ALLOC
ppU1, rq,pU2, rqq ÞÑ p U3, rq : @t PN : allocAmountppU3, rq,tq
 allocAmountppU1, rq,tq   allocAmountppU2, rq,tq^
pU3, rqis canonical.
l
We use the standard infix operator notation for addition, thus: a1   a2 
allocAddpa1, a2q. Note that addition is only defined for allocations referring to the same
resource.
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2.4.3 Co-allocations: interdependent allocations
Generally, the utilization of some functionality (i.e., invoking an operation) requires
joint allocations not a for single, but for multiple resources, with these resources possi-
bly being owned by multiple independent parties. For example, as shown in Figure 2.6,
a remote operation invocation will result in the transmission of input data from the
caller to the callee (requiring bandwidth on both sides), then the actual execution of
the request (requiring, for example, CPU and a telescope at the callee), and finally the
transmission of the result (again requiring bandwidth on both sides). During the entire
process, the callee may require storage capacity to hold the input and/or output data.
Bandwidth @ H2 (in)
Bandwidth @ H1 (out)
tied to BW@H2
CPU @ H2 Bandwidth@H2 (out)
Bandwidth
@H1 (in)
Telescope @ H2, in
parallel with execution
Storage @ H2, in parallel
with input, execution, output
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Figure 2.6: Sample Co-allocation for an operation invocation
While this invocation is – from the logical perspective – a single step, namely a sin-
gle operation call, it is in fact making coordinated use of several distinct resources. Co-
allocations capture this notion of coordinated use. Before we go into the formal defini-
tion, let us take a further look at some of their characteristics. There are two general,
orthogonal patterns found in co-allocations:
Sequentiality
As implied by the name, this means that one resource is used (strictly) after another. In
the example, the actual calculation (requiring CPU) can only be performed after data
upload (requiring Bandwidth) is completed.
Parallelism
This applies when several resources are being used at the same time. A prime example
for parallelism are network transfers, as they require bandwidth allocations (at least) on
the sending and on the receiving end. This is again demonstrated by the above example.
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Combinations
Dependencies among allocations are not limited to either sequentiality or parallelism,
but typically are combinations of both. In the example, storage at the callee’s side is
allocated in parallel to a a sequence of other allocations. As we shall see in the following,
not all combinations that are possible are also meaningful.
Definition 2.17. Co-allocation
A Co-allocation C represents the intended or actual usage of one or more resources over
time. It is defined as a set of valid allocations: C  t a P ALLOC | a is validu
The universe of all co-allocations is named COALLOC.
We further define a co-allocation’s start and end timestamps as functions of the con-
tained allocations:
coAllocStart : COALLOC Ñ N
C ÞÑ min
aPC
pallocStartpaqq
coAllocEnd : COALLOC Ñ N
C ÞÑ max
aPC
pallocEndpaqq
l
2.4.4 Allocation And Co-Allocation Cost
Allocations make use of resources, and resources must be held available. This ultimately
leads to (real-world) running costs associated with the provisioning of the resources. It
is thus natural to ask for a recompensation for resource use. Therefore, we assume the
existence of a global cost function, which allows to determine the cost of an allocation.
Definition 2.18. Allocation Cost
The cost of an allocation is determined by the following function:
allocCost : ALLOC  N Ñ R
 
allocCostpa, tq returns the (non-negative) cost of an allocation a, when requested at
timestamp t. l
Just like in the real world, the cost of using a resource may depend on when it is
requested: an allocation that is requested just before it starts (last minute) may be sig-
nificantly cheaper than if it is still far in the future.
As co-allocations are merely sets of allocations, a naïve approach to determine the
cost of a co-allocation would be to simply add the costs of all its allocations. How-
ever, consider the following real-world examples: Cloud providers generally charge for
network transfers, but waive the costs if these transfers are entirely within their own
network. In other words, “a co-allocation is more than the sum of its parts” in that it
provides additional information which may lead to an adjustment of the costs.
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Definition 2.19. Co-allocation Cost
The cost of a co-allocation is determined by the following function:
coAllocCost : COALLOC  N Ñ R
 
coAllocCostpC, tq returns the cost of a co-allocation C, when requested at timestamp t.
We place an additional restriction in that the cost may be lowered, but not raised:
coAllocCostpC, tq ⁄
‚
aPC
allocCostpa, tq.
l
2.4.5 Co-Allocation Constraints
As described previously, co-allocations represent a set of allocations which depend on
each other in some way. These dependencies implicitly manifest themselves by how the
contained allocations are related to each other in terms of parallelism and sequentiality,
i.e., in the co-allocation’s “structure”, but they are not made explicit in the co-allocation
itself.
Consider again Figure 2.6, and the description of it given above. The description
is actually anticipating in which way the individual parts of the co-allocation need
to be (temporally) related, even if the exact allocations are not known yet. In other
words, co-allocations merely represent the materialized results of some co-allocation
constraints, whereby co-allocation constraints can be understood as blueprints deter-
mining the rules for co-allocations to abide.
Before going into further detail, there are a few important observations to make,
concerning the behavior of resources according to their resource class.
• Persistent Resources have container semantics. A persistent resource can never
accommodate more than its capacity. For example, a hard disk of 250 GB will not,
at any moment in time, be able to store more than a total of 250 GB.
• Transitory Resources have throughput semantics. Their capacity refers to their
ability to “work on” a particular amount at a given time. For example, while a
network connection with capacity 64 kbit/s cannot accomodate more than 64 kbit
at any moment, it is able to transfer an arbitrary amount of data, given enough
time.
Sticking with the above concrete examples, a request to transfer a certain amount of
data is very different from a request to temporarily hold that amount of data. In the
former case, the time required for the transfer is determined by the amount itself, the
capacity of the connection, and the usage of the connection. In the latter case, the time
frame of the allocation is in principle not known at all, unless it is mandated in some
other manner.
This pattern is generally valid, and also visible in Figure 2.6: allocations for per-
sistent resources depend on one or more allocations for transitory resources, as only
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allocations for transitory resources allow to determine for how long resources are actu-
ally required. This is further elaborated in the following. The subsequent definitions are
provided in a “bottom-up” manner, considering constraints for the individual resource
types first, before finally being combined to specify how co-allocation constraints can
be expressed.
Time-Determining Allocation Constraints
A time-determining allocation constraint defines constraints for allocations for one or
more resources of the same transitory resource type. It allows to specify how much of
the affected resources is required in total, and upper and lower bounds on the usages
at any time. For example, it can specify that a total amount of 2 GB must be trans-
ferred from some resource provider’s outgoing network interface, to another resource
provider’s incoming network interface, at a throughput rate no lower than 2 MB/s and
no higher than 200 MB/s.
Definition 2.20. Time-determining Allocation Constraint
A time-determining allocation constraint tc is defined as a tuple tc  pR, min, max, sumq,
where
• R  RESOURCE is a non-empty set of resources of the same (transitory) resource
type
• min is an amount of usage that must be provided at all times by each and every
r P R
• max is an amount of usage that must not be exceeded at any time, by any r P R
• sum ¥ 0 is the total resource usage that must be provided by each and every r P R
where all of the following hold:
• @r1, r2 P R : r1.t  r2.t
• @r P R : resClasspr.tq  TRANSITORY^ r.c ¥ max
• 0   min ¤ max
The universe of time-determining allocation constraints is termed TAC. l
As mentioned previously, allocation constraints are meant as “blueprints” for alloca-
tions. Informally, an allocation complies to that blueprint if it does not violate any of the
constraints established by it. For a time-determining allocation constraint, that specif-
ically means that the allocation concerns one of the respective resources, stays within
the usage amount limits, and the total amount of all its usages matches or exceeds the
requested one.
Definition 2.21. Time-Determining Allocation Constraint Compliance
An allocation a is said to comply with a time-determining allocation constraint tc, de-
noted as a XÝÑ tc, if and only if all of the following hold:
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• a is valid
• a.r P tc.R
• @t | allocStartpaq ¤ t   allocEndpaq : tc.min ¤ allocAmountpa, tq ¤ tc.max
• tc.sum ¤
¸
allocStartpaq¤t allocEndpaq
allocAmountpa, tq
l
Note that potentially many allocations can comply with a single time-determining
allocation constraint. This statement is somewhat trivial, because the allocation con-
straint does not prescribe any “time frame” for the start or end of compliant allocations,
and compliant allocations may actually use more resources than required (but not less).
However, even if we fixed one, or both, of start and end timestamps, and used exactly
the resources that the constraint prescribes, there could still be a large number of com-
pliant allocations.
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Figure 2.7: Alternative Allocations for a Time-Determining Allocation Constraint
This fact is graphically depicted in Figure 2.7. The figure shows several possible
allocations for a transitory resource r with capacity 100, all of which are compliant with
a time-determining allocation constraint tc  ptru, 25, 100, 150q. Informally, it is the area
encompassed by the allocations’ usages that is equal, but the individual usage blocks
may be different.
This property is also the reason why we termed time-determining allocation con-
straints this way: It is the compliant allocation itself which determines the time frame
the resource needs to be allocated in order to fulfill the constraint.
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In a sense, time-determining allocation constraints allow us to formalize restrictions
for compliant allocations. Going one step further, we now consider the possibility to
“refine” such allocation constraints, which allows us to further restrict the set of compli-
ant allocations (for example, by reducing the interval allowed for minimum/maximum
usage amount).
Definition 2.22. Time-Determining Allocation Constraint Restriction
A time-determining allocation constraint tcr is said to restrict a time-determining allo-
cation constraint tcb, denoted as tcr  tcb, if and only if:
• tcb.sum  tcr.sum
• tcb.R  tcr.R
• tcb.max ¥ tcr.max
• tcb.min ¤ tcr.min
l
Effectively, this means that any allocation compliant with tcr is also compliant with
tcb: @a P ALLOC : a
XÝÑ tcr ñ a XÝÑ tcb. The reverse does not necessarily hold.
Definition 2.23. Time-Determining Allocation Constraint Augmentation
A time-determining allocation constraint tca is said to augment a time-determining al-
location constraint tcb, if and only if:
• tcb.sum  tca.sum
• tcb.R  tca.R
• tcb.max  tca.max
• tcb.min  tca.min
l
Augmenting a time-determining allocation constraint corresponds to the inclusion
of new resources into the set of resources that need to be allocated in order to fulfill the
constraint. An intuitive example is a network transfer, where (the same usage blocks of)
bandwidth must be allocated both on the sending and the receiving end, and possibly
at intermediate network hops as well.
Let us now consider the combination of augmentation and restriction for time-
determining co-allocation constraints. Such a combination enables us to “refine” time-
determining allocation constraints by both including additional resources to be allo-
cated as well as limiting the permissible range of resource usage amounts.
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Definition 2.24. Time-Determining Allocation Constraint Augmented Restriction
A time-determining allocation constraint tcα is said to be an augmented restriction of
a time-determining allocation constraint tcβ, denoted as tcα ; tcβ, if and only if there
exists a time-determining allocation constraint tcχ such that tcα  tcχ, and tcχ augments
tcβ. l
Intuitively, the notion of augmented restriction is most useful when reasoning over
sets of allocations, where all elements of the set must comply with a time-determining
allocation constraint – as is the case for co-allocation constraints, which we shall intro-
duce soon.
Dependent Allocation Constraints
A dependent allocation constraint defines constraints for allocations for exactly one re-
soure of a persistent resource type. It allows to specify how much of the affected re-
source must be available at any given time.
Definition 2.25. Dependent Allocation Constraint
A dependent allocation constraint dc is defined as a tuple dc  pr, minq, where
• r P RESOURCE
• min is a usage amount (inclusive) that must be provided at all times
where all of the following hold:
• resClasspr.tq  PERSISTENT
• 0   min ¤ r.c
The universe of dependent allocation constraints is termed DAC. l
Just like for time-determining allocation constraints, we can determine whether an
allocation complies with a dependent allocation constraint, i.e., whether it fulfills all of
the requirements of the constraint.
Definition 2.26. Dependent Allocation Constraint Compliance
An allocation a is said to comply with with a dependent allocation constraint dc, de-
noted as a XÝÑ dc, if and only if all of the following hold:
• a is valid
• a.r  dc.r
• @t | allocStartpaq ¤ t   allocEndpaq : dc.min ¤ allocAmountpa, tq
l
We again define the meaning of restriction when referring to dependent allocation
constraints.
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Definition 2.27. Dependent Allocation Constraint Restriction
A dependent allocation constraint r is said to restrict a dependent allocation constraint
b, denoted as r  b, if and only if:
• b.res  r.res
• b.min ¤ r.min
l
Now that we have defined the basic (time-determining, and dependent) alloca-
tion constraints, we can move on to combine them into co-allocation constraints. A
co-allocation constraint allows to define the interdependencies of basic allocation con-
straints, thus defining the structure of compliant co-allocations.
A co-allocation constraint consists of a number of temporally dependent (i.e., con-
secutive) time-determining allocation constraints, as well as a number of dependent
allocation constraints, where dependent allocation constraints are associated with the
time-determining allocation constraints that they start and end with.
Definition 2.28. Co-Allocation Constraint
A co-allocation constraint cc is a tuple cc  pT, , D, τq, where:
• T  TAC is a non-empty set of time-determining allocation constraints
•   is an non-reflexive binary relation on T such that pT, q is a strict total order, in-
dicating the temporal relationship between the time-determining allocation con-
straints.
• D  DAC is a set of dependent allocation constraints
• τ  D  T  T is a ternary relation associating dependent allocation constraints
with the time-determining allocation constraints they start and end with.
where the following holds:
• @d P D : D!pd, ts, teq P τ, i.e., each dependent allocation constraint is associated to a
pair of time-determining allocation constraints
• @pd, ts, teq P τ : ts   te_ ts  te, i.e., dependent allocation constraints are associated
to consecutive time-determining allocation constraints
The universe of co-allocation constraints is termed CONSTRAINT. l
In the rest of this document, we may occasionally use the simpler term “constraint”
if it is clear from the context that we are referring to co-allocation constraints.
We further define the following two functions which return the “first” and “last”
time-determining allocation constraint of a co-allocation constraint, according to  :
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firstTac : CONSTRAINT Ñ TAC
cc ÞÑ t f | t f P cc.T ^@t P cc.T, t  t f : t f   t
lastTac : CONSTRAINT Ñ TAC
cc ÞÑ tl | tl P cc.T ^@t P cc.T, t  tl : t   tl
Definition 2.29. Co-allocation Constraint Compliance
A co-allocation ca is said to comply with a co-allocation constraint cc, denoted as ca XÝÑ
cc, if and only if all of the following hold:
• there exists an injective function σT : cc.T Ñ ℘pCOALLOCq , mapping time-
determining allocation constraints to sets of compliant (transitory) allocations
within ca: @t P cc.T : @r P t.R D!a P σTptq | a P ca^ a.r  r^ a
XÝÑ t
• all transitory allocations compliant with the same time-determining allocation
constraint refer to the exact same usage blocks: @t P cc.T : @a1, . . . , an P σTptq :
a1.U  . . .  an.U
• the temporal ordering of transitory allocations is consistent with the one defined
in the co-allocation constraint: @t1, t2 P cc.T : @a1 P σTpt1q, a2 P σTpt2q : t1   t2 ñ
allocEndpa1q ¤ allocStartpa2q
• there exists an injective function σD : cc.D Ñ ca , mapping dependent allocation
constraints to compliant (persistent) allocations: @d P cc.D : σDpdq
XÝÑ d
• the temporal dependencies between time-determining and dependent allocations
are observed: @d P cc.D, t1, t2 P cc.T : @a1 P σTpt1q, a2 P σTpt2q : allocStartpa1q 
allocStartpσDpdqq ^ allocEndpa2q  allocEndpσDpdqq
l
The above definition has several consequences. First, the mapping functions are both
injective, thus it is permissible to have additional allocations in ca which do not directly
satisfy any allocation constraint. In other words: it is allowed to book more resources
than actually required (but not less). As a consequence, the mapping functions σT and
σD may not necessarily be unique, i.e., there could be more than one possibility to choose
the mappings. Again, this is acceptable as long as there is at least one valid combination.
Definition 2.30. Co-Allocation Constraint Restriction
A co-allocation constraint ccr  pTr, r, Dr, τrq is said to restrict a co-allocation constraint
ccb  pTb, b, Db, τbq, denoted as ccr  ccb, if and only if:
• There exists an injective function ρT : Tb Ñ Tr such that @t P Tb : ρTptq ; t, i.e.,
each time-dependent allocation constraint in ccb is mapped to a corresponding
augmented restriction in ccr
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• There exists an injective function ρD : Db Ñ Dr such that @d P Db : ρDpdq  d
and the temporal ordering and dependencies between constraints are preserved:
• @t1, t2 P Tb : t1  b t2 ñ ρTpt1q  r ρTpt2q
• @pd, t1, t2q P τb DpρDpdq, ρTpt1q, ρTpt2qq P τr
l
The implications of co-allocation constraints restriction are analogous to the restric-
tions of the individual allocation constraints: any co-allocation compliant with ccr is
compliant with ccb, but not every co-allocation compliant with ccb is necessarily com-
pliant with ccr.
While it is somewhat of an anticipation of the contents of the subsequent sections, the
following example, based on Figure 2.6 (page 19) may be helpful to better understand
(co-)allocation restrictions. Examining its structure, the top row of the figure corre-
sponds to a sequence of time-determining allocation constraints, namely for incoming
bandwidth, execution (CPU), and outgoing bandwidth. This, along with the depen-
dent allocation constraints, is information obtained from the provider of the operation.
Note that (in this row) data input and output concern only the host providing the co-
allocation. The second row, presenting the associated data output and input (at the other
endpoint), is dynamic in the sense that it depends on which workflow engine is actually
invoking the operation, and is added as augmented restrictions to the basic (top-row)
time-determining allocation constraints. By definition, the allocation constraints man-
date the same usage blocks for both the incoming and outgoing resource.
Co-Allocation Constraint Graphs
A co-allocation constraint allows to express the fact that multiple resources need to be
used in a coordinated manner in order to perform one logical operation. An important
property of co-allocation constraints is that all contained time-determining co-allocation
constraints must be totally ordered, i.e., be sequential. In analogy to workflows, which
are graphs of operations, one can also define graphs of co-allocation constraints (in fact,
as we shall see in Sections 2.6 and 2.7, DWARFS uses such graphs of co-allocation con-
straints to reason on workflows).
Definition 2.31. Co-Allocation Constraint Graph
A co-allocation constraint graph cg represents a multiset of co-allocation constraints and
their temporal dependencies. It is defined as a strict partial order cg  pCC, q, where
all of the following hold:
• CC is a non-empty multiset of co-allocation constraints
•   is a non-reflexive binary relation on CC, indicating the temporal relationship
between the co-allocation constraints
• There exists exactly one co-allocation constraint which precedes all other con-
straints: D!s P CC : @cc P CC | cc  s : s   cc
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• There exists exactly one co-allocation constraint which follows all other con-
straints: D!e P CC : @cc P CC | cc  e : cc   e
The universe of co-allocation constraint graphs is termed CONSTRAINTGRAPH. l
In the context of this work, co-allocation constraint graphs are used as another means
to represent and reason on workflows. Just as workflows must have single start and
end activities, co-allocation constraint graphs must have one “first” and one “last” con-
straint, which is made explicit by the latter two conditions in the definition. We define
the following two operations on co-allocation constraint graphs, which return those
constraints:
firstConstr : CONSTRAINTGRAPH Ñ CONSTRAINT
cg ÞÑ s
lastConstr : CONSTRAINTGRAPH Ñ CONSTRAINT
cg ÞÑ e
Note that it is of course possible to define a co-allocation constraint graph cgs con-
sisting of a single co-allocation constraint ccs : cgs  pt ccsu,Hq.
2.5 Reservations and Infrastructure State
So far, we have introduced the basic concepts that allow us to define resources and their
usages, but have not yet taken the step to actually employing these concepts within the
context of Advance Reservations.
2.5.1 Reservations
Intuitively, a reservation is simply an acknowledged set of allocations, where acknowl-
edged means that the providers of the respective resources have committed to holding
these resources back and making them available at the time needed.
Definition 2.32. Reservation
A reservation rs is a tuple rs  p ca, tq, where:
• ca P COALLOC is a co-allocation
• t PN is the timestamp at which the reservation was acknowledged
The universe of reservations is termed RESERV. l
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Definition 2.33. Reservation Cost
The cost of a reservation is determined by the following function:
reservCost : RESERV Ñ R
 
pca, tq ÞÑ coallocCostpca, tq
l
There are two noteworthy aspects regarding reservations: First, they concern entire
co-allocations instead of the more basic allocations. Second, they bear a timestamp at
which they were “created”. Reserving co-allocations instead of the individual alloca-
tions makes sense because by definition, these allocations are interdependent and, put
bluntly, only “useful” in combination. The timestamp keeps track of when a reservation
was created, but more importantly, it also fixes the reservation cost. This second prop-
erty could not be achieved if reservations concerned individual allocations, as the cost
of a co-allocation is not necessarily equal to the sum of the cost of its allocations.
2.5.2 State and State Changes
Reservations have one intrinsic property, namely that after they are made, they occupy
the resources reserved, which means that they may hamper the feasibility of future
allocations. In other words, we are dealing with a system which is changing its state as
reservations are made (or cancelled).
Definition 2.34. Reservation State
A reservation state S is a multiset of reservations: S  }˜ pRESERVq.1 The universe of
reservation states is termed STATE.
l
Just like individual allocations may be valid or invalid (if they surpass their re-
source’s capability at any point in time), we can define the validity of an entire reser-
vation state in a similar way: informally, a reservation state is invalid if the sum of the
reservations would overbook any contained resource at any time.
Definition 2.35. Reservation State Validity
A reservation state S is valid, if and only if
Er P RESOURCE | ‚
pui,rq P
⁄
pca,tq PS
ca
pui, rqis not valid
l
1The symbol }˜ refers to the power multiset, as defined in [SIY08]
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State changes
Introducing new reservations, or cancelling existing ones, corresponds to a transition
from one reservation state to another. We define two functions, reserve and cancel, to
induce such state changes. The reserve operation, given a reservation state, a timestamp,
and a multiset of co-allocations, returns a new reservation state which includes reser-
vations for the requested co-allocations. Note that if there are timing inconsistencies, or
if some requested allocations cannot be accommodated in addition to reservations that
are already in place, no new state is produced (i.e., the state is returned unchanged).
Cancelling existing reservations is similar, but slightly simpler.
Definition 2.36. Co-Allocation Feasibility
The feasibility of a multiset of co-allocations is defined as the possibility to commit (or
reserve) all of the contained co-allocations simultaneously at a given timestamp, in a
certain reservation state. Feasibility is defined through the function feasible:
feasible : STATE  N  }˜ pCOALLOCq Ñ B
pS, t, CAq ÞÑ
$
’
’&
’
’%
false if t ⁄ max
pcae,teqPS
te_
S Y tpca, tq |ca P CAu is not valid
true otherwise
l
Definition 2.37. Co-Allocation Commitment
Simultaneous commitment (or reservation) of a multiset of co-allocations is defined
through the function reserve:
reserve : STATE  N  }˜ pCOALLOCq Ñ STATE
pS, t, CAq ÞÑ
#
S Y tpca, tq |ca P CAu if feasiblepS, t, CAq
S otherwise
l
Definition 2.38. Reservation Cancellation
Simultaneous cancellation of a multiset of co-allocations is defined through the function
cancel:
cancel : STATE  }˜ pRESERVq Ñ STATE
pS, Rq ÞÑ S r R
l
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The notion of time
As timestamps are used quite extensively in the previous definitions, it may be useful
to recapitulate a few aspects here. First, we assume that time is continuously moving
forward, and that the system is in exactly one reservation state at any given time. Sec-
ond, the timestamps at which reservations are made simply correspond to the timestamp
at which the system becomes aware of the contained co-allocations (and therefore allo-
cations), but these are independent of the start and end timestamps of the contained
allocations. As the term Advance Reservation implies, the reservation timestamp will
normally predate the allocations’ timestamps. However this is not a strict requirement,
especially in settings where it may be allowed to revise (for example, extend) currently
active reservations (active reservations at a timestamp t are simply those whose alloca-
tions encompass t).
2.6 Workflow Execution in DWARFS
The preceding sections introduced, among others, operations, workflows, resources,
and reservations. There are still a few pieces missing before the full picture of DWARFS
is complete. Before we engage in further definitions, it is helpful to see how a workflow
execution in DWARFS takes place.
2.6.1 Workflow Orchestration and Physical Data Flow
Section 2.2.3 presented the logical structure of a workflow (more precisely: a workflow
description, or definition).2 While such workflow descriptions are powerful means to
define new functionality, they must also be leveraged – in other words, executed – to
actually provide that functionality.
DWARFS is explicitly geared at Service-Oriented Architectures, where the provision
of specific operations is not limited to a particular entity. Rather, multiple, possibly
competing, organizations may provide functionally equivalent services. Thus, one op-
eration could be available at several independent Operation Providers which may well be
distributed globally.
But the same holds for the execution of workflows themselves: The ability to execute
and combine the steps of a particular workflow, given its description, is not limited
to a single entity, but can again be offered by a number of independent providers, or
Workflow Engines. Moreover, since a workflow definition usually contains more than a
single activity, workflow execution can also be accomplished as a coordinated effort of
multiple workflow engines, thus executing the workflow itself in a distributed manner.
2We will mostly use the terms “workflow definition” and “workflow description” interchangeably in
the text, except when in formal definitions. The term “workflow” may also sometimes be used loosely
to refer to other aspects, such as “workflow execution”, but it should always be intuitively clear what
exactly the wording refers to in the context.
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Consider again Figure 2.2, which shows the sample workflow description and its
logical data flow. Figure 2.8 depicts how such a workflow is actually executed in
DWARFS. There are several things to note.
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Figure 2.8: Sample Workflow, with Physical Data Flow
First, each activity of the workflow is orchestrated by one Workflow engine, which
takes care of handling the inputs and outputs according to the workflow definition. The
actual invocation of an operation at a suitable provider (and possibly on a different host)
is then handled by the responsible workflow engine.
Second, during the orchestration, workflow engines may receive multiple input pa-
rameters from different input sources, and forward output parameters to multiple des-
tinations. However, this does not hold for the operation providers: an operation in-
vocation is (logically) a single operation following the request-response pattern. While
responses may be delivered asynchronously if the processing takes a long time, an op-
eration still takes one set of inputs (delivered in a single transfer), and produces one set
of outputs (delivered in a single transfer). For example, the input parameters for O3 are
gathered using two separate transfers D7 and D10 by the workflow engine orchestrating
A3, but are sent in a single transfer for O3 to be executed (D11).
Third, and along with the previous observation, operation outputs are always pro-
duced in full by operation providers. Even if part of the output is not further used
within the workflow, the operation provider still produces the full result, which means
that the invoking workflow engine will still receive it, but can then silently discard it.
An example is the invocation of O2, where only the second output is used in the work-
flow.
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The Resource Usage and Timing Perspective
Figure 2.8 depicts in detail how a workflow execution is performed, and gives a more
fine-grained view on how data transfers and operation invocations relate to each other
(in terms of dependencies, and therefore temporally). However, using only that infor-
mation, it is impossible to determine exactly how long an operation invocation or a data
transfer takes – quite simply because in general, one does not know the exact data that
is being used.
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Figure 2.9: Sample Workflow – Timing
Let us for a moment ignore this fact and take a look at a workflow execution that has
already taken place (in any system with, or without advance reservations). Figure 2.9
shows an example. While the actual timings in the example are arbitrary, the struc-
ture of the result is the one any real execution will yield, and all delays are effectively
introduced by capacity limitations of some resource.
In fact, if we take such a ”post-mortem“ look at a workflow execution which has
taken place, we can say that retrospectively, we are always able to determine the reser-
vations which would have been required for its execution. Simply put, our goal is to
also do this prospectively, for executions which have not yet taken place.
If we take a closer look at Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.6, we notice that they are very
similar in appearance. This is not a coincidence, because just as a workflow definition
is a combination of operations, we can regard a workflow execution as a combination
of co-allocations corresponding to the operation invocations. And, taking this one step
further, a workflow description can then simply be regarded as a combination of co-
allocation constraints, which are derived from the individual operations.
In this section, we will provide the final definitions which bring together the previ-
ously defined concepts of operation, workflow, and resource, so that we end up with a
complete set of definitions allowing to describe an entire DWARFS infrastructure.
2.6.2 Predicting Workflow Executions
As previously described, once a workflow execution has taken place, we are able to
(retrospectively) observe all of the involved data, resources, and temporal behavior of
the execution. In fact, these are all related: the temporal behavior is determined by the
resources that have been used in order to perform operations on data. There are two
evident, yet crucial observations to be made: first, the data produced by a workflow’s
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operations is not known before the execution takes place. This is obviously true for the
final output of the workflow, as well as intermediate data which is only used internally
during its execution. Stating it differently: if the output had already been known before
executing a workflow, there would normally be no point in executing the workflow at
all. Second, we assume that operations behave in a deterministic manner, so both the
output of an operation invocation, as well as its runtime behavior, depend largely on
the input data. Note that these observations, again, represent the most general case: Of
course there may be the need to run a scientific workflow even if the output is known
beforehand – for example to verify previous results, or if it is some side effects, rather
than the output, that one is interested in; similarly, not every operation’s runtime be-
havior necessarily changes with the input. However, these are simply special cases that
are also encompassed by the subsequent statements.
To ease the following explanations, we consider as running examples two trivial
workflows, which both allow to sort a list of numbers (of arbitrary length). Figure 2.10
depicts two such workflows. In particular, the second workflow contains a second sort
operation, which is redundant and useless (but does not affect the correctness of the
result); this was done on purpose, and will subsequently be helpful to illustrate some of
the concepts.
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Figure 2.10: Workflow Definitions: Sorting Lists of Numbers
According to the definitions in Section 2.2, we can view these workflows as opera-
tions: WF-SORT-1 :  p I1, O1, φ1q and WF-SORT-2 :  p I2, O2, φ2q, with I1  pN pq,O1 
pN pq,I2  pN qq,O2  pN qq. Thesort operation used internally has a similar signature:
sort :  p Is, Os, φsq, with Is  pN rq,Os  pN rq. Note that all the indicated cardinali-
ties are not fixed, but ”dynamic“, meaning that one can sort inputs of arbitrary sizes.
For completeness, we also give the formal definition of φ1 (the other two functions are
analogous):
φ1 : N p Ñ N p
pi1, . . . , ipq ÞÑ p o1, . . . , opq |ox ⁄ oy æ x ⁄ y
^ @a P r1,ps Db P r1,ps : ia  ob
We will now examine some characteristics of (potential) workflow executions, where
we know some details about the workflow’s structure and the constituting operations’
implementation, as well as some characteristics of the input (but not the exact input).
Let us assume that we have a list of numbers l, which shall be sorted using WF-SORT-
1 or WF-SORT-2. The output produced by both workflows will be identical, but their
runtime behavior will differ. Let n denote the length of the input, i.e., n :  | l|.
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Here are some general statements about various well-known implementations of the
sort operations:
• Merge sort has a worst-case asymptotic runtime of Opn log nq, requiring θp2nq
space.
• Bubble sort runs in Opn2q, requiring θpnq space.
• Heapsort runs in Opn log nq, requiring θpnq space.
• Evidently, the output of all implementations is sorted.
• If the input is already sorted, merge sort and bubble sort runtime is Opnq, while
heapsort’s runtime remains Opn log nq.
The above statements are using the asymptotic notation and therefore ”abstract
away“ the concrete factors. However, knowing the exact implementation and the phys-
ical capabilities of the machine providing the operation, it is possible to provide more
concrete bounds, for instance to replace Opn log nq by k  n log n   p, where k and p
are instance-specific factors allowing to calculate an actual upper bound of wall-clock
runtime.
Let us now consider the data that is processed. While we do not know the exact data
involved, we do know that the input is a list of n numbers, and the output is a sorted list
of n numbers. Assuming a very simple encoding, using a binary 64-bit representation of
the numbers (with no other overhead), the physical transfer size of any list of n numbers
would be exactly 8n bytes. When using a more sophisticated encoding such as SOAP,
there will be additional overhead required for the protocol, but it is still possible to
determine upper bounds for the message size.
While we will further discuss this soon, the idea is to describe and classify the in-
put data with sufficient detail – but without needing to know the actual data –, so that
one can predict both the size of the data to be processed, as well as the behavior of
the involved operations. In other words, we are performing calculations and predic-
tions based on metadata. Most importantly, such metadata is available not only for the
(prospected) workflow input, but also transitively derived for the data flow inside the
workflow.
For a concrete example, consider WF-SORT-2, assuming that both sort activities use
bubble sort and take place on the same slow machine, which has a worst-case wall-
clock runtime of 42  n2 microseconds for unsorted input, and 42  n microseconds for
pre-sorted input. For a workflow input of n  1000 numbers, the sort1 invocation could
be determined to take (at most) 42 seconds, while the invocation of sort2 would take
.0042 seconds. One would also know that all data transfers, using the abovementioned
encoding, would be of size 8 kB.
The following sections go into more detail and formalize the concepts we have just
introduced.
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2.6.3 Data Characteristics
Data characteristics represent metadata about data. In a sense, they are somewhat simi-
lar to data types as introduced in Section 2.2, but provide additional information about
the concrete instance of data: while data types represent (only) a domain, data char-
acteristics allow for a finer-grained classification of data. Furthermore, they allow to
determine (an upper bound of) the physical size of the representation of the data, and
may also convey semantic information. In order to keep the definition simple and con-
cise, but flexible and extensible enough to accommodate for many kinds of information,
we define data characteristics as a simple combination of data attributes.
Definition 2.39. Data Attribute
A data attribute provides information about a single aspect of a data instance. The
universe of data attributes is termed DATTR. l
Definition 2.40. Data Characteristic
A data characteristic dc is a set of data attributes, dc  tda1, . . . , danu, dai P DATTR. The
universe of data characteristics is termed DCHAR. l
As outlined previously, data characteristics (and therefore data attributes) are meant
to describe the properties of data, but without necessarily knowing their exact values.
The goal is to reason about an expected (future) execution and data flow of a work-
flow, without actually having executed the workflow yet. To come back to the previous
example, a sort operation could characterize its output as tSORTED, LIST1000u given
an input characterization of tUNSORTED, LIST1000u.3 If the input characteristics are
tSORTED, LIST1000u, the output characteristics will not change, but the prospected run-
time for invoking the operation may.
Data Characteristics-related Functions
Data characteristics provide information (or metadata) about the data that is consumed
and produced during a workflow execution. Such metadata is important information
for the individual activities of the workflow (i.e., the operations contained therein),
which need to ”understand“ the semantics of the characteristics. However, from the
point of view of workflow execution itself, such a deep understanding is not a necessity:
to put it bluntly, actual workflow orchestration is merely a coordinated ”data shipping“
between operation providers, where the content of the data does not matter, and can be
treated as a black box without the need to understand it. There is one exception how-
ever: because we are predicting the runtime behavior of the workflow, we do need to
know the size of the (expected) data, as this in turn affects the timing of the network
transmissions.
On the other hand, just as a workflow definition needs to preserve type compatibility
(cf. Section 2.2.3), not every data characteristic is applicable for every data type: for in-
3The data attributes used are merely examples that could apply to characterize lists of numbers. The
semantics of the names used here should be self-explaining.
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stance, the data attribute SORTED will likely not make sense for a data type representing
a (single) image.
Thus, we assume the existence of the following two functions related to data charac-
teristics:
size : DCHAR Ñ N
 
characterizes : DCHAR  TYPE Ñ B
2.6.4 Endpoints, Operation Instances, and Workow Engines
The previous sections have already mentioned the fact that runtime behavior of an oper-
ation invocation for some input depends not so much on the operation itself (what), but
mostly on the actual implementation (how), as well as the resources of the machine(s)
executing it (where).
Endpoints
In Section 2.4, we introduced resource providers as the general term for an entity man-
aging multiple related, usually physically co-located, resources. An endpoint is simply
a resource provider which is reachable via network, i.e., which contains (at least) two re-
sources of resource type BANDWIDTH, denoting its incoming and outgoing bandwidth
respectively. Note that not every resource provider is necessarily an endpoint. In partic-
ular, one may want to consider a network link itself (i.e., the infrastructure as provided
by an ISP, connecting physical endpoints and possibly limiting the capacity of their con-
nectivity) as an abstract resource which can be considered during network transfers and
be managed accordingly.
Denition 2.41. Endpoint
The universe of endpoints is a subset of the universe of resource providers, and termed
ENDPOINT: ENDPOINT  RESPROV.
We define the following functions for endpoints:
incoming : ENDPOINT Ñ RESOURCE
ep ÞÑ r i : r i P ep^ r i .t  BANDWIDTH ^ r i is ep’s incoming
bandwidth resource
outgoing : ENDPOINT Ñ RESOURCE
ep ÞÑ ro : ro P ep^ ro.t  BANDWIDTH ^ ro is ep’s outgoing
bandwidth resource
l
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Note that while one could associate the notion of endpoint with an individual com-
puter, or host, the term is deliberately more general, because it may encompass entire
clusters of computers, load-balanced machines etc. As long as resource management is
correctly provided, any such setup can qualify as an endpoint.
The following two entities (workflow engines and operation instances) both provide
their functionality over the network, and are thus always associated with an endpoint.
Workflow Engines
Definition 2.42. Workflow Engine
A workflow engine is an entity capable of orchestrating workflow execution. The uni-
verse of workflow engines is termed ENGINE.
The endpoint associated with a workflow engine is determined by the following
function:
engEndp : ENGINE Ñ ENDPOINT
l
Operation Instances
An operation instance represents the deployment of an operation at an endpoint. While
it is clear that such a deployment necessarily also involves a particular (algorithmic)
implementation of the operation, it is not necessary to represent the actual implemen-
tation in the formal model. On the other hand, there may well be multiple instances of
the same operation deployed on the same endpoint.
Definition 2.43. Operation Instance
An operation instance oi is a tuple oi  pop, ep, idq, where:
• op P OP is the operation that the instance provides.
• ep P ENDPOINT is the endpoint where the operation instance is deployed.
• id is a unique identifier representing the operation instance.
The universe of operation instances is termed OPINST. l
Note that the id element is globally unique, i.e., @oi1, oi2 P OPINST : oi1.id  oi2.id ñ
oi1  oi2. There are two reasons for the existence of this element: from a formal perspec-
tive, it allows to express the deployment of multiple instances of the same operation on
the same endpoint. When considering the implementation of the model, it could contain
the physical URL where the implementation can be reached (for instance its Endpoint
Reference, when considering a SOAP-based implementation).
Finally, workflows are themselves operations. Thus, every workflow engine that
knows, or can be made to know, about a particular workflow definition wd provides
corresponding operation instances; an exact explanation and definition is given in Sec-
tion 2.7.4.
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2.6.5 Data Transfers
Data transfers always take place between endpoints, originating at an outgoing band-
width resource and terminating at an incoming bandwidth resource. In the simplest
case, a network transfer between endpoints epout and epin thus affects the set of re-
sources toutgoingpepoutq, incomingpepinqu. If more information about the network con-
nectivity and infrastructure is available (i.e., if affected networks, or concrete ”hops“,
between epout and epin, can be determined and are represented as resources), the set is
extended with these participating resources . We thus assume the existence of a function
trans f erRes which can determine the set of resources affected by such a data transfer:
transferRes : ENDPOINT  ENDPOINT Ñ ℘pRESOURCEq
pepout, epinq ÞÑ t r : r.t  BANDWIDTH ^ r is affected
by network transfers from epout to epinu
Because all affected bandwidth resources need to be co-allocated for such a network
transfer, we can define a function trans f erTac which returns a time-determining alloca-
tion constraint for network transfers of a given size:
transferTac : ENDPOINT  ENDPOINT  N
 
Ñ TAC
pepout, epin, sizeq ÞÑ p transferRespepout, epinq, 1,
min
r P transferRespepout,epinq
pr.cq,sizeq
The time-determining allocation constraint’s sum is the size to be transferred, while
the maximum resource usage is determined by the affected resource with the lowest
capacity, and the minimum is the minimal allowed value 1.
2.6.6 Operation Invocation
The previous definitions allow to formalize the following question: ”when invoking
a particular operation instance with parameters characterized by particular data char-
acteristics, what will the characteristics of its output be, and which resources will be
required for its execution?“; from an implementation point of view, this is a meta-
operation that must be provided by the operation instance itself, and of course the result
depends on all of the input data characteristics, the (algorithmic) implementation of the
operation, and the resources of the particular endpoint (i.e., hardware limitations). For-
mally, we view this as a global operation, which is defined below.
Denition 2.44. Invocation Characteristic
An invocation characteristic ic comprises information about both the invocation’s out-
put, as well as the resources required during the invocation. It is defined as a tuple
ic  p d, cgq, where:
• d P DCHARn is a tuple of n data characteristics
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• cg P CONSTRAINTGRAPH is a co-allocation constraint graph
The universe of invocation characteristics is termed INVCHAR. l
Invocation characteristics are the result of the invocation of a particular operation
instance with particular input data, where that invocation is performed (i.e., called) by
a particular remote endpoint. For reasons of clarity, we have split up this determination
of invocation characteristics into multiple functions, as described below.
Because operation instances are supposed to operate in a deterministic fashion, the
output data characteristics of an invocation depend solely on the input data charac-
teristics, and are independent of the endpoint performing the invocation. However,
this does not hold for the co-allocation constraint graph: in particular, the co-allocation
constraints representing the data upload (input) and download (output) do depend on
the particular endpoint which performs the invocation. This can be conceptually rep-
resented as two closely related functions execChar and invokeChar, which are described
below.
Determination of Invocation Characteristics (Execution only)
Let execChar denote a function which determines invocation characteristics for a par-
ticular operation instance, given the data characteristics of the input data, but without
considering the endpoint performing the invocation:
execChar : OPINSTDCHARn Ñ INVCHAR
Note that the data characteristics for input and output must match the oper-
ation’s signature, i.e., the cardinalities are correct, and the characteristics are ap-
plicable for the respective data types. More formally, if ppdcout1 , . . . , dc
out
m q, cgq 
execCharpoi, pdcin1 , . . . , dc
in
n qq, then both of the following must hold:
• |oi.op.I|  n^@p P r1, ns : characterizespdcinp , oi.op.Irpsq  true
• |oi.op.O|  m^@q P r1, ms : characterizespdcoutq , oi.op.Orqsq  true
We also assume that the output is as concise as possible with regard to the data
characteristics, in order to convey as much information as possible: For instance, if an
operation instance guarantees that the output will be sorted, it should be characterized
as such; if an instance ”knows“ that its output is always empty for a particular input
class, it should be characterized as such, etc.
The above definition allows to determine co-allocation constraints, and the data
characteristics of the operation output, for a particular operation instance. An important
observation is that even for two operation instances referring to (i.e., implementing) the
same operation, the returned co-allocation constraints will most likely differ, because
of hardware or implementation differences. The same might even be true for the data
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characteristics of the output – for instance, different operation instances may produce
output optimized in different ways, which can be reflected in the data characteristics.
The co-allocation constraint graph cg reflects the resources required for the invoca-
tion. Because we are operating in an SOA setting where invocations are performed over
the network, cg must contain constraints for the networking resources relating to data
input and output as the first and last constraint, respectively. However, as the invoking
endpoint is not known at this point, these constraints are necessarily incomplete in the
sense that only one end of the network transfers is considered, namely the endpoint of
the operation instance itself. More specifically, and in terms of resources, the following
holds:
firstTacpfirstConstrpcgqq.R  tincomingpoi.epqu
lastTacplastConstrpcgqq.R  toutgoingpoi.epqu
For a graphical depiction, refer to Figure 2.6 (page 19); these co-allocation constraints
correspond to the leftmost and rightmost co-allocations in the topmost row of the figure.
Determination of Invocation Characteristics (Remote Invocation)
Let invokeChar denote a function which determines the invocation characteristics of a
particular operation instance, given the data characteristics of the input data, and the
concrete endpoint performing the operation. Put simply, the output of invokeChar de-
pends on the output of execChar, but contains a more ”complete“ co-allocation con-
straint graph which considers all required network resources.
invokeChar : OPINST ENDPOINTDCHARn Ñ INVCHAR
poi, ep, dcq ÞÑ augmentpexecCharpoi, dcq, epq
2.7 Workflow Schedules
In order to provide a predictable execution of workflows, DWARFS uses Advance
Reservations of the resources required for its execution. This implies that such reser-
vations are set up before the execution can be started – in other words, a workflow
adheres to a previously established workflow schedule.
More concretely, a workflow schedule associates a workflow description with phys-
ical endpoints that are used during the execution, and with a number of co-allocations,
such that all co-allocation constraints resulting from the physical associations are ful-
filled.
Definition 2.45. Workflow Schedule
A workflow schedule ws is a tuple ws  pwd, u, D,Ξ,Ω, Cq, where:
• wd P WFD is a workflow description
• u P ENDPOINT is the endpoint invoking the workflow
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• D P DCHARn is a tuple containing the data characteristics of the input to the
workflow
• Ξ is a mapping function associating each of wd’s activities with a workflow engine:
Ξ : wd.A Ñ ENGINE
• Ω is a mapping function associating each of wd’s activities, except for its start and
end activity, to a correct operation instance: Ω : wd.Ar twd.s, wd.eu Ñ OPINST,
where @a P wd.Ar twd.s, wd.eu : Ωpaq.op  wd.ωpaq
• C P ℘˜pCOALLOCq is a multiset of co-allocations, encompassing all required co-
allocations for the execution.
The universe of workflow schedules is termed WFS.
l
There are many further conditions that need to be fulfilled for a workflow schedule
to actually be valid, which will be covered later in this chapter. However, before we
go into detail about these conditions, it is helpful to take a closer look at how such a
schedule may actually be determined.
2.7.1 Determining Workflow Schedules
Looking at the definition of a workflow schedule, one could consider it as having both
“static” and “dynamic” elements: wd, u, and D are static in the sense that they represent
exactly one value which does not change. On the other hand, Ξ,Ω and C are variable
in the sense that there are multiple possibilities to assign these values. In other words,
if one looks at a workflow schedule as the solution to a scheduling problem, then the
former elements represent the input of the problem, while the latter represent its output.
In the following, we shortly describe, from a logical perspective, how these values could
be determined in an incremental manner.
Operation Instance Selection
We start by selecting an operation instance for each activity, i.e., by defining the map-
ping function Ω.
Let instCount(o) denote the number of instances for a particular operation o P OP :
instCountpoq : |toi P OPINST : oi.o  ou|. For a workflow with n operations o1, . . . , on
(excluding s and e), there are
n¹
i1
instCountpoiq possibilities of choosing operation in-
stances.
Figure 2.11 shows the same workflow as Figure 2.8, but again from a different per-
spective: In this figure, the characteristics of the workflow input (C1) are known, and
for each of the contained operations, one particular instance has been selected and
fixed. The edges where data transfers are performed have been annotated with the
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Figure 2.11: Workflow Scheduling: Operation Instances
corresponding data characteristics, and the operation instances with the respective co-
allocation constraints. All of these metadata are transitively determined from the cho-
sen operation instances and previously provided or derived metadata: C2 and C3 are
determined by invokeCharpO1, pC1qq, and so on.
At this stage, contrary to the operation instances, the workflow engines handling the
individual activities have not been fixed yet. In other words, we do not yet know all of
the endpoints for the data flow. However, we already do know the size of each data
transfer, as it can be derived from the data characteristics via the size function.
Workflow Engine Selection and Inter-Engine Co-Allocation Constraints
The second task of scheduling involves the fixation of the workflow engines involved
in the execution of the workflow, i.e., fixing Ξ. For a workflow with n activities, and
in an infrastructure with m available workflow engines, this results in pn  1qm possi-
ble assignments (the start and end activities must be co-located on the same engine).
Once the assignments are fixed, the co-allocation constraints of the individual oper-
ation instances, or more precisely, the time-determining allocation constraints which
refer to bandwidth therein (data upload and download) are augmented with the re-
spective bandwidth resources of the invoking engine’s endpoint. Since the endpoints
of the inter-workflow engine transfers (i.e., the transfers represented by wd.δ), and for
the input and output of the workflow itself, are known as well, new co-allocation con-
straints can then be created for these transfers.
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The result is depicted in Figure 2.12, where all activities and data transfers are en-
compassed by co-allocation constraints.
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Figure 2.12: Workflow Scheduling: Workflow Engines and Inter-Engine Constraints
Determination of Co-allocations
The final element in a workflow schedule, ie the multiset of co-allocations C, may be
determined by finding co-allocations such that all constraints imposed by Ξ and Ω are
satisfied, and the individual co-allocations respect the workflow’s dependencies.
2.7.2 Functions relating to Workflow Schedules
In the following, we introduce a number of functions, geared at particular aspects of a
workflow schedule. These functions are meant to split the subsequent definitions into
more manageable, and easily understandable blocks. Note that all of these definitions
are meant to be interpreted in the context of a workflow schedule – in other words, the
entities ws, wd, u, D,Ξ,Ω, C are ”predefined“ according to the definition of a workflow
schedule.
Data Characteristics
Let inChar and outChar denote functions which determine the data characteristics of the
input and output of some activity of the workflow definition wd. As stated earlier, most
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of this metadata is transitively determined through previous metadata and the chosen
operation instance mapping. Therefore, these operations are recursive by nature, and
use two further functions to ease the definitions. While the formal definition follows
below, here is a short description of each of these functions:
• inChar determines the complete tuple of input data characteristics of a given ac-
tivity.
• outChar determines the complete tuple of output data characteristics of a given
activity.
• singleIn determines a single input data characteristic of a given activity, given its
position in the operation signature. It is determined from the output data charac-
teristic of the preceding activity.
• combinedIn determines the complete tuple of input data characteristics of a given
activity, by combining the individual data characteristics determined through sin-
gleIn.
The latter two functions are related to, and make use of, the data flow edges of the
workflow (wd.δ), as described in Section 2.2.3.
inChar : wd.A Ñ DCHARn
a ÞÑ
#
D if a  wd.s
combinedInpaqotherwise
outChar : wd.A Ñ DCHARm
a ÞÑ
#
inCharpaqif a P twd.s, wd.eu
invokeCharpΩpaq,Ξpaq,inCharpaqq.d otherwise
combinedIn : wd.A Ñ DCHARp
a ÞÑ p singleInpa, 1q, . . . , singleInpa, |a.I|qq
singleIn : wd.A  N
 
Ñ DCHAR
pas, iq ÞÑ outCharpapqros | pap, o, as, iq Pwd.δ
Inter-engine Data Transfer Constraints
Let trans f erConstr denote a function which determines a co-allocation constraint of a
single data transfer within the workflow, i.e., between two workflow engines orchestrat-
ing activities connected by a data flow edge. It returns a co-allocation constraint consist-
ing of a single time-determining allocation constraint, encompassing the data transfer
between the originating and receiving workflow engines. It uses the trans f erTac func-
tion defined in Section 2.6.5:
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transferConstr : wd.δÑ CONSTRAINT
pap, o, as, iq ÞÑ pttransferTacpengEndppΞpapqq, engEndppΞpasqq,
trans f erOvhd  sizepoutCharpapqrosqqu,H,H,Hq
In this definition, trans f erOvhd denotes the overhead induced by the exchange pro-
tocol itself (e.g., SOAP Headers and Envelopes).
Workflow Input and Output Constraints
Let inConstr and outConstr denote functions which determine the co-allocation con-
straints related to the data transfers concerning the initial input to the workflow, and its
final output. Both constraints consist of a single time-determining allocation constraint
encompassing the bandwidth resources of the client machine and the workflow engine
handling the workflow input/output, where the amount of data to be transferred is the
sum of the sizes of all input/output data characteristics, plus the respective protocol
overhead:
inConstr : WFS Ñ CONSTRAINT
ws ÞÑ pttransferTacpu, engEndppΞpwd.sqq, inOvhd ¸
iPr1,|D|s
sizepDrisqqu,H,H,Hq
outConstr : WFS Ñ CONSTRAINT
ws ÞÑ pttransferTacpengEndppΞpwd.eqq, u, outOvhd ¸
iPr1..| outCharpwd.eq|s
sizepoutCharpwd.eqrisqqu,H,H,Hq
Operation Invocation Constraints
Let opConstr denote a function which, for all activities of the workflow, determines the
corresponding co-allocation constraint graph:
opConstr : wd.A Ñ CONSTRAINTGRAPH
a ÞÑ
#
∅ if a P twd.s, wd.eu
invokeCharpΩpaq,Ξpaq, inCharpaqq.cg otherwise
Co-allocation Constraint Graph of a Workflow Schedule
Both the assignments of operation instances (Ω) and of workflow engines (Ξ) indirectly
lead to co-allocation constraints, or co-allocation constraint graphs. Furthermore, the
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dependencies expressed through the workflow description, i.e., through wd.δ and wd.κ,
lead to temporal dependencies between these constraints. All this information can be
combined to define the co-allocation constraint graph of the workflow schedule itself as
follows:
Definition 2.46. Workflow Schedule Co-allocation Constraint Graph
The co-allocation constraint graph wsg of a workflow schedule ws is the co-allocation
constraint graph wsg  pCC, q, as defined by the following properties:
1. CC contains the schedule’s input and output constraints: inConstrpwsq P CC ^
outConstrpwsq P CC
2. CC contains all co-allocation constraints imposed by the data flow edges: @d P
wd.δ : transferConstrpdq P CC
3. CC contains all co-allocation constraints imposed by the operation instance map-
ping: @a P wd.Ar twd.s, wd.eu : opConstrpaq.CC  CC
4. CC contains no elements other than those defined in 1. – 3. above
5. The schedule’s input constraint precedes all other constraints: @cc P CC r
tinConstrpwsqu : inConstrpwsq   cc
6. The schedule’s output constraint follows all other constraints: @cc P CC r
toutConstrpwsqu : cc   outConstrpwsq
7. The control flow dependencies of the workflow description are pre-
served: @pap, asq P wd.κ : opConstrpapq  ∅ ^ opConstrpasq  ∅ ñ
lastConstrpopConstrpapqq   firstConstrpopConstrpasqq
8. The data flow dependencies of the workflow description are preserved with
respect to the originating and receiving activities: @pap, o, as, iq P wd.δ :
popConstrpapq  ∅ ñ lastConstrpopConstrpapqq   transferConstrppap, o, as, iqqq ^
popConstrpasq  ∅ñ transferConstrppap, o, as, iqq   firstConstrpopConstrpasqqq
9. Temporal dependencies expressed within co-allocation constraint graphs of indi-
vidual operation invocations are preserved: @a P wd.Ar twd.s, wd.eu, pCCa, aq 
opConstrpaq, ccp, ccs P CCa : ccp  a ccs ñ ccp   ccs
l
The co-allocation constraint graph of a workflow schedule is completely determined
by the schedule, and contains the aggregated information about the resource require-
ments of all contained activities (including sub-workflows) and data transfers, as well
as the temporal relationship of these requirements. In contrast to the workflow defini-
tion alone, which is purely logical, the constraint graph is tied to the characteristic be-
havior – i.e., resource requirements – that a workflow execution will exhibit when run
with a particular type of input, on the associated set of endpoints (workflow engines
and operation instances).
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In other words, wsg ”fixes the schedule in space“, and it contains all the information
about temporal dependencies between the resource requirements. However, it does not
”fix the schedule in time“ yet. In fact, wsg again merely serves as a blueprint for the
schedule’s set of co-allocations (ws.C).
2.7.3 Workflow Schedule Validity and Reservation
For a workflow schedule ws to be valid, its co-allocations must be consistent with its
co-allocation constraint graph. Furthermore, the validity of the schedule depends on
the (reservation) state of the infrastructure, i.e., whether all its allocations are actually
feasible in that state.
Definition 2.47. Workflow Schedule Validity
Let ws  p wd, u, D,Ξ,Ω, Cq be a workflow schedule, and let wsg be the co-allocation
constraint graph of ws. Further, let S P STATE be a reservation state, and let t P N be a
timestamp.
ws is said to be valid in state S at time t, if and only if all of the following hold:
• All of the co-allocations of ws are actually feasible in reservation state S at time t:
feasiblepS, t, Cq  true
• There exists an injective function q, mapping co-allocation constraints to co-
allocations: q : wsg.CC Ñ ws.C
• q associates every co-allocation constraint to a compliant co-allocation: @cc P
wsg.CC : qpccq XÝÑ cc
• The temporal dependencies among co-allocation constraints are preserved
in the associated co-allocations: @ccp, ccs P wsg.CC : ccp   ccs æ
coAllocEndpq1 pccpqq ⁄ coAllocStartpq1 pccsqq
l
Just as multiple co-allocations may comply with a single co-allocation constraint,
there is no single workflow schedule which is valid at a given time, for some workflow
description and reservation state. In fact, there is either none, or an infinite number of
valid schedules for any such combination. The former case occurs if no workflow en-
gines are present, or if there is no operation instance for one of the workflow’s activities.
The latter claim is trivially explained by the fact that co-allocations could be infinitely
”pushed“ into the future.
The problem of determining a multiset of co-allocations which results in a valid
workflow schedule is not a part of the formal model, but is discussed in detail in Chap-
ter 3.
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Reservations
If a workflow schedule ws is valid in reservation state S at timestamp t, then it is trivial
to acquire the corresponding reservations R through the function reserve (which will
also put the infrastructure in a new reservation state S):
S  reservepS, t, ws.Cq
R  Sr S
2.7.4 Workflow Schedules as Operation Instances
We have repeatedly stated that workflow definitions can be regarded as operations, and
that every workflow engine we can be regarded as providing operation instances of any
workflow description wd. While we will not go into detail about the actual orchestration
here, because it is out of scope for this model, we will briefly describe how the metadata
required for scheduling can be determined.
The operation op P OP associated with wd is defined as op  wfOppwdq. For any
workflow schedule ws  pwd, u, D,Ξ,Ω, Cq and its associated co-allocation constraint
graph wsg, one can define an operation instance oi  pop, engEndppweq, wsq.
The only metadata that must be determined from oi is its invocation characteristics,
as determined via the invokeChar function, and can in be derived from the workflow
schedule itself:
invokeCharpoi, u, Dq : poutCharpwd.eq, wsgq
This results in two simple observations: First, every workflow schedule corresponds
to an operation instance, and directly represents ”its own“ invocation characteristics.
Second, to determine a workflow schedule for a workflow description containing sub-
workflows, workflow schedules for all contained subworkflows must be determined as
well. Intuitively, this corresponds to the ”inlining“ (or ”flattening“) of the contained
subworkflows.
2.8 Summary and Discussion
The previous sections of this chapter presented a model which allows to formalize, de-
scribe, and reason on important aspects of an infrastructure in which the DWARFS sys-
tem operates. To shortly recapitulate, the model presents a unified approach to repre-
sent:
• Resources, resource usage ((co-)allocations), resource requirements (co-allocation
constraints), and their management across the infrastructure (reservation state)
• Operations and workflows, and instances thereof
• Methods to describe and predict the effects of operation invocations, concerning
both the produced data and the required resources
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• Workflow schedules
As the purpose of DWARFS is to provide predictable execution of workflows, work-
flow schedules present the most crucial and elaborate part of the model, combining all
the other concepts. While the model, in and of itself, does not provide the concrete
means (in terms of implementation) to do neither scheduling (Chapter 3) nor enforce-
ment (Chapter 4), it does provide the necessary foundation for them in a concise manner.
In the following, we go into a bit more detail about a few aspects of the model which
we deem noteworthy. This includes design choices, simplifying assumptions, and top-
ics which may benefit from further elaboration.
General Assumptions about the Infrastructure and Resources
DWARFS aims to provide predictable workflow execution, based on resource manage-
ment (which needs to be provided by the underlying infrastucture, which we will call
DWARFS infrastructure for short). This in turn means that ideally, any and all resources
within the system would be under full and exclusive control of DWARFS resource man-
agement. From a practical point of view, this is unfeasible in such absoluteness. For
instance, DWARFS components will typically run as a simple (user-level) process on
a computer, and will not be able to control system- or kernel-level scheduling. Like-
wise, there may be other processes running on such machines which require network
resources beyond DWARFS’ control. However, we assume that such resource usage
which is not under the control of DWARFS is negligible in the sense that it does not
adversely affect DWARFS resource management.
Concerning bandwidth resources, we treat incoming and outgoing bandwidth of a
bandwidth as completely separate resources (assuming full duplex connections), while
in reality there is normally some interference – for example, an outgoing TCP connection
still generates some control data on the incoming channel. This is one example which
falls under the abovementioned simplification. Similarly, for network transfers (which
require co-allocations of multiple resources), we ignore the minimal network latencies
introduced by the physical connections.
The model also ignories latencies caused by the access to persistent resources such
as storage. While it is true that at the time of writing, most consumer-grade network de-
vices provide faster throughput than could be written to consumer-grade storage (thus
rendering co-allocations of incoming bandwidth and storage, which require data to be
piped to storage, impossible), this is not an intrinsic property of transitory or persistent
resources, or of the model. As a counter-example, enterprise-level storage hardware
is currently able to deliver I/O rates of 6000/4400 MB/s, which outperforms 10GB-
Ethernet [San13]. Therefore, we argue that such considerations would only render the
model needlessly complex.
Provider-side Definition of Contraints
One noteworthy aspect of the DWARFS system model is that essentially all resource
requirements (co-allocation constraints) are dictated by the infrastructure, i.e., by the
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resource providers, instead of by the users submitting workflows. This is in sharp con-
trast to traditional Grid environments. While we will go into more detail in Chapter 7,
such environments generally require the users to state their requirements (e.g., “This
task will require a 64-bit quad-core machine with 16 GB of RAM for 3 hours”). This is
caused by the nature of the environment itself: in Grid infrastructures, users are in fact
submitting their own programs to be executed on remote machines, and will therefore
need to specify their requirements themselves.
However, we argue that in a truely loosely coupled SOA, the actual implementation
is procured directly by the provider. Thus, details of an operation also need only be
known by the provider: users must know what an operation does, but not how it does it.
Workflow Descriptions
DWARFS is specifically addressing the needs of Scientific Workflows with possibly very
large data flows. Like other SWF Systems (e.g., [OAF 04, STS 06]) it uses Directed
Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) as the basis of a workflow description’s structure. DAGs are
suitable for many (albeit not all) workflows which are defined based on the contained
data flow, however they lack sophisticated control flow possibilities such as loops. One
key feature of DWARFS is the use of Advance Reservations, where a workflow sched-
ule predicts (future) resource requirements both in terms of location (which resource),
as well as concrete time intervals (when) and usage (how much). Complex control flow
decisions inside workflow descriptions, such as arbitrary cycles or conditional branches
hamper the predictability we strive for, because the exact execution flow of the work-
flow is normally not predictable from the workflow description alone.
A minor simplification concerns data types and data type compatibility: workflow
descriptions only allow data transfers (i.e., assignments of the output of one activity to
an input of a successor activity) if the data types strictly match. While the model can be
extended with a full-fledged type system including subtyping and compatibility checks,
we consider such extensions as out of scope for this thesis.
Data Characteristics and Co-Allocation Constraints
We are fully aware that a characterization (or classification) of concrete data, i.e., par-
titioning of the domain of a data type into meaningful equivalence classes, for any
non-trivial domain, may be difficult or even impossible. Still, DWARFS requires such
(domain-specific) characteristics to be available and as fine-grained as possible, includ-
ing the possibility of estimating upper bounds of the size of such data. Similarly, the
runtime behavior (i.e., resource requirements) of some operation instances may be dif-
ficult to predict. Such problems might be attenuated by employing statistics and/or
data mining and machine learning techniques (cf. Section 7.3). While there may be
application domains or implementations for which the required metadata cannot be de-
termined with sufficient precision, we are confident that there are many others where
either analytic or empirical approaches can produce such metadata.
The quality of the available metadata directly influences the quality of the schedul-
ing, and thus of the entire DWARFS approach. As shown in Figure 2.13, one can in
fact regard the “usefulness” of our approach as a function of the quality of the provided
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Figure 2.13: DWARFS predictability: Metadata Quality and Scheduling Results
metadata. On one end of the spectrum, metadata is extremely precise, therefore produc-
ing high-quality schedules. On the other end, if the provided metadata contains very
little or low-quality information, the scheduling can only return extremely conservative
results. While our approach is indeed of little use in the latter scenario, we do assume
that metadata can be produced with sufficient quality, so that there is indeed a gain in
predictability. Even so, and as we shall cover in more detail in Chapters 4 and 6, we do
not necessarily expect, or require, predictions to be totally accurate. Rather, considering
a safety margin, or ”erring on the safe side“ by slightly overestimating the predicted re-
source requirements allows to compensate for the fluctuations inherent to complex and
dynamic systems, while still preserving the benefits of predictability.

3
Planning Under Quality of Service
Criteria
The previous chapter gave an exhaustive overview about the main ideas and concepts
behind DWARFS, and introduced a formal model which captures all the relevant no-
tions. It concluded with the statement that predictability of workflow execution is one
of the most important assets of DWARFS. Such predictability is achieved through pro-
active resource management by means of Advance Reservations, which requires work-
flows to be scheduled prior to their execution.
This chapter details our approach to scheduling workflow executions in DWARFS.
We start by examining the degrees of freedom that exist when determining valid work-
flow schedules for a workflow description, and various possible (combinations of) op-
timization goals. We then describe our optimization approach, which is based on a
Genetic Algorithm (GA), focusing on noteworthy details concerning the implementa-
tion of the chromosome, and fitness functions. Finally, we show how our approach
deals with two particular aspects of the planning, namely the partitioning of the work-
flow orchestration among several co-operating workflow engines, and the optimized
handling of data transfers.
3.1 QoS Metrics and Goals
Any workflow which is executed in a DWARFS infrastructure makes use of resources
which must have been reserved before they can be utilized. It is therefore mandatory to
plan the execution in advance – in other words, to determine a valid workflow schedule
which fits the user requirements, and to make the corresponding reservations. In simple
terms, the goal of this planning (or scheduling) phase is thus to evaluate a number of
possible schedules with respect to their suitability regarding the user’s criteria. Before
going into detail about what these criteria may be, how to express them, and how to
evaluate workflow schedules according to the criteria, let us take a general look at what
possible candidate schedules look like, and how they differ.
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There are three components of a workflow schedule – the workflow definition wd,
the invoking endpoint u, and the input data characteristics D – which are supplied by
the user, and thus fixed and shared by all candidate schedules. The remaining compo-
nents (Ξ,Ω, and C) can be varied in the following ways:
• The workflow engine mapping Ξ determines which activity of wd is orchestrated
by which workflow engine. In principle, any available workflow engine can be in
charge of handling any activity (with the exception of the start and end activity
having to be located on the same workflow engine). There are thus |ENGINE| 
p|wd.A|  1qpossibilities of assigning workflow engines to activities.
• The operation instance mapping Ω determines which operation instance executes
each activity. The total number of possible assignments is the product of the num-
ber of operation instances for each workflow activity.
• The co-allocations C are influenced both by the co-allocation constraint graph
(which in turn depends on the choice of Ξ and Ω), and by the infrastructure’s
reservation state. In principle, there is an infinite amount of possibilities to choose
co-allocations (while still producing valid schedules), because co-allocations can
potentially be shifted arbitrarily far into the future.
If there is an infinite number of candidate solutions for every input, then which
solution is “best” for the input at hand? Put simply, one needs to be able to evaluate
the candidates with respect to the user’s requirements. This in turn leads to two further
questions: how can such requirements be expressed, and what are suitable metrics to
evaluate a schedule’s conformance?
Every workflow schedule ws refers to a set of co-allocations which are required for
its execution. There are three very useful metrics that can immediately be derived from
a workflow schedule with the system model, as outlined below.
Workflow Schedule Termination
The termination timestamp of a workflow schedule is obtained through the function
wsTermination:
wsTermination : WFS Ñ N
ws ÞÑ max
c P ws.C
pcoAllocEndpcqq
Workflow Schedule Duration
The duration of a workflow schedule is obtained through the function wsDuration:
wsDuration : WFS Ñ N
ws ÞÑ wsTerminationpwsq  min
c P ws.C
pcoAllocStartpcqq
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Workflow Schedule Cost
The cost of a workflow schedule at a given timestamp is obtained through the function
wsCost:
wsCost : WFS  N Ñ N
pws, tq ÞÑ orchCostpws, tq  
‚
c P ws.C
pcoAllocCostpc, tqq
Herein, orchCost refers to the additional cost imposed by the system orchestrating the
schedule. In other words: the coAllocCost function determines the cost of resources
which are required to execute the individual steps of the workflow; these costs are de-
fined by the individual operation providers (and for data transfers, the network infras-
tructure). In fact, the respective providers need not even be aware of these resource
usages happening within a workflow. Conversely, the orchestration cost represents the
costs associated with the coordinated execution of the workflow itself, and covers the
additional costs imposed by the involved workflow engines, as well as other factors (for
instance, one could imagine an additional “commission” fee for the orchestration, etc.)
Other Metrics
The abovementioned metrics can immediately be derived from the system model. It is
of course possible to define arbitrarily complex other metrics, for example to take into
account the reputation of operation instances (e.g., using availability statistics), their
environmental footprint, etc., by extending the model accordingly. For this thesis, we
chose to stay with the above metrics.
Degrees of Freedom and their Effects on Metrics
The following intuitive samples demonstrate how the degrees of freedom present for
the assignments of X, W and C may influence the abovementioned metrics:
• Chosen providers for operations: There are possibly many providers offering the
operations required for every single activity within the workflow, differing in the
resulting cost, and execution time.
• Operation instances’ resource availability: Every operation invocation needs to
be able to reserve the required resources, as specified by the provider. However,
because the infrastructure keeps track of already allocated resources, not all theo-
retically possible reservation requests are actually feasible (or are only feasible at
a later time, thus delaying the execution).
• Resource allocation requests: While providers state which resources are required
and give bounds on their usage, this information may allow for flexibility. As
shown previously, co-allocation constraints may be modified (i.e., restricted) to
weigh execution time against cost.
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• Workflow Engine instance for activity: Since we are dealing with a distributed ex-
ecution engine, every workflow activity may be handled by any available work-
flow engine in the system. This choice again affects the overall planning, as for
example network throughput (and availability) between different engines and op-
eration providers differ.
• Timing: Because of the abovementioned aspects – especially those on the avail-
ability of resources – even small changes in the planned timing may substantially
influence the overall outcome. As an example, starting the workflow execution a
few seconds later may be able to use resources at an operation instance that was
previously fully loaded, and thus actually result in a faster overall execution time.
Optimization Goals
The abovementioned metrics allow to evaluate and compare multiple schedules with
respect to the corresponding aspects – like runtime, or cost – of the schedules. From
there, it is only a small step to actually formulate user requirements for the planning –
for example, by specifying the optimization goal to be the minimization of a particular
metric. DWARFS supports a slightly more intricate form of those requirements, which
may include multiple aspects of multiple metrics, as described below.
• Single-objective optimization, e.g., “Execute the workflow as fast as possible”.
This is arguably the most common and traditional kind of optimization, where
the goal is to minimize (or maximize) a particular metric. The suitability of every
schedule is proportional to the metric to optimize.
• Single-objective bound, e.g., “Finish before 5 pm”. This is somewhat similar to
the above in that the goal is to minimize a single metric, but only to a specific
threshold, beyond which all conforming schedules are considered equally accept-
able. On the other hand, and unlike the previous goal, any schedule which does
not reach the threshold is considered completely unsuitable. In other words, such
bounds constitute hard constraints and correspond to a binary decision, marking
candidates as either suitable or unsuitable.
• Multi-objective optimization, e.g., “Execute as fast as possible and terminate as
early as possible”. The goal here is to minimize/maximize multiple metrics at the
same time.
• Multi-objective optimization with multiple bounds, e.g., “Balance execution
speed and cost, but still finish before a given deadline and stay within a given
budget”.
In fact, the last requirement in the above list is the most general kind of statement,
of which the others are merely special cases. A detailed description of our method to
achieve and implement such optimization goals will be given in Section 3.4.5.
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3.2 Optimization approach
Finding the best schedule according to such user requirements ultimately resolves to an
optimization problem. There are two important observations to be made here: First, as
seen from the examples of the specification of QoS criteria, we are in fact dealing with
a multi-objective optimization problem, whereby multiple, and possibly conflicting, goals,
may be specified and must be accounted for. Second, there is an extremely large search
space, which renders exhaustive search or analytical methods infeasible – especially
given the generally unpredictable nature of the existing reservation state at planning
time.
We have therefore opted for a metaheuristic approach, namely a Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA). Genetic algorithms have been applied to many optimization domains –
in particular to scheduling problems – and are well-described in the literature (e.g.,
[Gol89, Mit98], as well as the Related Work in Chapter 7). Therefore, we will limit our-
selves to a short introduction of the overall concept here; we will however go into more
detail on select aspects of our implementation, where such explanations are useful or
required.
3.2.1 Genetic Algorithms in a Nutshell
Genetic algorithms use an optimization approach that mimics natural selection as it
happens in the real world: Each possible solution to the problem to be solved is repre-
sented as a genotype (or individual), represented by a single chromosome. The chro-
mosome consists of a number of genes which can have different values (allele). Finally,
a population consists of a number of individuals with different gene expressions. A
fitness function is used to assign each individual within the population a value which
determines its suitability in reaching the optimization goal.
The actual optimization then takes place by evolving the population into a new gen-
eration of individuals. For finding new problem solutions, two approaches are gener-
ally employed: mutation (i.e., randomly changing the value of a random gene), and
crossover (mating of two individuals by recombining their genes). As these operations
increase the number of genotypes, the fitness function is used to select the best individ-
uals – considering both the originally existing individuals, and the newly created ones
– and carry them over to the next generation (survival of the fittest).
Consider the following (extremely simple) optimization problem: “Find the largest
unsigned 8-bit integer”. Naturally, this is a problem which does not actually require any
meta-heuristic approach at all, because the solution is known in advance. However, it
is still useful to introduce the concepts and approaches of a GA.
Chromosome representation
Each potential solution must be encoded as a chromosome, consisting of a number of
genes. A widely used approach is to use arrays of simple types – in this case, an array
of 8 bits. Thus, the array itself (bit[8]) represents the chromosome, while each array
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element (bit) represents a gene, and each element’s value (0 or 1) represents an allele.
In this example, all genes share the same type, but this is not generally the case.
Population and Fitness Functions
A population is merely a number of individuals (each consisting of a single chromo-
some). At the start of the optimization, all individuals are assigned random alleles. A
fitness function assigns each individual a single numeric value, representing its suit-
ability for the problem at hand. The fitness function is crucial in that it is meant to
“represent” the optimization goal. By convention, larger fitness values indicate better
suitability. In this simple case, the most obvious fitness function could be defined as:
f itness : {0,1}8 Ñ N
 
pb7, . . . , b0q ÞÑ
‚
0⁄ i⁄7
bi  2i
For an entire population, one then simply applies the fitness function to every indi-
vidual. The individual with the highest fitness score is the one that fulfills the optimiza-
tion goals best. Figure 3.1 shows a sample population with the associated individual
fitnesses.
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Fitness:
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Figure 3.1: Genetic Algorithm: Sample Population and Fitnesses
Mutation and Crossover
In order to find new solutions to the problem, new populations (or generations) are
created by producing new individuals. This is achieved by applying genetic operators
to existing individuals. The most common operations employed are mutation or and
crossover (also called recombination), both of which are depicted in Figure 3.2. Note
that neither of these operations is guaranteed to produce fitter individuals. The pur-
pose of them is to produce genetic diversity, which, in combination with the natural
selection explained below, will eventually lead to the appearance of fitter individuals,
corresponding to more suitable solutions to the optimization problem.
Mutation In mutation, a new individual is produced by randomly varying a (random)
number of alleles of an existing individual.
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Figure 3.2: Genetic Algorithm: Mutation and Crossover
Crossover In crossover, two existing individuals are “mated” by recombining their
genes. When the chromosome is represented as an array of elements, the simplest pos-
sible form of crossover is achieved by splitting each array at the same random position,
and recombining the fragments into two new arrays.
Natural Selection
Both mutation and crossover can produce new individuals from existing ones. For
choosing which individuals of a generation are actually considered for reproduction (i.e.,
the creation of a new generation), multiple strategies are possible. We quickly describe
some commonly used ones below:
• Random selection: In this kind of selection, all individuals of a population have
the same probability of being selected for breeding a new generation. In other
words, there is no preference, neither for fit nor for unfit individuals.
• Truncation selection: The population is sorted according to the individuals’ fit-
nesses, and only a predefined number (or percentage) of top-ranked individuals
is chosen for reproduction. Practically, individuals with low fitnesses thus have
no chances to breed.
• Roulette wheel selection: The probability of an individual of being selected for
breeding is directly proportional to its fitness (relative to the fitnesses of the entire
population). This strategy has a tendency to prefer fitter individuals for breeding
(thus generally speeding up convergence), but without completely neglecting less
suitable individuals (thus allowing to “escape” local optima).
Evolution
For producing a new generation from an existing one, selection and genetic operators
are repeatedly performed until enough new individuals have been produced. In a slight
variation of this strategy called elitism, a fixed number of the top-ranking solutions of
the original population are carried over to the next generation unchanged (in addition
to the breeding of new individuals).
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3.3 Chromosome Representation
During the planning, each candidate schedule is represented as a GA individual, i.e., as
a chromosome consisting of multiple genes. Figure 3.3 shows an example chromosome
for a trivial workflow consisting of a single operation invocation.
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Figure 3.3: Sample Workflow Chromosome Layout
An immediate observation is that this chromosome does not merely contain a se-
quence of genes, but a tree of nested genes instead. Such a representation offers multiple
advantages. First, at the highest level, it allows for chromosomes to roughly resemble
the structure of the workflow definition that they represent, thus easing the compre-
hension of the semantics of the chromosome. Furthermore, the composition of genes
reflects their logical structure in terms of several degrees of freedom which are inde-
pendent, but together influence one particular aspect (e.g., an invocation depends on
the operation provider, the workflow engine, and the co-allocations). Finally, such a
modular design allows to re-use individual (sub-) genes in different contexts.
3.3.1 Genes
In this section, we introduce the various genes that we use to represent a workflow
schedule as a chromosome for a Genetic Algorithm. Generally speaking, there are two
types of genes: composite genes (which are only composed of sub-genes) and leaf genes.
In simple terms, leaf genes contain the actual mutable values (i.e., the alleles), while
composite genes merely present a (functional) aggregation of their subgenes.
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WorkflowActivityGene
The WorkflowActivityGene is a single top-level gene which represents an entire
workflow. Its structure – i.e., the contained sub-genes – directly depends on the work-
flow description.
StartActivityGene
This gene represents the explicit entry point of the process, i.e., the s operation of the
workflow description. It is a composite gene which contains a WFEngineGene, rep-
resenting the workflow engine with which the user is interacting to start the workflow
execution, and a StartActivityNestedTransferGene, representing the initial data
transfer from the client host to that workflow engine.
EndActivityGene
This gene represents the explicit exit point of the process, i.e., the e operation
of the workflow description. Unlike the StartActivityGene, it does not con-
tain a WFEngineGene; rather, the workflow engine of the StartActivityGene
is reused. This ensures that the workflow start and end are actually scheduled at
the same workflow engine, so that the SOA semantics of “a workflow invocation
is perceived as just another Web Service” can be maintained. This gene contains
an EndActivityNestedTransferGene, representing the final data transfer of the
workflow output to the client.
StartActivityNestedTransferGene and EndActivityNestedTransferGene
These genes represent the transfer of the input and output data from/to the end user
(in terms of a co-allocation of bandwidth resources), and are subclassing the CoAlloca-
tionGene (described below). The co-allocation constraints – which resources are needed,
how large is the data transfer, which throughput range is acceptable – are obtained from
the respective parent gene, and mutated by the subgenes of the CoAllocationGene itself.
The actual co-allocations are determined from those mutated co-allocation constraints.
WFEngineGene
This gene represents the workflow engine executing the activity denoted by its parent
gene. The possible allele values are in principle all workflow engines known to exist in
the infrastructure. In the current implementation, workflow engines are simply identi-
fied by their SOAP endpoint URL.
DataTransferGene
These genes are inserted whenever data produced by one activity is required as input by
another activity. In other words, they represent the data flow edges in the workflow de-
scription. Just like, for instance, the EndActivityNestedTransferGene, they rep-
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resent data transfers, in this case between two activities (i.e., between the workflow
engines of two activity genes which are siblings of the DataTransferGene).
ControlTransferGene
These genes represent the control flow edges in the workflow description. They can
be logically considered as the simplest form of data flow, where no data is actually
transmitted (and thus no allocations are required). In fact, a ControlTransferGene
merely serves as a way to express the precedence relationships between two activity
genes in the same way as a DataTransferGene, but does not contain any mutable
parts.
InvokeActivityGene
This is a composite gene that models a remote operation invocation. It
consists of the subgenes WFEngineGene, OperationProviderGene, and
InvokeActivityInvocationGene.
OperationProviderGene
This gene “chooses” an operation instance for the operation that its parent gene repre-
sents. Possible allele values are all available operation instances of the particular oper-
ation. Similarly to workflow engines, operation instances are identified by their SOAP
endpoint URL.
InvokeActivityInvocationGene
This gene represents the actual invocation of an operation, in terms of co-allocations for
the entire operation invocation (upload, execution, and download). It has dependencies
on its parent and sibling genes for determining the allocation constraints.
CoAllocationGene
All genes that are shown in white dotted boxes are actually subclasses of this gene. The
subclasses are responsible for providing co-allocation constraints, while the CoAlloca-
tionGene itself is responsible mutating these constraints (i.e., to produce co-allocation
constraint restrictions), and for actually finding compliant co-allocations. Mutation is
performed by leveraging the subgenes described below; the method for finding co-
allocations is detailed in Section 3.3.6.
CoAllocationStartGene
This gene simply consists of a number influencing the delay when finding co-
allocations; in other words, this value allows to shift the timestamp, at which the search
for compliant co-allocations starts, into the future.
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CoAllocationValuesGene
This gene contains an allele that represents the variable part of the coallocation to be
found. It is actually an array of values which can be mutated independently (so strictly
speaking, contains more than one mutable part). The values herein affect the minimum
and maximum values to request for transitory resources that must be allocated.
3.3.2 Correspondence with the Formal Model
A WorkflowChromosome is the entity which implements a workflow schedule as de-
fined in Section 2.7. In fact, its structure directly represents the workflow description,
while its contents (the alleles) represents the schedule itself.
Workflow Description
A workflow description defines both the structure of the workflow – i.e., the activities
it consists of – and their dependencies in terms of data and control flow. Both of these
are directly reflected in the structure of the corresponding chromosome. In particular,
this means that for any workflow description wd, the corresponding chromosome is
constructed so that:
• every activity in wd.ω is represented by an InvokeActivityGene (for
“normal” operations), a WorkflowActivityGene (for sub-workflows), or a
StartActivityGene/EndActivityGene (for the start and end activities s and
e)
• every data flow edge in wd.δ is represented by a DataTransferGene
• every control flow edge in wd.κ, which is not caused by a data flow edge, is repre-
sented by a ControlTransferGene
As the data and control flow edges constitute dependencies within the workflow exe-
cution, the corresponding genes (siblings in the tree representation of the chromosome)
are also “wired” together to represent these dependencies. While details are further
elaborated in Section 3.3.3, let us take a high-level look at where such dependencies are
encountered, and the implications on the chromosome structure.
Figure 3.4 shows the same workflow description and chromosome as Figure 3.3,
but from a different perspective: details about the composite genes have been mostly
omitted; instead, this figure shows the dependencies representing control and data flow
that need to be observed between genes – in other words, these genes “know” that they
have a relationship with other genes. These dependencies can be directly extracted from
the DAG representation of the workflow description.
Figure 3.5 shows a more complicated workflow description fragment (in the inter-
est of readability, non-essential details have been omitted). This fragment shows how a
chromosome is organized in the presence of parallel workflow steps1. Every gene rep-
resenting an activity has dependencies on exactly as many transfer genes as there are
1We use the term workflow step as a uniform way to reference both activities and data or control trans-
fers.
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control and data flow edges targeting that activity. Similarly the transfer genes depend
on the genes representing the source activity of their associated edge in the workflow
description.
Moreover, as can be seen in the figures, the chromosome structure itself also reflects
the workflow description structure – the order of the genes corresponds to a topological
sort of the workflow graph.
Workflow Schedule
The variable components of a workflow schedule are the workflow engine map-
ping Ξ, the operation instance mapping Ω, and the co-allocations C. All of these
are present in the alleles of the chromosome, as expressed in the WFEngineGene,
OperationProviderGene, and CoAllocationGene genes. While the values of Ω
and Ξ are straightforward to derive from the individual genes (they correspond directly
to the contained alleles), the determination of the co-allocations is more involved, and
is further discussed subsequently.
3.3.3 Interpretation of the Chromosome
Every gene within the chromosome can be mutated independently, and every possible
allele combination results in a valid schedule (even if it may still be considered unsuit-
able with regard to the envisaged QoS objectives, e.g., because it takes longer than a
user-specified deadline bound).
However, the alleles only denote the most basic information that is required to de-
duce the characteristics of the schedule that the individual represents. In fact, the actual
interpretation of the genotype (answering questions such as: “when does it terminate,
how much does it cost, which co-allocations are required?”) is rather complex.
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Figure 3.6: Chromosome Interpretation and Interdependencies
For a representative example, consider Figure 3.6, which presents a close-up look
into the information gained from an InvokeActivityGene, and its relations with its
predecessor and successor genes.
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The InvokeActivityGene itself is depicted as the central box, where its sub-genes
(or rather: the information obtained from the alleles of its sub-genes) are shown using
filled green boxes. These entities are exactly those depicted in the central column of
Figure 3.3, albeit using a different representation. The figure further shows a set of
computed values (gray boxes with green outline) and some static values (dark gray
boxes)2. The arrows depict dependencies between these values.
Before we go into more detail about the dependencies and calculations “within” this
particular gene, consider the dependencies between the genes (i.e., relationships with
preceding and successive workflow steps). It is relatively straightforward to see that
those dependencies are again reflecting the structure, as well as integrity constraints, of
the workflow. For example, the earliest possible start for the activity is the maximum
of the timestamps when all of its preceding workflow steps have finished. All other
genes have a similar structure. Thus, when looking at the chromosome as a whole, we
again see a directed acyclic graph of dependencies, directly stemming from the work-
flow description, but at a much more fine grained level: at the workflow description
level, dependencies are visible between workflow steps, while at the chromosome level,
we see dependencies between the concrete values and calculations of which the work-
flow steps consist. This graph is spanning all of the alleles within the chromosome: for
instance, in order to determine the end timestamp of the complete schedule – corre-
sponding to the end timestamp of its EndActivityGene, all of the alleles of the entire
chromosome have to be inspected, and essentially all computations within the graph
need to be performed.
Thus, ultimately, all user-relevant information of a (complete) workflow schedule
can be determined by examining its co-allocations. This is trivially true for the co-
allocations themselves (which will eventually be reserved), but it also holds for the
metrics, which are functionally dependent on the co-allocations. A condensed overview
about how the alleles and intermediate calculations shown in Figure 3.6 are interpreted
to determine the associated co-allocation, and how they relate to the model presented
in Section 2, is given in Table 3.1. More detailed descriptions are given below.
ID Domain Source / calculation Properties / misc.
A ENGINE WorkflowEngineGene
B DCHARn Input data characteristics
C OPINST OperationProviderGene
D INVCHAR invokeCharpC, A.ep, Bq D.cg consists of a single constraint
E DCHARm D.d Assigned to Output data char.
F CONSTRAINT firstConstrpD.cg)
G CONSTRAINT F “transformed” by G  F
CoAllocationValuesGene
H COALLOC (see text) H XÝÑ G ñ H XÝÑ F
Table 3.1: Chromosome Interpretation and Relation to Model
2These values are considered static in the sense that they do not change during the entire optimization
run.
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• A PENGINE – The workflow engine that is used to perform the operation invoca-
tion is directly determined from the allele of the WorkflowEngineGene.
• B P DCHARn – The input data characteristics for the invocation are aggregated
from the n DataTransferGenes that this InvokeActivityGene depends on.
• C POPINST – The operation instance used to perform the operation invocation is
directly determined from the allele of the OperationProviderGene.
• D P INVCHAR – The invocation characteristics for this particular combination
of workflow engine, input data characteristics, and operation instance are calcu-
lated as D  invokeCharpC, A. ep, Bq. Because the operation is a simple operation
(i.e., not a sub-workflow), its co-allocation constraint graph consists of a single
co-allocation constraint. Thus, firstConstrpD.cgq  lastConstrpD.cgq.
• E PDCHARm – The output data characteristics of this invocation are derived from
the invocation characteristics: E  D.d.
• F P CONSTRAINT – The co-allocation constraint that must be satisfied for this in-
vocation is the single co-allocation constraint contained in the invocation charac-
teristics: F  firstConstrpD.cgq.
• G P CONSTRAINT – The CoAllocationValuesGene’s allele contains a set of
values that influence the mutations performed on the co-allocation constraints for
this invocation. Put simply, the min and max values of all time-determining al-
location constraints contained in F are modified to produce restrictions of these
constraints. The resulting co-allocation constraint is thus a restriction of the origi-
nal co-allocation constraint: G  F.
• H P COALLOC – For the overall schedule to be correct, a co-allocation H needs
to be found which i) complies with the co-allocation constraints (H XÝÑ G), and
ii) observes the temporal dependencies of the workflow. To satisfy the latter
condition, the co-allocation must not start before all of the activity’s predecessor
workflow steps have ended, denoted as Earliest possible start in the figure, and re-
ferred to as e from here on. This value is further modified by the allele of the
CoAllocationStartGene (m P R | 0 ⁄ m ⁄ 1) and the Allowable start delay
(d). After finding the co-allocation H (as described in Section 3.3.6), the following
properties hold: H XÝÑ G ^ coAllocStartpHq ¥ e   m  d
3.3.4 Chromosome as a Variable Dependency Graph
As stated in the previous section, to correctly interprete the information contained
within a chromosome, one needs to evaluate the alleles contained within the genes,
and perform intermediate calculations, which depend on allele values and/or other in-
termediate calculations. Internally, we use the unified notion of Variable to refer to
these values, whether depending on an allele, or some other calculations. A variable
is generic (in the sense of being able to “wrap” values of any data type), and has the
following properties:
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1. It is able to determine which other variables it depends on (called its dependees)
2. It is able to register itself to all its dependees
3. It has an internal ID which is greater than all its dependees’ IDs
4. It keeps references to all registered dependent variables (called dependers)
5. It keeps its own calculated value cached
6. It can (re-)calculate its own value explicitly on demand, or implicitly (when re-
quested by a depender but no value is cached yet)
Alleles are then simply associated with special variables which do not depend on
other variables, but on the allele itself, and whose value merely reflects the allele.
By using only the properties 1. and 2., it is straightforward to construct a Variable
Dependency Graph (VDG) at runtime (making sure that properties 3. and 4. are ob-
served at all times). As a result, the identifiers of the contained variables are topolog-
ically sorted. Figure 3.7 shows a VDG, as obtained from the chromosome depicted in
Figure 3.4. Note that unlike in most other figures, the arrows depicting relationships
point from dependers to dependees (thus better visualizing the properties 1. and 2.
above).
Figure 3.8 provides still further detail, by zooming in on a part of such a VDG, show-
ing an example of what the individual values contained in the variables might look like,
and how exactly they relate to each other.3 In order not to overload the figure, a few de-
tails are still omitted, and the formalism is slightly simplified. The variables with IDs
1, 2, and 3 (termed v1 – v3) contain the data characteristics of the user input to the
workflow, which is also the sole input to the operation O1, and the workflow engine
and operation instance executing O1. v4 represents the invocation characteristics of
the corresponding invocation, and v14 is the co-allocation constraint contained within
v4. This co-allocation constraint is shown in the lower right of the figure (consisting
of time-determining allocation constraints for data upload, execution, and data down-
load). v30 contains the timestamp after which the co-allocation satisfying the constraint
(v31) must be found. Finally, there are two variables which mutate the co-allocation
constraint itself (v15) and the earliest-start timestamp (v16). The co-allocation con-
straint shown in the bottom right shows both the original resource constraints as ob-
tained from v14 (striked through), and the final restricted values, after applying the
mutations contained in v15 (in bold).
Such a VDG contains all the required information to determine a complete workflow
schedule (i.e., all co-allocations and all metrics). It is the most low-level representation
that we use. The following list summarizes the various levels of abstraction that we
have described so far, shows how they relate to each other, and briefly discusses their
properties.
1. Workflow Description: The workflow description contains the high-level defini-
tion of the workflow. Dependencies are expressed through the data and control
flow edges.
3The figure presents a “hand-made” example – the values are only illustrational.
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2. Chromosome: The structure of the chromosome is directly derived from the work-
flow description. The chromosome is aware of which workflow steps have infras-
tructural requirements (e.g., need an operation instance or a workflow engine)
and is able to change their assignments via mutating the corresponding genes;
it also “knows” how co-allocation constraints are correctly determined and re-
stricted (via mutation). Internally, all values and calculations are represented as
variables; dependencies are expressed as variable dependencies within or across
the genes.
3. Variable Dependency Graph: The VDG is built at runtime from the chromosome.
At this level of abstraction, we are only considering dependencies between indi-
vidual variables without needing to know about their semantics – in other words,
if the VDG is constructed correctly, during its evaluation it is not necessary to
know which particular allele, or calculation, of which particular workflow step a
variable represents.
4. Workflow Schedule: The variable parts of the workflow schedule can all be de-
termined from the Chromosome: the workflow engine mapping Ξ and Operation
instance mapping Ω are directly contained within alleles, the co-allocations C in
turn are calculated by the VDG. Actually, C is simply the union of the values of all
co-allocation values within the VDG.
3.3.5 Mutations
Mutation is one of the strategies employed by a GA to generate new individuals, i.e.,
during the breeding phase of a new generation. Logically, the new individual is origi-
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nally a copy of its ancestor, but then experiences modifications of some of its allele val-
ues. When considering the individuals at the level of the Variable Dependency Graph,
the graph (and the values of the variables) are initially identical. Mutations affect indi-
vidual alleles, and changes must be propagated to dependent variables – thus possibly
triggering a cascade of recalculations. In order to perform only the required recalcula-
tions, we leverage the fact that the variable dependency graph is topologically sorted.
Intuitively, updates are performed in a breadth-first manner in the graph, which allows
to i) perform recalculations in the correct order (preserving dependencies), and ii) avoid
recalculating a single variable’s value multiple times. Pseudocode for the recalculation
is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Updating Variable Dependency Graph after Mutations
Input: an array D of variables whose alleles have been mutated, sorted by the
variables’ identifiers in ascending order
// D is mutable; its values are kept sorted at all times
while D is not empty do
Variable v ð Dr0s;
recalculate v’s value;
if v’s value has changed then
foreach Variable d: d depends on v do
if D does not contain d then
insert d into D;
remove Dr0s;
3.3.6 Determining Compliant Co-Allocations
The computationally most expensive task is to find valid co-allocations. To briefly recap
the goal that must be achieved: given a co-allocation constraint C, a timestamp t, a
reservation state S, and a planning timestamp p, find a co-allocation K such that
K XÝÑ C^ coAllocStartpKq ¥ t^ feasiblepS, p, tKuq  true
As there is an infinite number of co-allocations satisfying these properties, we em-
ploy what could be called a greedy strategy, by further restricting the goal to find the
matching co-allocation which starts earliest and has the shortest duration.
Before going into further detail, let us consider for a moment the context in which
this search is performed: co-allocations are needed for any workflow step which im-
plies resource usage, such as operation invocations or data transfers. However, these
workflow steps may be executed in parallel with other workflow steps, which might
require co-allocations for the same resources at the same time. When these searches are
performed independently (resulting for instance in co-allocations K1 and K2), consider-
ing only the reservation state S, one might end up “overbooking” some resources, i.e.,
feasiblepS, p, tK1uq  true^ feasiblepS, p, tK1uq  true, but feasiblepS, p, tK1, K2uq 
false.
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Dealing with parallelism
Clearly, in addition to the reservation state S, one must also consider some – but not all –
of the (not yet reserved) co-allocations of other workflow steps. Since all co-allocations
are calculated within Variable evaluations, one can reason on the variable dependency
graph. Figure 3.9 shows a fragment of a very simplified variable dependency graph.
Note that i) this figure serves as a condensed example of what parallel patterns may
look like, and is not related to the previous figures; ii) only the most important variables
relevant to co-allocation search have been depicted, other variables have been omit-
ted; iii) the numbering of the variables was done manually – the actual implementation
would result in a different one. However, the reasoning below holds for any topological
sort, and is easier to follow with the numbering presented in the figure.
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Figure 3.9: Simplified Variable Dependency Graph Fragment with Parallelism
The variables which “produce” co-allocations (termed co-allocation variables here-
after) are the ones of interest, and have been highlighted in orange in the figure. Because
the scheduling must observe temporal dependencies, co-allocation variables always de-
pend on a variable which indicates the earliest start, and always have a dependent vari-
able indicating their end. Put differently: if a co-allocation variable S (transitively) de-
pends on a co-allocation variable P, then it is impossible for the co-allocation resulting
from S to start before P has finished.
Let us now come back to the planning itself. Once an individual (a “chromosome
instance”) has been evaluated, all its variable values have been calculated. In particular,
all co-allocations have been assigned such that the aggregation of all of them represents
a valid schedule for the workflow. Suppose that this individual has been chosen for
breeding. Cloning it results in a new individual, whose variable values are initialized
with the cached values from its predecessor – in other words, it represents the same
schedule. Now suppose that a mutation is performed on variable 27 in Figure 3.9, thus
changing the co-allocation constraints, and invalidating co-allocation variable 28. In
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order to calculate it afresh, which co-allocations (both from the reservation state, and
the individual itself) do we need to take into account, and which should we ignore?
There is an obvious trivial case: we must ignore the co-allocation that variable 28 is
currently holding, because it is the one we are overwriting. More generally, there are
five rules to consider when evaluating a co-allocation variable V:
1. Consider all allocations imposed by the reservation state of the system. These allo-
cations have been reserved and must be obeyed. We will refer to these allocations
as committed allocations.
2. Ignore the allocations currently held by V, as these allocations are replaced by the
re-calculation.
3. Ignore allocations held by co-allocation variables which V (transitively) depends
on. There cannot be any temporal overlap between these allocations and V, be-
cause V’s allocation must only start after all of the dependees’ allocations have
finished.
4. Ignore allocations currently held by co-allocation variables which (transitively)
depend on V.
5. Consider all allocations held by all other co-allocation variables of the variable
dependency graph. We refer to these as uncommitted allocations.
While the first three items are intuitively clear, we will now briefly focus on the
latter two. Consider what happens after V’s recalculation is finished: regardless of the
actual new co-allocation, we can limit ourselves to only observe the timing behaviour.
If the end timestamp has not changed, then no further action is necessary. If it has
indeed changed, a (possibly cascading) re-calculation of dependers is performed: any
co-allocation variable which depends on V will be recalculated, thus correcting any
possible overbooking. In fact, it is even necessary to ignore dependers’ allocations, as
otherwise one might incorrectly “miss” available resources. Figure 3.10 shows a trivial
example illustrating both cases.
While V is being re-calculated, allocations associated with V, with V’s (transi-
tive) dependees, and with V’s (transitive) dependers should thus be ignored. All co-
allocation variables which are not in these categories necessarily neither depend on, nor
are depended on by, V. In other words, they may be in parallel to V, and thus must
be considered. Ignoring them might result in the case outlined above, namely in the
overbooking of resources.
Unfortunately, given only the topologically sorted IDs of variables, it is not practi-
cally possible to determine which variables depend on which others from the IDs alone.
It is therefore necessary to maintain a precedence matrix to keep track of these relations.
Allocation Representation
As introduced in Section 2, an allocation is merely a set of contiguous usage blocks,
and a usage block consists of start and end timestamps and the actual usage amount.
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Because of these properties, allocations can be represented in a very compact manner,
by using arrays of simple types.
Figure 3.11 shows an example of an allocation, and how it is represented internally.
In addition to the two arrays storing the start timestamps and usage amounts of the
individual usage blocks, we have introduced a third array, which, for each usage block,
contains a forward pointer to (the index of) the first subsequent usage block with a
strictly lower usage amount. The complete array is cheap to construct (it can be initial-
ized in linear time with regard to the number of usage blocks), but may speed up the
finding of (new) co-allocations: the sum of existing and new allocations must never use
a resource beyond its capacity. If the new allocation is not feasible “on top” of the exist-
ing ones, then these pointers allow to speed up the determination of the next timestamp
where the search can be retried. As statistically, there is a 50/50 chance of the next usage
block being higher or lower, the average speedup is by a factor of two.
Note that the allocation shown is indeed a single allocation, not two independent
ones. The definition of allocation explicitly allows for usage blocks with zero usage.
Such allocations with “gaps” are often encountered when adding individual (“gapless”)
allocations which do not overlap. As described below, we perform such additions to
aggregate all committed allocations into a single one during search.
Finding Co-Allocations
Consider again Figure 2.6 (p. 19). It graphically depicts how a co-allocation constraint
may look like. In simple terms, we must satisfy a sequence of time-determining allo-
cation constraints, indicating which resources must provide some specified total (sum),
while only utilizing a certain range of the resources’ capacities (min and max). If a
time-determining allocation constraint refers to more than one resource, the exact same
allocations (in terms of usage blocks) must be feasible on all resources concurrently.
Moreover, there may be an arbitrary number of dependent allocation constraints, refer-
ring to one resource each, indicating a minimum resource usage to be allocated, and the
time-determining allocation constraints that the dependent allocation constraint must
start and end with (i.e., the ones it must “run with” in parallel).
The goal thus is to find a set of allocations which satisfies all those allocation con-
straints. As previously explained, we know the timestamp t at which we must start
looking for these allocations, and we can determine all other (pre-existing, committed
or uncommitted) allocations that we must consider while searching. Because they are
not changing during the planning, we internally keep all committed allocations for the
same resource aggregated (summed up) as a single allocation – intuitively, this roughly
corresponds to the concept of materialized view in database systems.
At runtime, we consider all allocations of all required resources at the same time.
A very simplified and high-level pseudocode representation of the implementation is
shown in Algorithm 3, and briefly discussed below.
• Lines 2, 3, 15, 18, 19: currentStart is the variable that contains the timestamp where
the entire (prospected) co-allocation starts, while currentTs is the timestamp that
is currently considered while “building” the co-allocation.
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Algorithm 3: Finding compliant Co-allocations
Input: a co-allocation constraint C, a timestamp t, and a set A of allocations to be
considered
Output: a co-allocation K such that K XÝÑ C
K ðH;1
currentStart ð t;2
currentTs ð currentStart;3
while true do4
TAC TC ð the next unfulfilled time-determining allocation constraint P C;5
if TC  NIL then break;6
DAC DCrs ð dependent allocation constraints P C which are parallel to TC;7
ALLOC TA ðH;8
ALLOC DArs ð rH, . . . ,Hs;9
while  pTA XÝÑ TCq do10
ALLOC Wrs ð ta P A| allocEndpaq ¥ currentTs^ a.r P tRESOURCE r|r P11
TC.r_ r P DCris.ruu;
nextEvent ð the lowest timestamp ¡ currentTs where any allocation a P W12
starts a new usage block;
if given W, during rcurrentTs, nextEventr, every constraint in DC can be13
fulfilled and remaining capacity @r P TC.r is in rTC.min, TC.maxs then
create and add corresponding usage blocks to TA and each DAris;14
currentTs ð nextEvent;15
else16
nextTry ð the lowest timestamp where any allocation of a saturated17
resource exhibits lower usage;
currentStart ð currentStart  pnextTry currentTsq;18
currentTs ð currentStart;19
mark all time-determining allocation constraints as unfulfilled;20
K ðH;21
continue outer loop;22
K ð KY tTAu YDA;23
mark TC as fulfilled;24
return K25
• Outer loop (lines 3–24): This fulfills the time-determining allocation constraints,
one at a time, in the order that they are given in the co-allocation constraint. For
every time-determining allocation constraint, its dependent allocation constraints
are also considered. In other words, at the end of the loop (line 24), the following
will hold: TA XÝÑ TC^DAris XÝÑ DCris.
• Inner loop (lines 10–22): This loop is repeated as long as the currently considered
time-determining allocation constraint is not fulfilled.
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• Lines 11–12: All currently relevant allocations (pertaining to any allocation con-
straint to be fulfilled, and not having ended before currentTs) are determined. The
next event (timestamp) to consider is when any of these allocations changes its
usage amount.
• Lines 13–15: If all constraints are satisfiable, then the prospected allocations are ex-
tended throughout the next event timestamp. Eventually, this will also completely
fulfill the current time-determining allocation constraint (TC.sum is reached), thus
ending the inner loop.
• Lines 17–22: If any constraint was not satisfiable, the entire co-allocation is not
feasible starting at the given timestamp (currentStart), and we must backtrack.
The entire co-allocation is reset, and currentStart is shifted into the future so as to
avoid the currently encountered “bottleneck”. Finally, the search is started over.
As said, this description is simplified to present the idea of the implementation, and
omits a few details. The actual implementation is more sophisticated – for example,
the set of allocations to consider, and the events (timestamps where new usage blocks
begin) are organized in priority queues, which avoids unnecessary recalculations.
The actual runtime of the algorithm (and the number of required backtracking steps)
is largely dependent on pre-existing allocations and the co-allocation constraint to be
satisfied. However, the algorithm is guaranteed to eventually terminate: in the worst
case, all required allocations would be made after all existing allocations.
3.4 Fitness Functions in DWARFS
The previous section presented details about the structure and interpretation of the
chromosome employed to represent workflow schedules. While this is an important
asset for a genetic algorithm, it is not sufficient – equally important is the definition of
an appropriate fitness function.
The fitness function that one chooses for a GA optimization is of crucial importance,
as it represents both the optimization goal, and the method for assessing the suitabil-
ity of individual solutions with respect to that goal. An important property of fitness
functions is that they assign a single numerical value, namely its fitness, to any poten-
tial solution – i.e., any schedule in the DWARFS case. These individual fitnesses must
be comparable in order to determine which candidate solution is better. Ideally, such a
comparison between the fitnesses of two individuals would also quantify the degree of
preference (which we call preferability), thus allowing to say, for example, “schedule A
is 3 times better than schedule B”.
In the following, we describe a few characteristics of the metrics that we defined for
schedules, and of the optimization objectives that we wish to support, and discuss how
they relate to the properties of fitness functions.
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3.4.1 Semantics and Comparability of Individual Schedule Metrics
All of the metrics that we consider (duration, termination time, cost) have a “natural”
associated optimization goal, namely to minimize the respective value. In other words,
“as cheap as possible”, “as fast as possible”, “finish as early as possible” present rea-
sonable objectives, while the opposite (e.g., “run the process as expensive as possible”)
simply does not make sense (though it could be supported by the system). So while we
can clearly say that lower values are preferrable to higher ones, can we also quantify
how much preferrable they are?
A simple approach is to directly map the absolute value of any metric to a fitness
value (in the case where the goal is to minimize the respective metric, one needs to ad-
ditionally change the fitness evaluation to “smaller is better” semantics, or to slightly
transform the absolute value, e.g., by either negating or inversing it). While this clearly
allows to order candidate solutions with regard to their fitness, it will not allow to ex-
press preferability.
This is easiest demonstrated by using an example: consider an optimization for cost
only. If a population consists of three candidate schedules s1, s2, s3, with their associated
cost being 10, 20, and 50 dollars respectively, is it permissible to say that s1 is 5 times
“better” than s3? What would the preferability ratios be if the costs were 1010, 1020,
and 1050 dollars? The problem is that while one knows the absolute values, one cannot
normally quantify how “good” each of these values really is. In other words, 1010
dollars might be a close-to-optimal value for a complicated and resource-demanding
workflow, but outrageously expensive for a small and simple one; the chicken-and-egg
issue is that one cannot absolutely quantify preferability unless an absolute ground truth
(the optimum) is known – which is precisely the value that is not known beforehand.
3.4.2 Multi-objective Optimization
One further complication concerning fitness functions and fitnesses is that a fitness func-
tion produces a single numerical value, but DWARFS is also meant to support multiple
optimization objectives.
The metrics that we introduced can be regarded as multiple dimensions:
termination, time, and cost. The metrics of a single schedule along these dimensions are
not normally orthogonal, but somewhat interrelated. Unfortunately, it is not generally
possible to predict how exactly they relate to each other.
For example, cost and duration generally are negatively correlated: higher resource
usage costs more, but results in faster execution. However, this is not necessarily true in
all cases (e.g., co-locating services may use a lot of bandwidth at a single cloud provider,
but for free).
Similarly, duration and termination are generally positively correlated. In a system
without Advance Reservations, or in a completely empty infrastructure, they even com-
pletely collapse into the same goal (correlation 1.0). On the other hand, for a rather
loaded, but not saturated, infrastructure, the opposite may become true. A trivial ex-
ample (where a single resource is affected) is shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Planning Goals: Duration vs. Termination in Loaded Infrastructure
In general, we thus cannot know whether or how a score on one dimension influ-
ences a score on another dimension. Multiple optimization goals may contradict each
other in one infrastructure state, while they may be fullfillable at the same time in a
different configuration.
The possibility to specify multiple optimization goals, especially if they are contra-
dicting, leads to another issue: for instance, when optimizing for both cost and duration,
a candidate schedule s1 which is cheap and long-running, and an expensive and short-
runing schedule s2 are not comparable anymore: each is better than the other in one
dimension, but which is the one that is preferrable overall? One approach is to consider
the set of pareto-efficient individuals by considering all dimensions independently. In
fact, this corresponds to establishing a partial order over the population. However, this
clashes with the property of a fitness function, namely that it must establish a total order
over all candidates.
A simple and widely practiced approach, which we also adopted in DWARFS, is
using weighted sums of the scores (fitnesses) on the individual dimensions. However,
this leads to one more challenge, which is again related to the abovementioned issue of
the semantics of absolute values of the individual metrics. More precisely: not only do
we now have multiple dimensions, where the absolute values among each dimension
are impossible to quantify in terms of preferability, but we also need to combine (by
means of weighted sums) values from entirely different domains.
3.4.3 Normalized Fitness Functions
To overcome both of the abovementioned issues, we have devised normalized fitness
functions. These fitness functions allow to assign normalized fitness values to individ-
uals of a population, regardless of the metric being considered (i.e., regardless of the
domain that the metric represents, and of the absolute values that are present).
Before going into detail about the concept and definition, let us again stress the most
important properties of a fitness function. First and foremost, it must assign higher
values to better individuals (according to the optimization goal that the fitness function
represents). Ideally, the fitnesses of individuals should also be proportional to their
preferability. As discussed above, there is no absolute ground truth – in other words,
absolute bounds – allowing to establish such proportions. There are, however, relative
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bounds: because fitness functions are always used within the context of a population of
individuals, one can use the minimum and maximum values of the range encompassed
by the individuals as bounds. In other words: a normalized fitness function determines
the fitness of an individual in relation to the population it is part of.
More formally, a normalized fitness function observes the following properties:
• The fitness of every individual of a population is directly proportional to its prefer-
ability within that population.
• The sum of the fitnesses of all individuals of a population is 1.
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Fitness (abs./norm.):
106 / 0.005
147 / 0.212
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Fitness (abs./norm.):
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218 / 0.374
251 / 0.483
Population A Population B
Figure 3.13: Normalized Fitness Function
There are three properties immediately following from this specification: First, an in-
dividual is no longer always assigned the same fitness; rather, each individual’s fitness
depends on all other individuals in the population. Second, the fitness is completely
disassociated from the values of the domain it represents – however, both the ordering
and the proportions between individuals are preserved. Third, multiple normalized fit-
ness functions can be combined into a new (normalized) fitness function by leveraging
simple weighted sums. Note that this last statement slightly “waters down” the term
fitness function: in the strict sense as used in the GA literature, there is a single fitness
function which applies to the entire optimization goal. From here on, we will also use
the term to refer to the determination of normalized fitness values in a single dimension.
Figure 3.13 shows the effect of using a normalized fitness function: both populations
differ only in a a single individual. However, because the normalized fitness value is
relative to the entire population, individuals with the same absolute metric value get
assigned different fitness values in both populations.
Normalization procedure
Let us consider metrics which have larger-is-better semantics first. Given a popula-
tion (or sample) of individuals, the simplest possible normalization is to assign each
individual its absolute metric value, divided by the sums of the absolute values of all
individuals. We refer to this approach as REL-ASC-MIN. Except in the pathological case
where all absolute values are 0 (which needs to be handled separately) , this results in
valid fitness values. However, it still leaves the problem of interpreting preferability: in
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Algorithm 4: Normalizing Fitness Functions Pseudocode
Input: an array A of absolute values of some metric, each element representing
the value of one individual in the population
Output: an array F of normalized fitness values for the population
N ð A;
min ð min
vPN
v;
max ð max
vPN
v;
sum ð 0;
foreach v P N do
if the values of A have smaller-is-better semantics then
v ð max v;
else
v ð vmin;
if shifting should occur wrt. the minimal value then
v ð v min;
else if shifting should occur to avoid 0 fitnesses then
v ð v  1;
sum ð sum  v;
if sum  0 then sum ð |N|;
foreach v P N do
add vsum to F;
return F
a population where all individuals span a small range of large values (i.e., when mini-
mum and maximum values of the sample are large, but close), the absolute differences
tend to disappear, thus assigning almost equal fitnesses to all individuals.
One approach is to shift the entire population in order to emphasize on the differ-
ences – for example by subtracting the overall minimum from all individuals first. This
approach, termed REL-ASC-0, tends to capture the differences between individuals
better, regardless of the actual values. It however produces a new problem, namely that
the least suitable individual (the one with minimal value), gets assigned a fitness of 0.
This may not be an issue in all cases, but for instance, it would completely preclude that
individual from breeding in a roulette wheel selection setup.
A possible solution to that problem is to simply add a constant (for example 1), to
all shifted values. This is somewhat of a pragmatic approach – it guarantees that no
individual is left with a fitness value of 0. Still, the value of the least suitable individual
is determined by the range of values encompassed by the entire population ( 1maxmin ).
We call this approach REL-ASC-1.
When a metric has smaller-is-better semantics, the approaches are very similar to
the abovementioned, and we denote them accordingly as REL-DSC-MIN, REL-DSC-0,
REL-DSC-1. In fact, Algorithm 4 presents pseudocode which handles all of these cases.
Table 3.2 presents details on how various normalization approaches operate on dif-
ferent input. We have specifically chosen the three populations   10, 20, 50, 100 ¡,
  1010, 1020, 1050, 1100 ¡, and   100010, 100020, 100050, 100100 ¡ because of their
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Fitness function Input data: <10, 20, 50, 100> <1010, 1020, 1050, 1100> <100010, 100020, 100050, 100100>
ABS-ASC fitnesses <10, 20, 50, 100> <1010, 1020, 1050, 1100> <100010, 100020, 100050, 100100>
REL-ASC-MIN normalized data <10, 20, 50, 100> <1010, 1020, 1050, 1100> <100010, 100020, 100050, 100100>
fitnesses <0.056, 0.111, 0.278, 0.556> <0.242, 0.244, 0.251, 0.263> <0.250, 0.250, 0.250, 0.250>
REL-ASC-0 normalized data <0, 10, 40, 90> <0, 10, 40, 90> <0, 10, 40, 90>
fitnesses <0.000, 0.071, 0.286, 0.643> <0.000, 0.071, 0.286, 0.643> <0.000, 0.071, 0.286, 0.643>
REL-ASC-1 normalized data <1, 11, 41, 91> <1, 11, 41, 91> <1, 11, 41, 91>
fitnesses <0.007, 0.076, 0.285, 0.632> <0.007, 0.076, 0.285, 0.632> <0.007, 0.076, 0.285, 0.632>
REL-DSC-MIN normalized data <100, 90, 60, 10> <1100, 1090, 1060, 1010> <100100, 100090, 100060, 100010>
fitnesses <0.385, 0.346, 0.231, 0.038> <0.258, 0.256, 0.249, 0.237> <0.250, 0.250, 0.250, 0.250>
REL-DSC-0 normalized data <90, 80, 50, 0> <90, 80, 50, 0> <90, 80, 50, 0>
fitnesses <0.409, 0.364, 0.227, 0.000> <0.409, 0.364, 0.227, 0.000> <0.409, 0.364, 0.227, 0.000>
REL-DSC-1 normalized data <91, 81, 51, 1> <91, 81, 51, 1> <91, 81, 51, 1>
fitnesses <0.406, 0.362, 0.228, 0.004> <0.406, 0.362, 0.228, 0.004> <0.406, 0.362, 0.228, 0.004>
Table 3.2: Sample Results for Various Fitness Determination Strategies
characteristics: the individuals of all populations are all spread in the same way over an
interval of the same size, but at different absolute “offsets”.
To ease the understanding, we have included the normalized absolute values in ad-
dition to the final fitnesses (i.e., the values of N and F of Algorithm 4, respectively). The
examples clearly show that:
• the absolute-value fitness function ABS-ASC, and the non-shifting normalized
functions REL-ASC-MIN and REL-DSC-MIN render the individuals almost indis-
tinguishable at high absolute values – i.e., the higher the absolute values are, the
more small differences are “filtered out”.
• conversely, normalized functions which do employ shifting consider only the rel-
ative range of values, by ignoring the absolute values. In the wording we used
above, these function establish an absolute ground truth using the extrema of the
population itself. This ultimately results in the final fitness values being the same
for all three populations.
Comparison
In order to evaluate the applicability and performance of normalized fitness functions,
we have performed a number of tests using a simple optimization objective. The goal
was to find the largest and smallest unsigned 63-bit integer, respectively. In all cases, we
used a population size of 16 individuals, with weighted roulette selection and elitism
(carrying over the single best individual of each generation to the next).
The results are shown in Figure 3.14, and are briefly discussed below. For each fit-
ness function, 1000 optimization runs over 100 generations were performed; the graphs
show how the best individual at each generation performed. The results show, at least
for the simple optimization task chosen, that all normalizations lead to effective results
with more or less similar convergence behavior. More importantly though, because of
their properties, the values resulting from normalized fitness functions are directly suit-
able for further processing, such as the weighted sums that we use for multi-objective
optimizations.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of various Fitness Functions
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3.4.4 Bounds
We have previously described how fitness functions can be normalized, and ultimately
be combined to allow for multi-objective optimization. There is another aspect of the
user requirements that we have not discussed yet, namely the ability to specify bounds
for selected metrics. For instance, users could specify an objective such as “terminate as
early as possible, but do not exceed a budget of 20 $”. While the evaluation of bounds
is a trivial binary decision, there is one minor issue: if a population does not contain
any individual satisfying such a bound, which strategy should be employed to find
such individuals? The answer is simple and intuitive: one (temporarily) switches the
optimization goal to satisfy the bound – in this case, optimizing for cost – until the
bound is reached. For this reason, bounds are also associated with fitness functions
which drive the optimization to reach the bound.
3.4.5 Fitness Evaluation
In Section 3.1 we had stated that as the most general case, the DWARFS planner sup-
ports multi-objective optimization with multiple bounds. The evaluation of the fitnesses
of a population’s individuals is in fact performed as a three-step process, which we out-
line in the following.
Filtering
We support an arbitrary number of bounds on different metrics, such as deadline or
budget constraints. These are usually, but not necessarily, objectives that the overall
fitness function optimizes against – e.g., optimizing for fast execution normally drives
costs up.
All individuals are subject to evaluation of all such constraints before the actual fit-
ness determination. If an individual violates any of the constraints, it is assigned a
fitness of 0 and removed from further considerations – i.e., bounds act as filters on the
population, by only leaving in compliant individuals. It may happen that a filter would
remove all individuals because they all violate its constraint, especially if the constraint
is tight, or if the optimization is still in an early stage. In this case, we temporarily ignore
subsequent filters, and replace the fitness function by the one that is associated with the
bound. Intuitively, this corresponds to first optimizing for the filter goals, so as to obtain
some valid individuals, and only then going for the actual objective.
Fitness Evaluation
In the second step of the fitness evaluation, we calculate the fitnesses of all individuals
that have been determined to be valid by the filters. For single-objective optimizations,
the fitness function does not necessarily need to be (but may be) normalized; multi-
objective optimizations are performed by using weighted sums of multiple normalized
fitness functions.
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Ordering and Selection
The final step in the fitness evaluation is an additional ordering of the individuals, best
motivated by an example: When optimizing for duration only, several plans may take
the exact same time, but start (and end) at significantly different timestamps and have
different costs. When considering only the final fitness values this distinction is lost, and
any of these individuals, at random, could be considered the best. This final step thus
allows to apply secondary preferences to rank individuals with the same fitness.
3.5 Partitioning and Data Transfers
The previous sections presented details about the “inner workings” of the GA approach
that we employ for planning a workflow execution in DWARFS: in simple terms, chro-
mosomes are built from the workflow definition, their alleles influence the timing and
resource usage behavior, and ultimately each chromosome defines a concrete workflow
schedule, in terms of the resulting co-allocations. Fitness functions are used to deter-
mine the suitability of the chromosome with respect to the QoS criteria, whereby the
chromosome with the best overall fitness represents the best (currently known) sched-
ule with respect to user criteria.
At the lowest level, such a workflow schedule is fully determined by its contained
co-allocations. However, if we take one step back and take a look at the schedule as a
whole, we can observe a few more interesting properties, depicted in Figure 3.15, and
discussed in the following sections.
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3.5.1 Partitioning
DWARFS was designed with distributed execution in mind, where the execution of the
workflow is carried out by (possibly) multiple co-operating workflow engines. In the
most extreme case of distribution, each activity might be handled by a different work-
flow engine. In practice however, we usually observe a kind of clustering – or execution
partitioning – , where the same workflow engine handles multiple operation invoca-
tions (the other extreme, in terms of clustering, would be a single engine carrying out
the execution of the entire workflow). This partitioning could be considered a (wanted)
side-effect of the optimization, and depends both on the optimization goals, and the
infrastructure state.
Why such partitioning occurs and is desirable is intuitively clear when considering
the properties of the infrastructure: if instances of two operations, representing consec-
utive activities in the workflow definition, are available in the same network segment,
it is often preferrable to execute both of them using a single workflow engine which is
in proximity to both operation instances. Network transfers for the operation invoca-
tions are bound to be fast, and no additional transfers are required to hand over control
between workflow engines. Furthermore, network transfers may also be cheaper (or
be completely free) if all transfers happen within the infrastructure of the same cloud
provider.
However, the abovementioned statement does not necessarily hold in all conditions:
There simply may not exist co-located operation instances or workflow engines, or exist-
ing reservations may dictate that another instance assignment fulfills the optimization
goals better. The important property of the DWARFS planner is that it is adaptive, in the
sense that the best partitioning scheme may vary depending on the current reservations,
and the user’s QoS requirements.
3.5.2 Data Transfers
Another interesting aspect, also shown in Figure 3.15, stems from the combination of
a few properties of the system: first, we are interested in long-running Scientific Work-
flows; second, the execution is distributed; third, we establish reservations for resources
for concrete time frames. The combination of these properties may lead to situations
where data that is produced early in the workflow execution, by an operation handled
by some workflow engine, is only required substantially later, for an operation handled
by a different workflow engine. While the data will need to be shipped from the source
to the destination, this transfer does not necessarily have to be performed immediately,
nor at full speed.
Figure 3.16 depicts the resources used for data transfers between (possibly transi-
tively) succeeding workflow activities, handled by different workflow engines. The
most important aspect to note is that a workflow engine becomes active for an activity
as soon as the first incoming data transfer for that activity starts coming in; conversely,
it must stay active until the last outgoing transfer is completed. In practice, this means
that if only direct data transfers are allowed, data which is produced early, but required
late, would unnecessarily occupy resources at workflow engines.
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Figure 3.16: Resource Usage for Inter-Engine Data Transfers
Storage Nodes and Transfer Strategies
For this reason, we have introduced new entities termed Storage Nodes (SN). Storage
nodes are meant to provide reliable and cost-effective intermediate storage capacity.
One example where storage nodes are beneficial has already been discussed above,
however there are also other cases in which more intricate data transfer strategies may
be beneficial.
We have identified four useful strategies for data transfers:
1. Direct transfer: transfers output data directly to the workflow engine that needs
them as input. This strategy is normally preferrable for directly succeeding activ-
ities, or generally when the data transmission takes longer than activities that run
in parallel to the transfer.
2. Indirect transfer: output data is transferred from the source to a storage node first,
where it is stored for some time. It is afterwards transferred to its destination,
ideally “just in time” before it is needed for execution. This strategy is normally
preferrable for data which is produced early, but required late – in other words,
when there are other long-running activities; we thus avoid shipping data to a
workflow engine much ahead of time.
3. Double-indirect transfer: this is a variation of the indirect transfer which uses
two (consecutive) intermediate storage nodes instead of one. The rationale is that
when the source workflow engine and the target workflow engine are located in
different, poorly-connected networks, it may be preferrable to quickly save the
output to a “close” (well-connected) storage node, then use the available time to
transfer the data, and finally quickly retrieve them.
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4. Triple-indirect transfer: This strategy adds another level of indirection to the
double-indirect transfer, for cases where a direct connection between the source
Storage Node and the target Storage Node may be slower than “routing” the data
through a third party.
In principle, indirect data transfers with even more “hops” can be supported by the
system; however, we do not see the benefit of allowing for such kind of transfers at the
moment. The alternative strategies are depicted in Figure 3.17. We will come back to
this figure, and more thoroughly discuss the resource requirements, in a short while.
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Figure 3.17: Data Transfer Strategy Alternatives
Chromosome Extensions
Which transfer strategy should be employed (and for how long data should be stored
at intermediate storage nodes) is usually not obvious, and the optimal choice again
depends on user QoS requirements and the state of the infrastructure. However, in
principle, we already have all the tools available to simply include this decision in the
optimization itself. In other words: if the planning by using a GA is already capable of
determining a good schedule, and of partitioning the workflow execution as it does so
– why not simply include the determination of the data transfers as well?
In fact, an indirect data transfer, in terms of the resource allocations involved, looks
strikingly similar to the allocations involved during an operation invocation. Taking
a closer look at Figure 3.17, we see that the resource requirements of all those strate-
gies structurally correspond to co-allocation constraints: in the “top row”, we see time-
determining allocation constraints, while the storage requirement at the individual SNs
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are depicted below, as dependent allocation constraints, each starting and ending with
a time-determining allocation constraint (a data transfer, to be exact). The meaning of
the resources labeled t@Sp etc. will be further explained below – for the time being, let
us simply consider them as some black-box transitory resource.
Adding support for data transfer strategies to the genetic algorithm itself is rela-
tively straightforward: because of the design of the chromosomes, we only need to
replace the DataTransferGene with a slightly more intricate implementation which
allows to choose the strategy itself, and contains genes for the variable parts (i.e., the
storage nodes to choose, and the amount of time to intermittently store the data at each
node). The approach we implemented is depicted in Figure 3.18, and each of the newly
introduced genes is briefly discussed below:
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Figure 3.18: Extended Data Transfer Genes Layout
• DataTransferGene: this gene is now turned into a composite gene, which contains
one gene determining the strategy, and another one representing the actual data
transfer.
• DataTransferTypeChooserGene: this gene determines the strategy used for the
data transfer. The possible allele values are the class names of the actual genes im-
plementing the data transfer. If this value is changed (mutated), the corresponding
sibling is replaced by an instance of the chosen class.
• DirectDataTransferGene: this gene represents a direct data transfer without using
any storage node. In fact, it corresponds to the original implementation of the
DataTransferGene, as depicted in Figure 3.3.
• Single-, Double-, TripleIndirectDataTransferGene: these genes are composite
genes representing the respective indirect data transfer strategy. They share a
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common structure4, differing only in the number of StorageProviderGenes and
DurationDistributionGenes.
• StorageProviderGene: This gene determines which storage node to use for a par-
ticular “hop”. Similarly to workflow engines and operation providers, the allele
values contain the SOAP endpoint of the respective storage node.
• DurationGene: This gene determines the total time that storage nodes will be
used.
• DurationDistributionGene: these genes determine how storage time should be
distributed between two consecutive storage nodes. The allele values are real
numbers in the interval r0, 1s and are evaluated as described below.
The decision to further decompose the DataTransferGene into multiple sub-
genes may be unusual, but this implementation was chosen on purpose: from a purely
practical perspective, it allows to leverage modularity that the hierarchical chromosome
representation provides, and allows to reuse the same building blocks to determine sim-
ple as well as complex co-allocation constraints. In terms of the outcome, there is no dif-
ference between a traditional “monolithic” implementation or the modular one we em-
ployed. Internally, evaluating such an extended DataTransferGene works exactly as
described previously, by using the VDG. The individual *DataTransferGenes are ac-
tually strategies implementing the co-allocation constraints, which are influenced (i.e.,
restricted) by the allele values of the subgenes, and whose structure varies as shown in
Figure 3.17; ultimately, a compliant co-allocation is returned in all cases.
Storage Duration And Corresponding Resource
The last item which still requires clarification is how the individual durations of us-
ing the involved storage nodes is determined, and how they are represented in the co-
allocation constraints (and co-allocations). We want the planner to determine a strategy
which, in plain words, would be expressed as “Upload the data to the storage node, then
leave them there for some timespan n (effectively doing nothing), then continue ship-
ping the data”. However, the definition of co-allocation constraints requires a sequence
of time-determining allocation constraints, each concerning a resource of a transitory
resource time.
It is the step between the upload and download which leads to a problem here:
effectively, there is no (real) resource which could determine the duration “required”
for this step – it is the planner itself which sets (and mutates) this duration. The so-
lution is simple and integrates well with the model: one just defines a new (virtual)
resource type K P RESTYPE, such that resClasspKq  TRANSITORY. Whenever a de-
lay is required, a new (virtual) resource Kx of that resource type is employed, where
Kx P RESOURCE,Kx : pK, 1q. Assuming that one wishes to wait n seconds, the corre-
sponding time-determining allocation constraint tc is then defined as tc  ptKxu, 1, 1, nq.
4In the implementation, these genes are all subclassing the same class
IndirectDataTransferGene.
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In Figure 3.17, all the gray boxes represent such virtual resources which effectively do
“nothing” – except providing the possibility to actually leave the data stored at the stor-
age provider for the corresponding duration.
Let us now quickly relate this with the (internal) chromosome representation: when
considering the resulting co-allocations of any indirect data transfer, the sum of all
these durations (over all the storage nodes) will correspond to the allele value of the
DurationGene. Of course, not all durations at all storage nodes need to be equal –
their distribution is influenced by the alleles of the DurationDistributionGenes.
While there is no need to go into further implementation details, we quickly give three
examples of how these alleles play together: For a double-indirect transfer with a total
wait duration of 500 seconds, a duration distribution of 0.4 would leave the data for 200
seconds at the first storage node, and 300 seconds at the second one. For a triple-indirect
transfer waiting a total of 1000 seconds, the distribution values (0.3, 0.7) would result
in wait times of 300, 400, and 300 seconds; the same result would also be obtained, for
instance, from the distribution values (0. 056, 0.024).

4
Reservation Enforcement
The distinctive feature of the DWARFS system is its awareness of resource requirements,
and the necessity to reserve the necessary resources in advance. The previous chapters
showed how such requirements are expressed (in terms of co-allocations), and how they
can be accounted for during the scheduling of an upcoming workflow execution.
However, one major part of the equation has not been presented yet: of course, it
is not sufficient to merely express resource requirements, and to consider them during
scheduling. It is equally important to observe the reserved allocations at runtime – in
other words, when executing the workflow, the system has to actually behave as pre-
dicted at planning time, and control the resources accordingly. While this is important
for persistent resources (avoiding to run into resource shortage, for instance a provider
running out of disk space), it is even more so for transitory resources: the planning it-
self is making use of the predicted timing in order to establish the execution schedule.
In other words: if a transitory resource such as CPU or bandwidth cannot be provided
with the capacity that it was reserved for, the entire execution may fall behind schedule,
ultimately resulting in the failure of the workflow execution.
There are multiple entities involved in the execution of a workflow, namely the
workflow engines carrying out the orchestration, the operation instances providing the
actual functionality of the activities, and possibly storage nodes. While the workflow
engines and storage nodes can clearly be categorized as “belonging” to DWARFS itself,
this is not really the case for operation instances. In fact, one can argue that a Web
Service provider is simply making available some functionality via a standardized in-
terface, and does not even have to be aware of the context of operation calls (i.e., an
invocation can originate from a workflow execution, or it could be a standalone in-
vocation). This is certainly true, and would be an argument against the inclusion of
DWARFS-specific functionality into “operational” Web Services. On the other hand, re-
source management is the underpinning of the entire approach presented here, and is
a requirement for all involved parties – including operation providers. In other words:
since we require extended functionality from operation providers anyway, we may as
well provide the tools for them to comply with our requirements.
This chapter discusses how various types of resources can be effectively controlled
in order to abide to established reservations. Such enforcement has to take place at all
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involved entities (workflow engines, storage nodes, and actual operation providers).
While we focus on how the enforcement can be tackled in the environment that we
deployed, the approaches presented here are not necessarily limited to such an environ-
ment – indeed, the concepts should be portable to other environments without major
modifications.
4.1 Environment and Assumptions
The environment that was used for our implementation is based on Java and the Glass-
fish Application Server. This setup was chosen because of the portability (i.e., inde-
pendence from underlying Operating System) that Java provides, and because of the
widespread use of Java in SOA and Web Services. Glassfish was chosen because it is the
reference implementation for the Java API for XML Web Services (JAX-WS), a program-
ming API which in turn is an integral part of Java 6.
Because this chapter discusses how resource enforcement can actually be imple-
mented, there are necessarily considerations and details regarding the particular setup
that we used. Again, while the descriptions relate to our specific setup, the concepts
will mostly be adaptable to different environments and setups as well.
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Figure 4.1: Runtime Environment Architectural Overview
Figure 4.1 gives a simplified architectural overview of the runtime environment that
we are using. The very first question to answer concerning resource enforcement is:
if one needs to control resource usage, at which hardware or software layer does one
influence the resource access, and how? There are multiple possibilities, each having
their advantages and drawbacks, which we will discuss in the following.
Before going into further details, let us first look at a few other aspects. All of the
application logic (independently of whether we are dealing with a workflow engine, an
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operation provider, or a storage node), lives inside a web application1. What does this
mean for the individual resource types? We consider each resource type separately, as
there are quite a few differences:
• Storage: Storage (i.e., hard disk) access is, in principle, triggered directly by the
application logic. Ultimately, all storage access resolves to reading from, or writing
to, files (or in the most low-level case, directly from/to a block device).
• Bandwidth: From the web application point of view, bandwidth use – i.e., net-
work transmissions – is both happening outside of its scope, as well as inside. To
clarify what this means, consider the case of an operation instance: network trans-
missions happen before the actual execution (transmission of the invocation re-
quest, including its parameters), and after the execution (transmission of the in-
vocation result). The situation is somewhat different for a workflow engine (and
storage nodes), as these entities actively start network activity within their own
application logic.
• CPU: Processing capacity is another case still, because it is essentially used all the
time, and even providing the basic capability to execute the application logic in
the first place.
Thus, one first aspect to note is that resources may be accessed “explicitly” in the
application code (storage/bandwidth), as well as “implicitly” through the framework
(bandwidth) or the environment itself (CPU). The second observation is that access
and enforcement can be separated. Consider the extreme (and unrealistic) case where
the hardware itself could determine the reservation pertaining to the context that an
access takes place in – in this case, the hardware itself could also regulate its speed
(CPU/bandwidth), or keep track of its usage (persistent resources such as storage).
While this is not realistically feasible, it shows that enforcement can in principle be
performed on a different (“lower”) layer of the architecture, as long as the context of the
access is known.
We now discuss where enforcement of resource reservation could take place, by re-
ferring to Figure 4.1. In principle, each of the different layers (represented by the nested
boxes in the figures) could perform the enforcement. We present various properties of
the potential solutions for each layer below.
Hardware Layer
Enforcing resource restrictions directly at the individual hardware item would arguably
give the most precise control possible. However, it is completely unrealistic to assume
such enforcement possibilities, because it would be a prohibitive effort to extend exist-
ing hardware with the corresponding features. To mention but one aspect, one would
need to define hardware interfaces to convey the restrictions in effect with every device
access. Moreover, this feature would have to be supported not only by the hardware
itself, but also by the respective operating system drivers, applications etc.
1We use the terms “Web Service” and “web application” interchangeably in the context of the imple-
mentation inside the application server.
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Operating System Layer
An Operating System (OS) is in fact already performing many resource management
tasks, including CPU scheduling between the kernel and the running processes, mem-
ory (RAM) management etc. It might indeed be the lowest possible layer where reser-
vation enforcement could be done. However, the abundance of different Operating
Systems would require an adaptation of each OS (which would probably prove to be
impossible for closed-source systems); furthermore, an OS-independent API for repre-
senting and manipulating resource reservations would be needed. While theoretically
possible, we also deem this a practically infeasible option.
Java Virtual Machine Layer
In this layer, we include both the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) proper, and the standard
libraries distributed with the Java runtime, as some of the comprised classes contain
native code adapted to or optimized for various OSs. In principle, this is a good place to
perform resource enforcement. One could extend the core runtime with classes relating
to resources, reservations, enforcement etc. A potential drawback is that one may have
to impose the use of a particular JVM onto users, and that one may need to provide
a adapted JVM for every supported OS. Moreover, as we shall see in Section 4.5, the
controlling of CPU resources would most probably need to be OS-specific.
Application Layer
This layer is the “innermost box” of Figure 4.1, and contains both the Glassfish server
(including its sub-components) and the actual application functionality. In other words,
the context is a Java process, and interaction is solely happening within the JVM. There-
fore, the actual hardware is completely “abstracted away” from the user code, and only
accessible indirectly (e.g., via sockets or java.io.File objects). On the other hand, if
performing the enforcement at this level, one poses the fewest constraints to end-users
(and service developers): users can stay with their existing OS and JVM implementa-
tion. Ideally, only a few libraries would need to be added to the runtime, not requiring
any code changes or other adaptations at all.
We decided to implement the enforcement at this layer, because of the abovemen-
tioned reasons. As we shall show in the subsequent sections, a system requiring no
changes at all is not practically feasible, but only few guidelines must be adhered to by
end users.
4.2 Enforcement of Persistent Resources
A typical example of a persistent resource type, and one which is explicitly defined in
DWARFS’ formal model, is STORAGE. Resources of this type typically represent sec-
ondary storage, e.g., hard disks, SAN, etc.
Controlling the access to persistent resources (i.e., enforcing their usage only within
the limits defined in the reservations) is relatively straightforward: one needs to moni-
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tor resource access, for example by tracking all write and delete requests, making sure
that the total amount used does not exceed the reserved amount at any time. Such
enforcement can be done at the application layer (for instance by using a specialized
reservation-aware API instead of the standard Java API for performing file access). For
the purpose of this thesis and the prototype, we chose to use this simple approach. An-
other possibility – which we did not investigate further – might be to leverage Operating
System support for user-specific quotas. In that case one would need to ensure that all
I/O operations take place in the correct (OS user) context.
Other types of persistent resources (e.g., attached hardware instruments) can be han-
dled in a similar way, by enforcing access through methods which verify that the cor-
responding reservations are in place and obeyed. In the simplest case, it could be suffi-
cient to employ mutexes, semaphores or similar constructs.
4.3 Enforcement of Transitory Resources
As defined in Chapter 2, the class of transitory resource types encompasses all resources
which have throughput semantics. Examples of such resource types are BANDWIDTH
and CPU. Allocations refering to resources of the TRANSITORY class are compliant with
time-determining allocation constraints. As the affected resources have throughput se-
mantics, such allocations are in fact the ones who dictate the duration of co-allocations,
and not observing them correctly can lead to a violation of the entire execution sched-
ule. Therefore, enforcing such allocations is more sophisticated than enforcing alloca-
tions for persistent resources. In the following two sections, we show how enforcement
can be performed for the two transitory resource types which are predefined in the
DWARFS model.
4.4 Bandwidth Enforcement
By their very definition, network transfers necessarily have a sending and a receiving
end. In other words, an allocation for a bandwidth resource is never a “standalone”
allocation – rather, there are multiple parallel allocations with identical usage blocks, but
referring to resources at different providers. We denote the resource provider acting as
the sending end as sender, the one at the receiving end as receiver, and all other (possibly)
involved resource providers as intermediates.
Because these allocations have all been successfully reserved, they can necessarily be
accomodated by all involved resource providers. Stated differently, even if the individ-
ual resources have different capacities, the allocations are such that their usage never
exceeds the capacity of the lowest-capacity resource.
Before we further describe how the enforcement is done, let us examine where it is
sensible to apply the enforcement. In fact, there are only two theoretical cases which
need to be taken into account:
• Enforcement at sender: the sender regulates the rate at which data is transmit-
ted, ideally at all times conforming exactly to the transmission rate (i.e., usage
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amount) specified in the allocation. Transmitting data too fast may result in net-
work congestion. Conversely, transmitting data too slow would result in falling
behind schedule with the transfer – which would either make the transfer take
longer than allowed by the allocation, or, to make up for the delay, would require
to raise the transmission rate beyond the allowed value.
• Enforcement at receiver or intermediate: any resource provider which receives
data can only receive them after they have been sent. At this point in time how-
ever, enforcement attempts are no longer useful: If data had been sent too slowly,
there is nothing the receiver can do about it. Similarly, if data had been sent too
quickly, then it either arrives before schedule (resource capacity permitting for
this), or it may already have caused a network congestion. Thus in any case,
attempts to regulate resource usage at a receiver or intermediate are practically
futile.
Effectively, enforcing bandwidth allocations resolves to throttling the rate of outgo-
ing data at the sender’s side. Implementation-wise, this means that one needs to control
the rate of writing to the OutputStream object representing the socket connection. We
then employ a simple method: since the complete allocation is known, we can deter-
mine, for any timestamp, the total number of bytes that should have been sent at that
time, and we know how many bytes have actually been sent. We then throttle through-
put accordingly.
4.5 CPU Enforcement
The second transitory resource type that the DWARFS model supports is CPU, repre-
senting the “computational power” of an operation instance. In Chapter 2, we have
stated that it is the resource provider’s duty to specify the exact capacity and units for
resources of this type. The example given in that section mentioned using the “oper-
ations per second” metric as an example, as many CPU manufacturers provide such
information in their data sheets. For our prototype implementation, we have simply
measured how many iterations of a CPU-bound activity the machine can execute within
5 minutes, and then scaled that value down accordingly.
Independent of the actual capacity, one can also express CPU usage using percental
values of the capacity. This is a widespread representation to visualize system load
in most operating systems, as also depicted in Figure 2.3 (p. 10). For reasons further
explained below, using such relative values is also the most useful approach for imple-
menting CPU enforcement.
The approach to monitor and enforce CPU reservations is as follows: at the operation
provider, each operation invocation is processed by running one or more Java threads.
Such a “bundle” of threads is called a task. Because in DWARFS, all required resources
must be reserved in advance, each task is thus necessarily executed within the context
of a reservation encompassing allocations for CPU resources. A supervisor component
is aware of all running tasks and their associated percental CPU allocations (called share
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for short). The supervisor constantly monitors CPU usage of these tasks, and regulates
them accordingly to enforce the CPU usage to adhere to the allocations.
From a Java program, interactions with the system scheduling are rather limited:
to retrieve information about CPU usage, one can only query the total amount of CPU
time (in nanoseconds) that each considered thread has used. Similarly, to influence
the scheduler, one can only set thread priorities to one of the 10 Java priorities (or, in
extreme cases, suspend and resume threads). With only these two instruments at hand,
is it possible to force individual tasks to their requested share?
The above question was in fact one of the earliest topics tackled during the develop-
ment of DWARFS, because it is a condicio sine qua non for the entire approach: if it is not
possible to influence the priorities of concurrently executing operations on the provider
side so that reservations are met with sufficient accuracy, then advance reservations
become pointless as well.
4.5.1 Gathering CPU statistics
As stated, the only way to gather CPU usage information from within Java consists
of retrieving, for each thread to consider, the total amount of CPU time spent in that
thread. For multi-threaded tasks, one simply sums up all values to determine the total
share. But moreover, there is also no way to determine (from within a Java program) the
theoretical CPU capacity. In other words, one can only rely on the actually measured
data. Thus, to determine the effective CPU percentage of a thread, one must first sum
up all considered threads’ used CPU times to determine the 100% ratio, and only then
can one calculate the actual shares.
OS overhead
JVM overhead
DWARFS overhead
Unused capacity
CPU usage
(a) 100% of
physical CPU
(b) 100% of
available CPU
(c) 100% of
used CPU
Figure 4.2: CPU shares and overhead
Figure 4.2 depicts this relationship, as well as the overhead introduced by various
other parts of the system. Figure 4.2 (a) represents 100% of the physical CPU available,
and serves as a reference. In Figure 4.2 (b), the overhead introduced by the Operating
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System, the Java Virtual Machine, and framework itself are depicted. Intuitively, the
bottommost bar represents what is available to the “operational” threads (the ones ac-
tually representing supervised tasks), and what would be seen by the supervisor if the
system was fully loaded. Finally, Figure 4.2 (c) shows what the supervisor would see as
100% if the system was not fully loaded, for instance if a supervised task was running in
a single thread on a multi-core machine. This is caused by the way the calculations are
performed, as explained above. However, because we only rely on relative shares, the
reasoning is still correct regardless of the actual load on the system. Note that the figure
is not drawn to scale, but purely illustrational – while we cannot reliably measure the
OS and JVM overhead, we expect them to be rather low, and our measurements have
shown that the overhead of the supervisor, in terms of CPU usage, is negligible.
4.5.2 Influencing CPU shares
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Figure 4.3: Mapping of Java thread priorities to effective CPU shares on different OS’s
As in Java, the only method to influence the CPU resources that a particular task gets
is to modify its thread priorities, our first experiments consisted of observations of how
multiple concurrent threads running with different thread priorities behaved in terms
of the assigned CPU shares. Figure 4.3 shows a representative part of these experiments,
where three threads were run in parallel, with the priority of the first thread fixed to 8,
and the other two threads taking all possible combinations of priority values from 1 to
8. The resulting CPU shares are depicted textually and graphically, where each thread
is represented by a different color.
The experiments were run on the same laptop using a triple-boot setup with Mac OS
X 10.4 (64 bit), Ubuntu Linux 8.04 (64 bit), and Windows XP (32 bit). In all cases, a Sun
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JVM 1.6 was used, and the systems were running natively and not otherwise loaded.
The results are quite surprising and clearly show fundamental differences between the
underlying OS schedulers. Put bluntly, only Mac OS seems to produce somewhat sensi-
ble results (where the proportions between the effective shares are somewhat reflecting
the thread priorities), while both Linux and Windows were disproportionally penaliz-
ing low-priority threads.
Another, more fundamental, issue arises from the coarse granularity of the thread
priorities themselves: Even assuming a perfectly proportional mapping of priorities to
CPU shares, a share distribution of 5%/95% between two tasks would not be repre-
sentable using any priority combination.
The fact that not all possible requested share combinations can be accomodated by
a fixed combination of Java priorities (thus requiring adjustments at runtime), and the
rather big differences in behavior of the schedulers among different OS’s were the main
motivation for building a controller which continuously evaluates the current state, and
dynamically adjusts the task priorities at runtime.
4.5.3 The Control Loop
The problem that we must tackle here is indeed a classical case encountered in control
theory. One possible approach to control the system is to use a variant of a PID con-
troller [AH95]. Very briefly, a PID controller knows the current and the target system
state, and considers the current error (termed proportional – P), the sum of the past
errors (termed integral – I), and the rate of change of the past errors (termed deriva-
tive – D). Based on a function of these error values, the system state is influenced in an
effort to drive it to the target state, i.e., to minimize the current error. We had in fact
started with an implementation of a PID controller initially, but because it was rather
difficult and unintuitive to “fine-tune” the parameters to get the desired accuracy, we
soon abandoned it for the solution described below.
When taking one step back from the implementation and looking only at the concept
of the controller, one can very easily express – in natural language – the actions that it
should take. For example, if one was to manually control the thread priorities, one could
act along a rule set such as: i) if a task is getting too few CPU resources, and has been
doing so repeatedly, then drastically raise its priority; ii) if a task is constantly getting
exactly the share it requested, then do nothing; etc. The actual implementation, which
uses a fuzzy controller, is very closely related to such intuitive descriptions. As the
following explanations are illustrated with concrete examples, it is necessary to quickly
introduce the employed terms:
• badness: refers to how well a particular task abides to its requested CPU share.
The system may have overspent CPU for a given task (resulting in the task getting
more compute power than reserved, and thus a positive badness values), or it may
have underspent (resulting in negative badness).
• tendency: corresponds to the trend of a task’s badness; i.e., it captures whether
the badness value is rising or dropping. It is in fact a function of the derivative of
the badness.
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• action: represents the output of the controller. This value influences how a task’s
priority is adjusted (lowered or raised).
The subsequent sections will gradually enhance these rather short descriptions, to
give the complete picture.
4.5.4 Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Controllers in a Nutshell
This section gives a very condensed and rather informal overview about the concepts
behind fuzzy logic and fuzzy controllers. Much more comprehensive material on the
topic can for instance be found in [Ros04]. In principle, fuzzy logic differs from “classi-
cal” boolean logic in one crucial, aspect, namely that it is many-valued. Fuzzy reason-
ing is approximate rather than exact, and truth values are not considered to be binary
(false / true, or 0 / 1), but can take any continuous value between 0 and 1.
Consider the question whether a certain temperature is perceived as hot or cold.
While this is of course a highly subjective decision, one would expect the general con-
sensus to be that a temperature of 0 °C is perceived as cold, while 80 °C are perceived as
hot. But what about 25 °C ? One could argue that this qualifies as neither hot nor cold,
or alternatively as “still a little bit cold, but already somewhat hot”.
Crisp Variables
In fuzzy logic terminology, a crisp variable has exactly one, well-defined value – in the
example above, the temperature of 25 °C is a crisp variable.
Fuzzy Terms and Sets
Fuzzy logic accounts for such imprecisions that we encounter in natural language. The
abovementioned concepts such as “hot” and “cold”, in fuzzy logic, are called fuzzy
terms or linguistic variables. Generally speaking, a fuzzy term is described by a function
whose domain depends on the concept itself (in this case degrees Celsius), and whose
codomain is the interval r0, 1s, representing the truth value, or confidence. Seen from
another perspective, a fuzzy term describes a semantic concept and identifies which
values belong to that concept by “how much”. Fuzzy terms are merely special cases of
the general notion of fuzzy set, whereby a fuzzy set F is mathematically described by a
membership function µF, mapping from some domain to r0, 1s.
Figure 4.4(a) shows an example of how temperature-related linguistic variables – in
this case, the terms are cold, warm, and hot – may actually be defined. It is important to
note that fuzzy terms can, and usually do, overlap: in the example, a temperature of 12
°C would qualify as cold with a truth value of 80%, and at the same time as warm with a
truth value of 15%.
The fuzzy terms for the previously defined variables (badness, tendency, and action)
are presented in Figure 4.4(b-d). The names and the definitions of the membership
functions should illustrate how helpful many-valued logic can be to express subjective
and imprecise or vague facts.
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cold warm hot
(a) temperature
massively
under-
spent
slightly
under-
spent
right
on
slightly
over-
spent
massively
over-
spent
(b) CPU usage abidance: badness
dropping
rapidly
dropping
slowly stable
rising
slowly
rising
rapidly
(c) CPU usage evolution: tendency of “badness“
lower
significantly
lower
slightly
do
nothing
raise
slightly
raise
significantly
(d) corrective action: influence thread priority
Figure 4.4: Fuzzy Term Definitions
Fuzzification
In simple terms, fuzzification refers to the transformation of a crisp value into grades of
membership of linguistic variables. In fact, we have already encountered fuzzifications
in the text above, namely:
µcoldp12°Cq  0.8
µwarmp12°Cq  0.15
µhotp12°Cq  0
Fuzzy Logic Operations
Logical operations present in boolean algebra have their counterparts in fuzzy logic as
well. Common definitions of the most basic operations are given below.
• conjunction: a and b : minpa, bq.
• disjunction: a or b : maxpa, bq.
• negation: not a : 1 a.
In fact, these are the exact same defitions as in boolean logic, except that the truth
values are continuous in the fuzzy case.
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Fuzzy Set Operations
The above operations can be “extended” to entire fuzzy sets as well, by applying them
to the complete fuzzy set domain. For instance, the temperatures that are considered
“warm AND hot” are the ones contained in the intersection of both sets – which can again
be expressed in terms of a function, as shown below:
• conjunction: A AND B (AX B): µAXB : minpµA, µBq.
• disjunction: A OR B, or AY B: µAYB : maxpµA, µBq.
• negation: NOT A, or A¯: µA¯ : 1 µAq.
Note that these set operations are only meaningful when applied to fuzzy sets whose
defining membership functions have the same domain. As an example, it is not reason-
able to (try to) determine the fuzzy set overspent_lowYwarm.
Fuzzy Rules
By combining and using the above prerequisites, one can define a number of fuzzy rules
such as:
IF badness IS overspent_low AND tendency IS rising_rapidly
THEN action = lower_lot
The first line, i.e., the condition, is termed antecedent, while the conclusion is termed
consequent. The Figures 4.5 and 4.5 present how the implemented rules would handle
two particular situations. They depict the entire flow of the rule evaluation from crisp
input values to a crisp output value.
Antecedent evaluation (depicted on the left side of each figure) consists of the fuzzi-
fication of the crisp values obtained as input from the system, and of applying fuzzy
logic rules to the resulting truth values. The figures show only the relevant subset of
all implemented rules, i.e., only the antecedents which yield non-zero truth values are
depicted in both cases.
During fuzzy reasoning, all rules are evaluated in parallel, and the final result is
obtained from the union of all consequents (depicted on the right), as described below.
Determination of Consequents
Each antecedent produces a single truth value, representing the overall fulfilment of the
rule’s condition. As the consequent is defined by a linguistic variable, it is natural to
apply this fulfilment to the consequent as well, thus “capping” it at that value by means
of a simple AND (min) operation.
Just like all antecedents are evaluated, all consequent results are finally aggregated.
Since all of the consequents contribute to the final result, the aggregation is performed
as a set union, i.e., using an OR (max) operation.
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overspent_high dropping_slowly lower_little
overspent_high dropping_rapidly do_nothing
overspent_low dropping_slowly do_nothing
overspent_low dropping_rapidly do_nothing
right_on dropping_slowly raise_little
right_on dropping_rapidly raise_little
 If badness is overspent_low  and tendency is dropping_rapidly           then          action = do_nothing
 If badness is right_on             and tendency is dropping_slowly            then          action = raise_little
 If badness is right_on             and tendency is dropping_rapidly           then          action = raise_little
 If badness is overspent_high and tendency is dropping_slowly            then          action = lower_little
 If badness is overspent_high and tendency is dropping_rapidly           then          action = do_nothing
 If badness is overspent_low  and tendency is dropping_slowly            then          action = do_nothing
badness = 3.0 tendency = -4.0 action = 0.21
1. Fuzzify inputs 2. Apply AND
operator (min)
3. Apply implication
operator (min)
4. Aggregate outputs (max)
5. Defuzzify
result
Input values Output value
Figure 4.5: Fuzzy rules evaluation: overspent CPU with dropping tendency
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overspent_high rising_slowly lower_lot
overspent_high rising_rapidly lower_lot
overspent_low rising_slowly lower_little
overspent_low rising_rapidly lower_lot
right_on rising_slowly lower_little
right_on rising_rapidly lower_little
 If badness is overspent_low  and tendency is rising_rapidly                 then          action = lower_lot
 If badness is right_on             and tendency is rising_slowly                  then          action = lower_little
 If badness is right_on             and tendency is rising_rapidly                 then          action = lower_little
 If badness is overspent_high and tendency is rising_slowly                 then          action = lower_lot
 If badness is overspent_high and tendency is rising_rapidly                then          action = lower_lot
 If badness is overspent_low  and tendency is rising_slowly                 then          action = lower_little
badness = 3.0 tendency = 4.0 action = -3.56
1. Fuzzify inputs 2. Apply AND
operator (min)
3. Apply implication
operator (min)
4. Aggregate outputs (max)
5. Defuzzify
result
Input values Output value
Figure 4.6: Fuzzy rules evaluation: overspent CPU with rising tendency
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Defuzzification
The final step of the rule processing is to produce a crisp output value from the obtained
fuzzy set. This is generally done using centroid defuzzification, whereby the (value of
the) set’s center of gravity is returned. This corresponds to the idea that this value
captures the best “compromise” of all individual rule evaluations.
Summary
This section was meant to both give a very brief summary of fuzzy logic and fuzzy
controllers, as well as to present the most important aspects of our system. The results
which are given subsequently were achieved using this configuration.
The controller we use is actually a generic fuzzy controller built for the purpose of,
but not limited to usage in, DWARFS. It is completely (re-)configurable at runtime (i.e.,
all the logic performed, such as getting or setting the system state, fuzzification of parts
of it into fuzzy values, fuzzy rule evaluation, and defuzzification, is configured declar-
atively), and supports detailed logging of the system state. A User Interface provides
users with the ability to perform the configuration, as well as to “replay” and single-step
through logs for analyzing them.
4.5.5 Implementation Details
Maximum Task Share Calculation
Each operation invocation will result in one or more threads running, which we define
as constituting a task. With multi-core machines, an additional factor has to be taken
into account: On a machine with P cores, the maximum achievable share of a task t
with n threads is stmax  minp1,
n
Pq. If the system allowed reservations for more than
stmax, the task could not be able to achieve the expected share, resulting in an erroneous
slowdown of other simultaneously running tasks. For instance, on a dual-core CPU
with two threads running at full speed, each thread will run on one core – a reservation
combination of 70%/30% will result in the first thread never being able to achieve its
envisaged goal, but to be blocked at (a maximum of) 50%. The second thread, however,
is also not abiding to its 30%, because no matter how low the priority is, the thread will
utilize the otherwise unused CPU and run at 50%. It is therefore crucial to know stmax
for a given operation before accepting a reservation request for streq, so that these limits
can be enforced. This results in the requirement to know the number of threads a given
operation will run.
Monitoring and Control of CPU Shares
Whenever a new task (i.e., operation call) is started, the system determines the neces-
sary metadata. It then periodically performs the following calculations to monitor and
control execution for the set T of currently active tasks:
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• Calculating the current expected shares (stcur) of all tasks, and adjusting them so
that @t P T : streq ⁄ stcur ⁄ stmax ^
‚
tPT
stcur  1. Note that this implies that tasks may
get more resources – and thus finish faster – than requested. The objective is to
avoid tasks getting too few resources.
• Gathering the CPU usage, and computing the actual share stact@t P T. So, while stcur
represents the currently expected share for a task, stact is the currently measured
share.
• Passing stact and s
t
cur to the fuzzy controller, and possibly adjusting the thread pri-
ority for all of the task’s threads in response to the controller output.
Note that the system does not address a “full-fledged” scheduling problem (i.e., it nei-
ther has to, nor wants to, assign exactly which tasks have to be run at which moment,
which anyway would require to entirely replace the OS or the JVM scheduler). Instead,
it merely modifies the priorities of tasks so that their overall CPU consumption matches
the requested one.
Predicting execution times
After a task has finished, the logged information about elapsed times and CPU usage
can in turn be used for future predictions of the operation: If task t had run for n inter-
vals with different expected shares (stcur), its overall execution Et can be represented as
a set of n time slices τi  x δτi , στiy, where δτi P N   is the duration of the ith slice, and
στi P p0, 1sis the corresponding actual CPU usage. The predicted execution time for t is
then calculated as PEt 
1
stmax
n‚
i 1
δτiστi . This prediction can be linearly scaled if shares
other than stmax are requested.
For evaluation and comparison purposes, we repeatedly (15 times) ran the follow-
ing configuration: The same CPU-intensive operation (repeatedly calculating SHA-512
hashes, as a representative of a purely CPU-bound and expensive calculation) is run as
6 different tasks, started at different times and with varying requested priorities. This
setting was chosen since it contains most of the interesting aspects of a real-life setting,
i.e., tasks starting at “random” times (also at the same time), high-priority tasks inter-
cepting lower-priority ones, tasks acquiring additional (otherwise idle) CPU resources,
etc. All tests were performed on the same computer, running on Ubuntu 8.04 (64-bit)
and Windows XP SP2 (32-bit), in a normal, not otherwise loaded configuration. In all
cases, a Sun JVM 1.6 has been used, and the control loops were effectuated every 500
ms.
Figure 4.7 depicts the evolution of the system state, as seen from the controller. For
each task t, stcur (should) and stact (is) are depicted. An important point is that should-
values are adjusted as tasks join and leave, defining the slice boundaries and resulting in
a stair-case-like should curve. The controller tries to keep is as close to should as possible.
The oscillations at the boundary start are caused by the fact that each adjustment of the
target values (should, or stcur) results in the need to take the boundary as the new starting
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Figure 4.7: System state evolution during CPU share controller run
point for share calculation, thus starting the calculations “from scratch”. Naturally the
resulting coarse granularity of input data, paired with few reference intervals, cause
a greater imprecision in the calculations and therefore peaks in the representation. In
fact, a more intuitive representation of the system state – and more insight into the
effectiveness of the controller – is gained by accounting for the performance during
previous timeslices, which is done by calculating as and ai as the average of all should
(respectively is) values over the complete lifetime of the task. These aggregated values
are depicted in Figure 4.8.
Table 4.1 presents the evaluation of our measurements. The uncontrolled execution
time corresponds to the task being run as a standalone application outside of the con-
troller and serves as a control variable. While we cannot explain the striking difference
in execution times between Windows and Linux (possibly caused by the difference be-
tween 32 and 64 bit mode), it is actually helpful for analyzing the effect of longer task
run times.
The most important functional quality criteria are the absolute and relative errors,
which correspond to an inability of the system to enforce the requested reservations.
The results show that it is indeed possible to enforce reservations, with the quality of
the enforcement and the predictions improving with the duration of a task. The price to
pay is a performance penalty, as shown by the predictions. The predictions are generally
slower than in the uncontrolled case, as (mostly low-priority) tasks overspending their
assigned shares have to repeatedly be suspended so that other tasks meet their target
shares.
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Table 4.1: Evaluation results
Item (averaged over 15 runs) Windows Linux
Uncontrolled execution time (ms) 216829 41361
Coefficient of variation for uncontrolled ex. (%) 0.99 2.19
Predicted execution time (ms) 221290 48502
Coefficient of variation for prediction (%) 2.05 5.01
Factor prediction/uncontrolled 1.02 1.17
Average absolute deviation |ai as| (%) 0.63 0.79
Average relative error |aias|as (%) 5.41 5.96
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Please note that the abovementioned short evaluation only focused on the enforce-
ment of CPU shares for concurrently running tasks. A more comprehensive evaluation
of the enforcement at the scale of entire workflows in a complete Service-Oriented In-
frastructure will be given in Chapter 6.

5
Infrastructure Implementation
While the previous chapters on Planning and Execution already described some specific
implementation aspects, this chapter gives the “large scale” overview of our prototypi-
cal implementation of the entire DWARFS infrastructure.
5.1 Infrastructure
As mentioned previously, we strived to leverage existing and widely adopted technolo-
gies wherever possible and sensible, extending them with DWARFS-specific function-
ality where required. Therefore, we decided to use the widespread WSDL/SOAP Web
Services standards as a basis for the implementation of the functionality. As the im-
plementation is based on Java, which – starting with version 5 – includes Web Service
support directly in the core class library, we used Jax-WS as the Web Services API, both
client- and server side.
While multiple application servers are available, we chose the Glassfish application
server, because a) it is widespread and mature, b) it is the de-facto reference implemen-
tation for Jax-WS-based application servers, and c) it supports much of the required
functionality (such as MTOM for streaming large input and output data).
Finally, information about available services is kept in one or more UDDI registries.
Figure 5.1 presents a high-level overview of what a DWARFS infrastructure might
look like. The rest of this section will present in more detail the different components
which make up the infrastructure, and their interactions.
5.1.1 Terminology
This chapter is looking at the DWARFS system from a systems implementation perspec-
tive, and considers existing technologies which have their own established terminology.
While much of that terminology can be directly mapped to the terms used in the Sys-
tem Model (Chapter 2), that model focuses on the crucial aspects, and does not contain
definitions for some of the concepts which are present in this chapter. Conversely, the
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Figure 5.1: Infrastructure Overview
model also defines some terms which are represented differently at the infrastructure
layer. We will describe such cases in this section.
Operations, Operation Instances, and Endpoints
In the System Model presented in Chapter 2, we defined the terms OP (Operation) and
OPINST (Operation Instance), where – informally speaking – the former is the defini-
tion of some functionality, while the latter is an implementation of that functionality,
deployed on an ENDPOINT. The SOAP/WSDL specifications introduce a few more en-
tities, namely:
• Port Types: A port type is simply a set of operations. In Object-Oriented (OO)
terminology, this would closely match the concept of an Interface.
• Bindings: A binding associates a port type to a particular transport protocol. In
other words, it prescribes the method to serialize data when it is physically sent.
• Ports: A port provides information about where a particular binding can be physi-
cally invoked. In the case of DWARFS, the deployment information is represented
as an HTTP URL.
• Services: A service is the aggregation of one or more ports. In OO terminology,
this would correspond to an object instance implementing at least one interface.
• Application Servers: An application server is an instance of – in our case – a
Glassfish server. It provides one or more services. In the following, we will use
the term DWARFS Server to designate an application server which provides the
basic DWARFS components (see below).
To summarize the correspondence to the Model terminology: a DWARFS Server can
be understood as representing an ENDPOINT, while (possibly multiple) Operations are
defined in a binding, and (possibly multiple) Operation Instances are deployed as a
service. We designate such services as Operational Services.
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DWARFS Infrastructure Services and Components
We have just discussed the organization and deployment of Operational Services (i.e.,
the services providing the “target” operations for a workflow). However, there is a lot
of other, system-specific functionality to be implemented – most importantly, DWARFS
requires Workflow Engines to actually orchestrate executions, and it requires function-
ality to handle resources and reservations, data and invocation characteristics, etc.
In order to stay consistent with the overall architecture, such functionality is also
implemented as Web Services (or as libraries which are to be used from within Web
Services). More details are given below.
5.1.2 Components Overview
This section describes the components depicted in Figure 5.1. In particular, we will also
go into more detail about the services that can (or must) be deployed on individual
DWARFS Servers.
Network Site
Network sites are not actually physical components, but rather organizational and log-
ical entities. They simply represent the physically separated (and individually admin-
istered by their owning organizations), but interconnected networks which exist in the
real world. There are two assumptions which will generally (though not necessarily
always) hold:
• An organization (or organizational unit) has full control over the hosts and net-
works present in one site, but normally does not have administrative privileges
for other sites.
• Servers co-located at the same site usually have better intra-site connectivity – in
terms of network speed – than with other sites.
UDDI Registry
A UDDI Registry contains information about the services which are present in the in-
frastructure. As stated above, in a real-world setting where multiple organizations
jointly provide the infrastructure, there are administrative boundaries typically limited
to the individual network sites. This fact is depicted by the presence of one registry at
each site in 5.1. More specific information about what information is present in a UDDI
registry, and how it is represented and queried, is provided in Section 5.3.1 below.
While multiple registries are supported, our prototype implementation uses a single
one. We use an Apache jUDDI ([Thea]) instance deployed on a Tomcat [Theb] applica-
tion server.1
1The necessity to use an additional application server software arose because jUDDI cannot be easily
deployed inside a Glassfish container.
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DWARFS Servers
There may be an arbitrary number of servers in a DWARFS infrastructure, each pro-
viding an arbitrary number of Web Services, as shown in Figure 5.2. While we chose
Glassfish as the Application Server, in principle, any compatible server software could
be used.
DWARFS Server
RegistryService
DWARFS library   
NetworkService
WorkflowEngine StorageService
OperationalSvc. 1 OperationalSvc. n
ResourceService
Figure 5.2: Components deployed on DWARFS Servers
All subsequently discussed components are components which can be deployed on
DWARFS servers.
DWARFS Library
This is a mandatory library which must be installed on every DWARFS Server. It pro-
vides common functionality required by DWARFS services running on the server, such
as Resource and Reservation management, configuration retrieval, registration of de-
ployed services with a Registry Service, and enforcement of reservations.
Resource Service
The Resource Service exposes a Web Service providing resource management function-
ality. In particular, it is the (only) service which provides operations to query and mod-
ify resource reservations. It is thus mandatory to deploy this service on every DWARFS
server.
Registry Service
This service provides a simplified interface to a UDDI Registry. It allows other DWARFS
services to register themselves with the registry. There must be at least one Registry
Service in the infrastructure – though in a real-world setting, one would expect one at
each network site, configured to interact with a particular UDDI registry. Individual
DWARFS services must be configured with the Registry Service to use (or rather: the
URL for the Registry Service’s WSDL document).
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Network Service
While each DWARFS Server autonomously performs the Resource and Reservation
management for the resources associated with it (i.e., CPU, Storage, incoming and out-
going Bandwidth), both intra- and inter-site network connections do not have a “nat-
ural” endpoint which can be associated to them. It is therefore necessary to explicitly
designate a particular Network Service, which manages the corresponding resources. A
network service can manage the resources for an arbitrary amount of networks. There
may be zero or more Network Services deployed in a DWARFS infrastructure. If no
Network Service is deployed, then network transfers are not considered as “manage-
able” resources. If multiple Network Services are deployed, then they must manage
disjoint sets of resources.
Workflow Engine
If processes are to be planned, or executed, in a DWARFS infrastructure, at least one
Workflow Engine must be deployed. To leverage the full potential of distributed work-
flow execution, especially when multiple sites are involved, it is advisable to deploy
one or more Workflow Engines at each site.
Storage Service
A Storage Service can temporarily store data. Deploying such services is not manda-
tory, but if they are present, they may allow to optimize data transfers as described in
Section 3.5.
Operational Services
The DWARFS Server components and services mentioned above are all related to the
DWARFS infrastructure itself – or, more precisely, they constitute the infrastructure. The
services which actually provide the domain-specific operations that workflows consist
of are referred to as Operational Services. Their actual implementation is generally out
of scope for the DWARFS infrastructure. However, these services will also require some
of the functionality provided by the DWARFS library – they must register themselves
with a Registry Service on startup, they must provide the required metadata, such as
invocation characteristics, and they must use the enforcement functionality provided by
the DWARFS library during operation invocation. Section 5.3.3 below contains further
details about the practical aspects of providing an Operational Service for the current
implementation.
5.2 Interactions
While the previous section presented the components constituting the DWARFS infras-
tructure, this section focuses on how these components interact. While the figures in
this section use a sequence-diagram-like representation to ease the understanding, they
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are not to be (strictly) interpreted as sequence diagrams. Instead, they focus on the most
important interactions, but omit some of the less important details.
There are three different use cases which are particularly interesting in terms of in-
teractions, namely Service startup and registration, Workflow Planning, and Workflow
execution. We will describe each of these scenarios below.
5.2.1 Service Startup and Registration
Because the UDDI registries are the central point of information about the services avail-
able in a DWARFS infrastructure, they must be kept up-to-date. While manual mainte-
nance is theoretically possible, it is generally preferrable to have the services themselves
“announce” their availability. Figure 5.3 shows the actions which take place when a ser-
vice starts up. Note that these apply to all services deployed on a DWARFS server, i.e.,
both Operational Services and DWARFS Infrastructure Services.
Figure 5.3: Infrastructure Interactions: Registration
When a Service starts up, it determines its own WSDL document and the Registry
Service to contact, and sends a message to the Registry Service to register that WSDL
location. The Registry Service in turn retrieves the WSDL document, and parses it to
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determine the contained interfaces and bindings. It then publishes the information to
the actual UDDI registry, making sure that all interfaces have been published before the
bindings referencing them are published.
5.2.2 Workflow Planning
The use case which involves the most different components (in fact, it might use all
of the components in the infrastructure) is the planning of a workflow for execution,
depicted in Figure 5.4. We will shortly describe each of the interactions in the following.
Figure 5.4: Infrastructure Interactions: Planning
• Find Operation Instances: for every operation contained in the workflow, it is
required to determine the set of operation instances providing them. This infor-
mation is obtained by querying the UDDI registry. Note that the same kind of
requests is also performed to determine the required DWARFS infrastructure ser-
vice instances (i.e., Workflow Engines, Storage Nodes, Network Services), but they
have been omitted from the figure in order not to clutter it with too many similar
details.
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• Use Operation Instance: whenever a particular Operation Instance is considered
during planning, the co-allocation constraints for the (prospective) invocation
must be determined. As described in Chapter 2, this involves determining the
invocation characteristics, and deriving the co-allocation constraints from them.
Both of that information is obtained from the service instance being considered.
• Network transfers: if data is to be shipped from one endpoint (DWARFS Server)
to another, the NetworkServices are contacted and queried for the resources which
must be considered for that transfer.
• Use Resource: in order to determine feasible co-allocations which fulfil specific co-
allocation constraints, one must determine all pre-existing reservations involving
the required resources. This information is obtained from the ResourceServices
managing the respective resources.
• Planning complete: once all required co-allocations have been found, they must
be committed to the respective ResourceServices.
Note that, as stated earlier, Figure 5.4 is not to be strictly interpreted as a sequence
diagram – the abovementioned interactions can each take place many times (with dif-
ferent endpoints or parameters), and in any order. However, wherever possible, the
results of queries are cached, so that each individual unique query will only take place
once.
5.3 Practical Considerations
5.3.1 Ramifications of using a UDDI Registry
As stated above, deployment information is stored in one or more UDDI registries. In
principle, such a registry must simply be able to answer the following questions:
1. Which operations are available?
2. Where are these operations available?
As the DWARFS operations are implemented as standard WSDL/SOAP Web Ser-
vices, we chose to adopt the best practices described in [B 01] for representing the re-
quired information in the UDDI registry. An overview of the mapping between WSDL
and UDDI concepts is shown in Figure 5.5. While we will not go into unnecessary tech-
nical detail here, there are a few noteworthy aspects:
First, the WSDL definitions for service interfaces and service implementations must
be kept separately accessible. This is because a service interface definition is a “first
class citizen” (i.e., a full-fledged, standalone entity) in the UDDI registry.
Second, in practice only a single binding (and thus, port type) can be defined in a
service interface WSDL document. The reason is that the UDDI tModel name is as-
signed from the namespace of the WSDL’s top-level <definitions> element. If fully
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Figure 5.5: Overview of WSDL to UDDI mapping, according to [B 01]
automatic registry operation is to be supported, that namespace, in turn, is the only
identifier which can be used in an implementation WSDL document to unambiguously
refer to an interface document. In other words: if multiple bindings were defined in
an interface WSDL document, multiple tModels with the same name would exist in the
UDDI registry. While this is not forbidden, it would factually become impossible to
unambiguously find the correct tModel for the implementation’s BindingTemplate.
5.3.2 Glassfish Configuration and Adaptation
The Glassfish Application Server, in its default configuration, is not prepared for han-
dling the resource-intensive and long-running types of operations that DWARFS is tar-
geting. Therefore, the configuration must be slightly adapted to perform as expected.
First, the default network configuration for the HTTP server specifies both an upload
timeout (300 seconds) and a request timeout (900 seconds). The former limits the time
for which a client is allowed to send input data, while the latter is a limit for the total
execution time of a single request (including the upload). Both of these timeouts should
be disabled when Glassfish is to be used in a DWARFS infrastructure.
Second, the HTTP server’s default thread pool configuration allows for a maximum
of only 5 concurrent threads. This can quickly lead to congestion, or even deadlocks:
for instance, as DWARFS services automatically contact a Registry service on startup
to register themselves in the infrastructure – and the registry in turn connects back to
retrieve the services’ WSDL documents – the system can enter a deadlock on startup, if
more than 5 services are installed. Thus, the maximum thread pool size has to be raised
significantly, for instance to 500 or more.
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5.3.3 Requirements for Operational Service Implementations
In principle, DWARFS can invoke arbitrary Web Service operations – ideally treating
it completely as a “black box”, i.e., being completely agnostic of the target services’
domain-specific functionality and data. However, in practice this is not entirely feasible,
for two reasons. First, the system model requires the operation instances to a) know
about their resource requirements, and b) provide specific information about them, such
as invocation characteristics, and co-allocation constraints. Second, while the goal was
to incorporate as much enforcement complexity as possible into the DWARFS library
(thus keeping it away from the Operational Service implementation), this is not entirely
possible. Therefore, a Web Service meant to be deployed in DWARFS must be aware of
its environment, and must interact with the DWARFS library on a few occasions.
This section describes the required adaptations. Because the topics discussed here
are directly related to the implementation, and because it does not make sense to discuss
some aspects without practical examples, it also contains concrete code examples where
necessary. However, some irrelevant details have still been omitted.
Providing the Information required by the System Model
An Operational Service supporting DWARFS (or, “compatible service” for short) must
not only provide its actual operations’ functionality, but also metadata about it. In prac-
tice, this means that a compatible service must implement an additional, DWARFS-
specific interface – or, in terms of our implementation: that it must provide include
a port for a DWARFS-specific binding called ResourceAwareInterface. There are
two important operations, namely getInvocationCharacteristicsScript and
getCoAllocationConstraintScript. Both of them take an operation name (en-
coded as a QName) as input, and produce a Javascript code fragment as output. This
Javascript code is then invoked at planning time with the required parameters.
Using Javascript has multiple advantages: first, it is a full-fledged programming
language, so it can easily contain complex operations which might be needed to de-
termine the result. Second, it is an interpreted language and can thus be loaded and
interpreted at runtime. Third, as the base Java distribution already contains an appro-
priate Javascript interpreter, the scripts can directly create and operate on Java objects,
and seemlessly integrate with the rest of the system. Finally – and most importantly
– this approach allows to retrieve the script once, then invoke it as often as required
during planning.
Registering with the UDDI service
Because of the way that Jax-WS Web Services are implemented in Glassfish, it is gener-
ally impossible to have a single class implement multiple port types. In other words,
each port must be defined in its own class. While this is normally rather cumbersome,
in this particular case, it can even be considered welcome: it allows the class implement-
ing the ResourceAwareInterface to also perform the registration of the service, by
extending the SelfRegisteringService class (provided by the DWARFS library).
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Supporting Large Data Transfers
While this is a general Jax-WS topic rather than a DWARFS-specific one, it will apply
to almost every compatible service handling large data. In order to correctly support
streaming of large data, it is necessary to:
1. annotate the implementing class with the javax.xml.ws.soap.MTOM annota-
tion
2. annotate the implementing class with the com.sun.xml.internal.ws.
developer.StreamingAttachment annotation
3. ensure that streamed data is processed using javax.activation.DataHandler.
Supporting Resource Reservation Enforcement
In order to enable the bandwidth enforcement for a compatible service, two special con-
figuration files must be included with the service package. These configuration files
affect the Glassfish tubes configuration, i.e., the classes which perform message han-
dling within the container, before and after the actual service invocation.
During an operation invocation, one can obtain the currently active CoAllocation
object from the servlet request context. In order to ensure that bandwidth enforcement
is performed for the response, this object must be explicitly propagated to the servlet’s
response context.
The object is also required for CPU enforcement. Because operation implementations
(i.e., Java methods) may start to execute before all data is streamed, it is necessary to
programmatically trigger the CPU enforcement (after all DataHandlers have been read).
Finally, storage enforcement must be performed by using specific classes for read-
ing/writing files, and other resource enforcement (such as service-specific hardware)
must be handled explicitly in user code.
5.3.4 Concurrent Planning and Reservations
In the current implementation, every planning run takes place individually. As shown
in Figure 5.4, a planner will request information from various services available in the
infrastructure. However, this information is cached locally, and multiple planners are
neither aware of each other, nor are they aware of changes to the infrastructure state
(caused for instance by the appearance of new Operation Instances, or by newly com-
mitted reservations). In other words, planners perceive the infrastructure state as essen-
tially static.
This leads to a situation where the information available to planners gradually be-
comes stale, especially in heavily dynamic infrastructures. In the best case, this will only
lead to a planner having an incomplete view of the system’s state (such as not knowing
that alternative Operation Instances exist), which can result in suboptimal planning re-
sults. In the worst case, a planner may try to reserve resource allocations which are no
longer feasible and therefore rejected at the time of trying to commit them, thus inval-
idating the entire planning run. Note however that the Reservation State of the entire
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infrastructure will still always remain in a valid state, specifically because it rejects com-
mits which would lead to the overbooking of resources.
A relatively straightforward solution to address this problem is the employment of a
publish/subscribe mechanism such as WS-Notification: rather than requesting required
information from a DWARFS service just once, planners would subscribe to that infor-
mation, so that they receive a notification whenever the respective state changes. Such
a state change might still temporarily invalidate the (current) planner result. However,
such a condition can easily be handled by re-calculating (only) the current GA chromo-
somes population given the updated infrastructure state, without having to discard or
abort the planning.
Another concurrency aspect concerns the final step of the planning, namely actually
committing reservations. The formal model defines this as an atomic operation corre-
sponding to a transition from one Reservation State to another. From an implementation
perspective however, that Reservation State is represented by the states of multiple in-
dependent ResourceService instances. Therefore, if transactional guarantees are re-
quired, one would need to employ protocols specificilly designed for distributed trans-
action handling. In the current implementation, we use a simple optimistic approach
which tries to commit the required co-allocations sequentially at all affected resource
providers.
While the current research prototype does not address the aforesaid concerns, they
are of practical relevance in a production system, and can be addressed as described
above.
6
Evaluation
In this chapter, we will present the evaluations that we have performed to test the ef-
fectiveness of the prototypical DWARFS implementation. As we have previously dis-
cussed, a workflow execution in DWARFS can only be performed after an initial plan-
ning, which finds and reserves the resources required during the execution. That dis-
tinction between the two phases is also reflected in the organization of this chapter. Sec-
tion 6.1 presents the evaluation of the planner component, i.e., “how good are the plans
that are scheduled?”. Afterwards, Section 6.2 focuses on the assessment of the resource
enforcement, i.e., “how well do the executions respect the reservations?”. Finally, the
chapter concludes with a discussion of the results.
6.1 Planner Evaluation
As described in previous chapters, our approach uses a Genetic Algorithm to plan work-
flow executions before they actually take place. Planning is mandatory in DWARFS,
because the resources required to execute a process must be reserved in advance. Thus,
the final result of planning an execution is a set of resource reservations. Of course,
planning must take into account existing resource reservations, but also user-provided
optimization criteria (e.g., “finish as early as possible”, etc.).
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we decided to simulate various scenar-
ios. An important aspect of DWARFS is its support for distributed workflow execution.
Therefore, one requirement for the evaluation was that the setup encompass multiple
interconnected sites. In order to devise a realistic (simulated) infrastructure, we have
chosen to mimic a real life setup, namely one which is based on the existing Amazon
AWS infrastructure.
Table 6.1 shows the sites which are considered throughout the following evaluation.
The sites are in fact a subset of the existing AWS regions (the Amazon naming was
kept). The inter- and intra-site connectivities (kB/second) are approximations of actual
sample measurements performed in January 2013, and the depicted costs are the official
ones at that time. As can be seen, all sites offer intra-site connectivity of approximately
8.5 MB/second, which corresponds to a 100 MBit Ethernet network. Network connec-
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tions between different sites expose significant differences in transmission speed, rang-
ing between 500 kB/second (e.g., Ireland Ø Sydney) and 2 MB/second (e.g., Singapore
Ø Tokyo). Inter-site connectivities are mostly, but not always, symmetric: for instance,
we found data transfers from Virginia to Ireland to be slightly faster than those in the
reverse direction. Finally, the depicted costs apply to all data transferred out of a partic-
ular site (regardless of the destination), but not to intra-site transfers.
From z To Ireland Singapore Sydney Tokyo Virginia Outgoing Cost
Ireland 8500 500 500 500 1500 $ 0.12/GB
Singapore 500 8500 1000 2000 1000 $ 0.19/GB
Sydney 500 1000 8500 1500 500 $ 0.19/GB
Tokyo 500 2000 1500 8500 1000 $ 0.20/GB
Virginia 2000 500 500 1000 8500 $ 0.12/GB
Table 6.1: Sites Connectivity and Transfer Costs
The scenarios which are presented in the rest of this section focus on different aspects
of the planner: The first scenario represents a realistic workflow scheduled multiple
times on a large-scale infrastructure. The goal of this scenario is to the assess the overall
quality of our approach by examining various characteristics of the resulting workflows,
and of the infrastructure as a whole. The second scenario focuses on one particular
aspect of the planning, namely the planning of data transfer strategies using Storage
Nodes.
6.1.1 Simulated Deployment
The scenarios use slightly different deployments (networked sites, operation provider
deployment). In the following, we will focus on the first scenario, as it is the most
complex.
The workflow of this scenario requires 11 different operations (services), which shall
be deployed at the different sites. In order to execute at all, Workflow Engines are also
required. The first question is thus: where are operations and Workflow Engines to
be deployed? In order to eliminate as much “human bias” as possible, we decided to
have the infrastructure randomly created and “populated” with services. We gave the
following constraints:
• Each site contains between 10 and 25 hosts.
• Each (operational) service is deployed on at least one host, and on at most half of
them.
• There are at least 2, at most 10 Workflow Engines per site.
In addition, to simulate performance differences, each host was randomly assigned
to one of three performance “types” (small, medium, or large). A small host has a single
CPU. A medium host has two CPUs, each of which is twice as fast as a “small” CPU. A
large host has four CPUs, each of which is four times as fast as a small one.
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6.1.2 Scenario 1: Weather Forecast Workflow
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Figure 6.1: Planning Scenario 1: Process Definition and Characteristics
In this scenario, a workflow consisting of 11 operations is to be planned. The oper-
ations produce various amounts of data, and have different complexity (and thus run
times). This workflow, depicted in Figure 6.1, is inspired by an actual workflow used
for weather forecasts [DGR 05]. The data volumes and runtimes are estimates based on
previous experiences with a workflow from a similar domain [CAA 07]. The simulated
infrastructure used for this scenario is depicted in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Evaluation with 50 Processes
In this evaluation, the abovementioned workflow was scheduled 50 consecutive times
on an initially empty infrastructure. Each execution was planned after all previous pro-
cesses had committed their reservations, and the goal was always to finish as early as
possible. Each optimization run lasted for 5000 generations of the Genetic Algorithm.
Figure 6.2 shows the result of those 50 planning runs. There are three immediate
observations: first, the very first process planned is the one which finishes (or rather:
is planned to finish) earliest. This is not surprising, given that it was scheduled on a
completely empty infrastructure, while all subsequent processes have to consider the
resources occupied by previous plannings. Second, there is an overall tendency for the
processes planned later on to also finish later. But third, this “tendency” is not strictly
monotonous, but rather, some schedules are significantly faster to terminate than others,
which had previously been scheduled. We will now discuss these seemingly strange
results.
The results are caused by a combination of different properties, namely the char-
acteristics of the workflow, the infrastructure, and the employed metaheuristic itself.
Before we go into further details, let us shortly revise these.
The very reason for employing a Genetic Algorithm is that it is generally impos-
sible to analytically determine an optimal solution because of the prohibitive effort.
In this particular scenario, there are 27 Workflow Engines and 11 Operations, each of
which is provided by between 15 and 31 providers. In principle, every operation can
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Hostname type WFE S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11
ireland01 L x x x x x
ireland02 S x x x
ireland03 S x x x
ireland04 M x x x x x x x
ireland05 S x x x x x
ireland06 M x x x x
ireland07 M x x x x x x
ireland08 M x x
ireland09 M x x x
ireland10 L x x x x
ireland11 M x x x x x x
ireland12 L x x x x x x
ireland13 L x x x x x x
ireland14 M x x x x
singapore01 S x
singapore02 M x x x x x
singapore03 L x
singapore04 M x x x
singapore05 M x
singapore06 S x x x x x
singapore07 S x x x x x
singapore08 S x x x
singapore09 L x x
singapore10 M x
singapore11 L x x x x
singapore12 S x x x
singapore13 M x x x
singapore14 M x
sydney01 L
sydney02 L x
sydney03 S x x
sydney04 S x x x x x x
sydney05 M x x x
sydney06 S x x x x
sydney07 S x x x x x
sydney08 L x x x
sydney09 M x x x x x x
sydney10 S x x x x x x
sydney11 S x x
sydney12 M x x x x x
sydney13 L x x x
sydney14 S x x x x x x
sydney15 M x
sydney16 S x x x
sydney17 M x
sydney18 L x x x
sydney19 M x x
Hostname type WFE S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11
Table 6.2: Planning Scenario 1: Infrastructure Deployment
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Hostname type WFE S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11
tokyo01 M x x
tokyo02 L x x x x x x x
tokyo03 L x x x
tokyo04 L x x x x x x
tokyo05 M x
tokyo06 S x x x
tokyo07 S x x
tokyo08 S x x x x
tokyo09 L x x x
tokyo10 S x x x x
tokyo11 L x x
tokyo12 M x x
virginia01 M x x x x x
virginia02 L x x
virginia03 L x x x
virginia04 L x
virginia05 L x
virginia06 M x x x x
virginia07 M x x
virginia08 M x x
virginia09 L x x
virginia10 L x x x
virginia11 S x x x x
virginia12 S x x x
virginia13 S x x x
virginia14 L x x x
virginia15 S x x x
virginia16 L x x x x x x
virginia17 M x x x x x
virginia18 S x x
Hostname type WFE S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11
Table 6.3: Planning Scenario 1: Infrastructure Deployment (contd.)
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Figure 6.2: Planning Scenario 1, 50 Processes: Planned Runtimes
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be performed anywhere, and by any Workflow Engine, which results in approximately
3.7 1036 different combinations. In addition, the minimum and maximum usages for
each required resource can be mutated (in this setup, in steps of 1%), which yields an-
other factor of 10102 for this particular workflow. Especially if there already exist re-
source reservations in the infrastructure at planning time, it is generally not possible
to determine which of these combinations perform better than others (in terms of the
planning goal). The task of the metaheuristic is thus to find a solution which is “as good
as possible” – but one cannot expect the found solution to be the absolute optimum.
Let us now consider the workflow definition, and the deployment present in the
infrastructure. The most resource-intensive part of the workflow – in terms of both
operation duration and data size – is the fragment encompassing Operations 6, 8, 9, and
10. Thus, if the goal is fast execution, one would intuitively want to “co-locate” their
execution to a single site in order to speed up data transfers. One would also want to
execute those expensive operations on fast machines (hosts of type L). Tables 6.4 and 6.5
show the allocations that were planned for the first 16 processes for these activities.
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As can be seen in these tables, almost all of the plannings tended to concentrate those
executions in the Ireland site. Looking at the deployment, that indeed makes sense: all
of the operations are available there on hosts of type L (ireland12 and ireland13),
both of which also provide a Workflow Engine, thus further reducing data transfer time.
Figure 6.3 provides further details on the resource usages on these two hosts. Let
us focus on the most evident part of those figures first: All of the four first processes
planned to orchestrate Operations 9 and 10 completely on ireland12 (i.e., both the
Workflow Engine and Operation Instance were chosen on that host). One can clearly
see how the incoming bandwidth is used by all four processes consecutively (starting
at timestamp 3342), then the CPU is used for Operation 9, followed by a short period of
using the loopback (local) bandwidth, followed by the execution of Operation 10.
So while concentrating the execution of those four important operations in Ireland
makes sense initially, the resources there get loaded, and eventually booked out. Put
bluntly, the Genetic Algorithm “realizes” this at some point in time – for the first time
in process 13, where the entire process fragment is scheduled for execution in Virginia.
The same pattern can be observed in Process 16, and subsequently.
The question now is: why doesn’t this happen earlier (e.g., why isn’t the solution
of Process 13 already found in Process 5)? We cannot fully explain this, but an ed-
ucated guess would be that the heuristic gets “stuck” in a local optimum. After all,
once a certain combination of workflow engines and operation providers (all of which
are represented by individual, independent, genes) is found to be preferrable to other
combinations, all of those genes would need to be changed in order to “switch” to a
different constellation. Such a switch is eased by the (presumed) best combination be-
coming booked out. Figure 6.4 shows how two different planning runs (Process 12 and
13) evolved over time. Process 12 presents a common pattern, which is observed for
many schedules: initially, large improvements are made, then the rate of improvement
gradually attenuates, until it eventually stops – which yields a hyperbolic appearance.
Process 13 initially performs similarly, however in that case, a significant improvement
(namely the switch from Ireland to Virginia) occurs after around 1300 generations.
Unfortunately, because of the randomized nature of the algorithm, it is impossible
to predict when – if ever – such jumps will occur. Ultimately, it is always a trade-off
between spending significantly more resources to (possibly, eventually) find a better
solution, and getting acceptable, though not optimal, results.
Another observation is that even if resources are available, they are not always used
to the maximum possible extent. For instance, process 4 does not use 100% of the avail-
able capacity when downloading from Operation 10, but merely 62%, thus wasting 27
seconds on that particular workflow step. As Figure 6.3 demonstrates, such behavior
can be observed for other processes, resources, and workflow steps.
The explanation is rather simple, but also somewhat unsatisfying: because of the
enormous search space, a mutation which would optimize that particular step has sim-
ply not been tried on an individual where it would improve the overall result. However,
note that not all occurences where resources aren’t fully booked necessarily worsen the
overall result. A prominent example in this scenario is the execution of Operation 7,
and the subsequent data transfer: because that operation is short-running and produces
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Figure 6.3: Planning Scenario 1: Resource Usages of ireland13 and ireland12
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Figure 6.4: Planning Scenario 1: Evolution of the Planning of Processes 12 and 13
relatively little data, it is not on a critical path for that process – so it can very well use
few resources, yet still be ready “in time”.
Evaluation with 500 Processes
While the abovementioned results provide valuable first insights, they also raised an
interesting aspect. In particular, the most resource-intensive part (operations 6 - 10) of
almost all processes tended to get scheduled at sites with a “favorable deployment” (in
terms of availability of services and WFEs, and host performace – namely Ireland and
Virginia), thus disproportionally loading these sites while avoiding others. We have
therefore repeated the evaluation, but with 500 consecutively scheduled processes (with
2500 GA generations each). In addition, we have also introduced parallel computations:
in this case, each process was in fact planned 12 (independent) times in parallel, and the
best result was chosen. The resulting planned process runtimes are shown in Figure 6.5,
and discussed in the following.
A relatively good indicator of how often resources of individual sites are used can
be obtained by simply considering the intra-site network usages. Figure 6.6 shows the
network usages of 4 of the 5 considered networks.1 As can be seen, all of these networks
are used eventually. Ireland and Virginia are essentially booked all the time, while the
“unfavorably deployed” Singapore and Sydney sites are only considered later in the
planning phase (towards the “back” of the graphs). Basically, these latter sites are used
as alternatives once the former (preferred) ones are too booked out.
Roughly the same pattern can be seen in Figure 6.7, which presents the resource
reservations for a few representative hosts. virginia09 is one of the preferred (large)
hosts for executing the resource-intensive operations 8 and 9, so it is normal for this
host to be well booked. singapore11 is a (large) host providing operations 6 and 10 (in
fact, the only host at all in Singapore to provide operation 6, and the only L instance
for operation 10) – thus, it is also used repeatedly, but less frequently, and only in later
1It is normal for these graphs to show more than 100% usage, because for this particular setup, net-
works have been set up to allow for a maximum of 1,000,000 concurrent connections each.
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Figure 6.5: Planning Scenario 1, 500 Processes: Planned Runtimes
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Figure 6.6: Planning Scenario 1, 500 Processes: Site Network Usages
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planning runs. ireland03 shows an interesting case of a very regular “switch” to a small
host providing operation 9 once the preferred large hosts are booked out.
Figure 6.7: Planning Scenario 1, 500 Processes: Select Host CPU Usages
Emergence of Classes of Preferred Execution Sites
One striking observation, which can be seen very clearly in Figure 6.5, is that there are
in fact four different classes of execution durations, which manifest themselves in dis-
tinct (and almost linear) “sub-curves”. We have verified these to relate to the network
site where the most resource-intensive part of the process is executed. In particular, the
“rightmost” curve (the one producing the longest runtimes) corresponds to the Ireland
site; the second one to the Virginia site. The third one, which starts to become apparent
after around 150 processes have been scheduled, corresponds to the Tokyo site. Finally,
the fourth class encompasses all other combinations (e.g., using combinations at differ-
ent sites) – in the figure, these are the occasional outliers which don’t align with any of
the other curves.
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Effect of Parallel Planning
Such irregular behavior – a subsequent schedule producing significantly better results
than a previous one – is in fact unwanted. Ideally, one would always want to find the
best combination (for instance considering a co-location at the Tokyo site in a much ear-
lier planning run than what the evaluation produced). This was the reason why we
introduced parallel planning – in this case, each planning run being performed 12 times
in parallel, in the hope of having a twelve times higher chance to find the better combi-
nation. Unfortunately, the approach did not yield the improvements that we hoped for:
while the results did produce slightly better results (on average, the end timestamp of
the best schedule was around 5% sooner than only scheduling using a single thread),
the approach did not help to mitigate the observed irregularities.
Conclusion
We believe these irregularities to be the result of a combination of different factors,
namely a) the mere extent of the problem space (approximately 3.710138 possible com-
binations for this scenario), b) the deployment characteristics, and c) existing reserva-
tions. In particular, the deployment characteristics (i.e., which operations are deployed
where, and where are workflow engines available) seem to play an important role. Put
simply: the probability of randomly choosing a competitive configuration at the Tokyo
site is much smaller than it is at the Ireland (or Virginia) site. Only once the latter sites
are significantly booked does the “pressure” to find alternatives increase – but even
then, the algorithm does not necessarily find the better alternative, because finding it
requires multiple genes at once to be modified in order to perform the switch (only
switching one gene, for instance attempting to invoke an operation in Tokyo, but from
a Workflow Engine in Ireland, is likely to worsen the result instead of improving it). We
have verified this assumption by changing the algorithm to force an initial co-location of
the resource-intensive part of the workflow at the Tokyo site, and as expected, the sched-
ules stayed there instead of switching to other sites (because again, only an all-or-none
change in multiple genes would have improved the overall result, while independent
single mutations would have worsened it).
In summary, we believe those irregularities in scheduling to be mostly influenced by
the non-uniform deployment of services, causing different probabilities of finding, and
trying, the various constellations. Conversely, a more regular deployment is likely to
result in more uniform schedules.
6.1.3 Scenario 2: Data Transfer Strategies
The goal of evaluating this scenario is slightly different from the first one – here, we
want to verify how well the planning performs in finding the best strategy to transfer
data. The workflow used in this evaluation is depicted in Figure 6.8, and the corre-
sponding infrastructure is shown in Table 6.6.
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Figure 6.8: Planning Scenario 2: Process Definition and Characteristics
Hostname type WFE SN S21 S22 S23 S24 S25
ireland01 M x x x x
ireland02 S x
ireland03 S x
singapore01 S x
singapore02 M x
singapore03 L x
sydney01 L x x x
sydney02 L x
sydney03 S x
tokyo01 M x
tokyo02 L x
tokyo03 L x
virginia01 M x
virginia02 L x
virginia03 L x
Hostname type WFE SN S21 S22 S23 S24 S25
Table 6.6: Planning Scenario 2: Infrastructure Deployment
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Setting
As described in Section 3.5, Storage Nodes (SN) can serve to temporarily store data
during process execution, and forward them to their destination Workflow Engine when
they are required. The rationale is that while data must – of course – pass through a WFE
when the corresponding operation is invoked, it is not desirable to waste WFE resources
by keeping large volumes of data without using them.2 This approach may make sense
in workflows where data is “produced early, but consumed late” – i.e., where the data
must be preserved over longer periods of time. The workflow shown in Figure 6.8
exhibits this pattern: 5 GB of data is produced by S22, and consumed by S24, with a long-
running activity (that does not require said data) in between. Note that this workflow
(and the deployment) have been manually crafted so that they expose the following
characteristics:
1. Because of the data volumes involved and the services’ deployment, the only sen-
sible strategy for orchestrating this workflow is to split its execution between two
sites, i.e., to invoke S21 and S22 from the WFE at the Ireland site, and S24 and S25
from the one at the Sydney site (any other invocation strategy will result in both
higher cost and longer execution time). These two sites have been chosen on pur-
pose, because they are poorly connected.
2. Given the deployment and workflow definition, it is possible to analytically de-
termine the fastest possible execution time. On an infrastructure with no existing
resource reservations, this duration is 15994 seconds.
3. The duration for the S23 operation was not chosen arbitrarily, but so that it is long
enough to allow for any data transfer strategy (with sufficiently high throughput)
to finish in time.
4. The deployments at the other sites (Singapore, Tokyo, Virginia) have only been
added to verify that they are in fact not used (i.e., possibly considered, but never
chosen, by the planner). As mentioned above, using services at any of these sites
would negatively affect both the cost and execution time.
There is one further aspect to consider, namely: what is a sensible optimization goal,
i.e., which fitness function should be employed for the optimization? If one was only
considering execution time (early termination), the transfer strategy would in fact be
irrelevant, because any strategy can achieve the optimal duration. As the only other
metric available is execution cost, we need to employ a fitness function that allows to
optimize for both execution time and execution cost. We chose a fitness function which
considers both goals with equal weight. The final question now is: under which cir-
cumstances will a transfer strategy that employs Storage Nodes be better (i.e., cheaper)
than one which doesn’t? As the incentive is to favor storing data on SNs (rather than
on WFEs), it is logical that a WFE must charge more for keeping the data than a SN
does. The most cost-effective strategy is then to a) quickly write the data produced by
2Such “waste” of WFE resources is only modelled indirectly, by affecting the reservation cost: A WFE
charges considerably more than a SN for (temporarily) storing data.
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S22 from the invoking SN to a nearby SN, b) transfer the data to a SN at the remote site,
and c) quickly transfer it from that SN to the WFE invoking S24 just in time, before it is
needed.
For brevity, we will call the two involved sites (Ireland and Sydney) A and B in
the following. Let NAB denote the network speed between sites A and B, in bytes per
second (in this case 500,000). Let NA and NB denote the respective intra-site network
speed (in this case both 8,500,000). Let CA, CB, and CAB denote network cost (in cents
per byte) at the respective site and between sites. Let SA, SB, WA, WB denote the cost
of storing data on a Storage Node/Workflow Engine at the respective site, in cents per
byte per second. Finally, Let D denote the data size (in this case 5 GB).
Note that in the following, we are only considering the minimum costs for transfers
(i.e., where data is only transiting through a SN, being forwarded immediately after it
is uploaded, and where all transfers occur at maximum network speed).
Direct Transfer: The minimum cost CdirpA, Bq of a Direct data transfer from a WFE at
site A to a WFE at site B is:
CdirpA, Bq 
D
NABlomon
transfer duration
 pWA  WBq Dloooooooomoooooooon
WFE cost per second
  CAB Dlooomooon
transfer cost
Single-Indirect Transfer: The minimum cost Cind1pA, B, Aq of a Single-indirect data
transfer from a WFE at site A to a WFE at site B, via a SN at site A, is:
Cind1pA, B, Aq 
D
NA
 pWA   SAq Dlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
WFE(A) and SN(A)
 pCA   CABq Dlooooooooomooooooooon
transfers
 
D
NAB
 pSA  WBq Dlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
SN(A) and WFE(B)
Double-Indirect Transfer: The minimum cost Cind2pA, B, A, Bq of a Double-indirect data
transfer from a WFE at site A to a WFE at site B, via SNs at site A then B, is:
Cind2pA, B, A, Bq 
D
NA
 pWA   SAq Dlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
WFE(A) and SN(A)
 pCA   CAB   CBq Dlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
transfers
 
D
NAB
 pSA   SBq Dlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
SN(A) and SN(B)
 
D
NB
 pSB  WBq Dloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
SN(B) and WFE(B)
In the considered infrastructure, the SN and WFE costs are the same at all sites, intra-
site network capacities are equal, and intra-site transfers are free of cost. More precisely,
SA  SB, and WA  WB, NA  NB, CA  CB  0.
Given these concrete values, a double-indirect transfer will be more cost-effective
than a direct one if:
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Cind2pA, B, A, Bq   Cind1pA, B, xq | x P tA, Bu
2
D
NA
 pWA   SAq D  CAB D 
D
NAB
 2SA D  
D
NAB
 2WA D  CAB D
2D2  pWA   SAq
NA
 
2D2  SA
NAB
 
2D2 WA
NAB
WA   SA
NA
 
WA  SA
NAB
NABpWA   SAq   NApWA  SAq
SApNA   NABq   WApNA  NABq
SA   WA
pNA  NABq
pNA   NABq
In this particular constellation, the cost of storing data on a Storage node must thus
be less than 8,500,000500,0008,500,000 500,000 
8
9 of the cost of storing data on a Workflow Engine for
double-indirect transfers to become more cost-effective than direct transfers.
Evaluation
We have initially performed 50 planning runs with 500 generations each, where all of
them started on an empty infrastructure. We employed a fitness function which as-
signed the same weights to execution speed (more precisely: optimizing for early ter-
mination) and execution cost. The WFE storage cost was set to be twice the cost of the
Storage Nodes.
All of those runs achieved the optimal execution time. In other words, all of them
found the correct partitioning strategy (assignment of WFEs to operation invocations),
and maximized the requested resource usage. All of them chose an indirect data transfer
strategy, but not all chose a double-indirect one. After further investigation, we repeated
the evaluation, adjusting the cost factor to 25, 100, and 500 times, respectively. The
results are shown in table Table 6.7.
Cost min. max. avg. 20th 80th single double
factor cost cost cost perc. perc. indi- indi-
(WFE/SN) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) rect rect
2 2.5222 2.5250 2.5243 2.5222 2.5250 72% 28%
25 2.5367 2.6272 2.5739 2.5368 2.6249 42% 58%
100 2.5840 2.9595 2.6429 2.5840 2.5841 16% 84%
500 2.8361 2.8364 2.8362 2.8361 2.8362 0% 100%
Table 6.7: Planning Scenario 2: Evaluation Results
Looking at the first line of the table, the results seem to be somewhat disappointing
at first glance: only 14 of the 50 planning runs chose the strategy that we favored and
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expected to be chosen. However, a look at the resulting costs provides an explanation:
The best and worst results differ by only a quarter cent, or 0.1%. Essentially, the cost
of such a workflow execution is completely dominated by the processing costs (in the
order of cents per hour), and by network transmission costs (cents per GB transferred).
Storage – cents/GB/month – contributes only a negligible amount to the overall price.
In fact, for this constellation, $ 2.5099 are spent for CPU and network, and only around
1 – 2 cents for storage.
In subsequent evaluations, we successively raised the contribution of the cost of
storing data at Workflow engines, thereby putting more pressure on the algorithm to
prefer the “better” transfer strategy. As expected, the preference for double-indirect
transfers gets higher as its gain in terms of cost increases. Thus, the results show that
in principle, the planner is able to determine the best suited data transfer strategy by
considering the cost of the workflow execution. However, the choice may only become
very significant a) if temporary storage at WFEs is orders of magnitude more expensive
than at SNs, which is not really realistic, or b) if data is stored for very long times during
workflow execution.
6.1.4 Discussion
There are several reasons why we chose to use a Genetic Algorithm for the DWARFS
planner component.
First, as previously mentioned, the combinatorial complexity of the problem space
and its unpredictability (in the sense of the irregularity of existing reservations) effec-
tively rule out exhaustive or analytical optimization approaches, and suggest the uti-
lization of a meta-heuristic optimization approach.
Second, many previous publications have demonstrated that Genetic Algorithms
are indeed an effective approach to solving scheduling problems at various levels of
complexity, e.g., for scheduling jobs for multiprocessor systems and in the Grid [HAR94,
GRH05, CDPEV05, PF05].
This assessment was also confirmed by our previous work [LS10], where the re-
sults reached an average effectiveness of 96.1% of a (known) optimum, and consistently
produced good outcomes concerning both multi-objective optimizations (i.e., the user
perspective) and system load/process partitioning (the system perspective).
Taking a critical stance on the evaluation results presented in this chapter, particu-
larly in Section 6.1.2, they indicate that the Genetic Algorithm approach yields effective
and enforceable plans, but falls short of always producing good (efficient) results. As
discussed earlier, the reason is assumed to be a local optimum that the algorithm con-
verges to, and which it is not easily leaving.
We do not currently know what exactly causes this problem, and how it could be
avoided. One solution could be to adapt the chromosome mutation and/or crossover
functions, by taking into account the “global” chromosome state and thus perform-
ing larger-scale adjustments. More radical approaches might include a redesign of the
internal chromosome representation, or ultimately a complete switch to another class
of meta-heuristic algorithms, e.g., to a Simulated Annealing [KGV83] or Tabu Search
[Glo89] approach. However, we currently do not know how such changes would affect
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the overall results, or the ability to avoid local minima. This topic is beyond the scope of
this thesis and remains an open question for future work, for instance consisting of an
evaluation of several meta-heuristics concerning their effectiveness and efficiency with
regard to this planning scenario.
6.2 Enforcement Evaluation
While the previous section focused on the evaluation of the planner component, plan-
ning a workflow execution is only “half of the story” – in order for the DWARFS ap-
proach to be useful, one must also be able to actually execute the workflow according
to the plan. In other words, the providers involved in the execution of a process must
abide to the QoS guarantees that they committed to, and enforce the provision of the
resources that have been reserved.
6.2.1 Scenario 1: Single Process on Amazon Web Services
Infrastructure
In this scenario, we started with the simplest possible evaluation, namely to plan and
execute a single workflow. We again used the Weather Forecast Workflow depicted in
Figure 6.1, with one minor adaptation: all the operation execution times were divided
by a factor of 5. This was only done to minimize the time required for the measure-
ments, and does not affect the results in any other way. In terms of deployment, we
also went for a minimalistic setup, with a single Workflow Engine on one node, and a
single Operation Provider – providing all operations – on a second node. Both nodes
were deployed at the same Amazon site (namely Ireland), and the Operation Provider
was a dual-core machine (corresponding to a “medium” host type). The primary reason
for employing such a minimal setup is that it is easier to saturate a small infrastructure
(i.e.,, to force activities to actually execute in parallel, and thus to compete for resources
where allocations have to be enforced). Actually deploying a large setup (such as the
simulated one used for the planner evaluation) would have resulted in prohibitive costs,
and since the enforcement is always performed in the same manner, we do not believe
that it would have yielded a significantly different outcome.
Before presenting the results, let us shortly revisit a few important aspects concern-
ing the enforcement and our setup. We mainly have to deal with the enforcement of
transitory resources, namely network bandwidth and CPU. The enforcement of band-
width limitations can only be performed on the sender side by throttling the amount
of data that gets transmitted. The enforcement of CPU shares is done at the operation
provider by monitoring CPU usages and adjusting priorities of the individual opera-
tions’ threads.
For the evaluations, we have implemented mocks of the individual operations. The
data that is produced by each operation abides to the process definition in terms of data
volume, but consists only of zeroes. Analogously, the CPU-intensive processing was
simulated by repeatedly performing SHA-256 hash operations. We initially measured
a the number of hash calculations that the node was capable to perform per minute.
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Workflow Step Planned Actual Deviation
Step 1: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 1
Transfer start 00:00:02 -00:11:40 -00:11:42
Transfer end 00:00:03 00:00:05 +00:00:02
Step 2: Invocation, Operation 1
Upload start 00:01:06 00:00:05 -00:01:01
Upload end 00:01:09 00:01:06 -00:00:03
Execution start 00:01:09 00:01:06 -00:00:03
Execution end 00:01:29 00:01:21 -00:00:08
Download start 00:01:29 00:01:21 -00:00:08
Download end 00:02:57 00:02:56 -00:00:01
Step 3: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 2
Transfer start 00:00:01 -00:11:40 -00:11:41
Transfer end 00:00:02 00:00:06 +00:00:04
Step 4: Invocation, Operation 2
Upload start 00:00:02 00:00:06 +00:00:04
Upload end 00:00:03 00:00:06 +00:00:03
Execution start 00:00:03 00:00:06 +00:00:03
Execution end 00:00:11 00:00:14 +00:00:03
Download start 00:00:11 00:00:14 +00:00:03
Download end 00:01:31 00:01:30 -00:00:01
Step 5: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 3
Transfer start 00:00:01 -00:11:41 -00:11:42
Transfer end 00:00:02 00:00:03 +00:00:01
Step 6: Invocation, Operation 3
Upload start 00:00:20 00:00:03 -00:00:17
Upload end 00:00:23 00:00:20 -00:00:03
Execution start 00:00:23 00:00:20 -00:00:03
Execution end 00:00:27 00:00:27 -00:00:00
Download start 00:00:27 00:00:27 -00:00:00
Download end 00:01:29 00:01:28 -00:00:01
Step 7: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 4
Transfer start 00:00:01 -00:11:41 -00:11:42
Transfer end 00:00:02 00:00:05 +00:00:03
Step 8: Invocation, Operation 4
Upload start 00:01:12 00:00:06 -00:01:06
Upload end 00:01:15 00:01:12 -00:00:03
Execution start 00:01:15 00:01:12 -00:00:03
Execution end 00:01:31 00:01:27 -00:00:04
Download start 00:01:31 00:01:27 -00:00:04
Download end 00:03:06 00:03:05 -00:00:01
Step 9: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 7
Transfer start 00:00:02 -00:11:40 -00:11:42
Transfer end 00:00:03 00:00:04 +00:00:01
Step 10: Invocation, Operation 7
Upload start 00:02:27 00:00:04 -00:02:23
Upload end 00:02:28 00:02:27 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:02:28 00:02:27 -00:00:01
Execution end 00:02:57 00:02:40 -00:00:17
Download start 00:02:57 00:02:40 -00:00:17
Download end 00:04:12 00:04:11 -00:00:01
Step 11: WFE transfer, Operation 1Ñ Operation 5
Transfer start 00:02:57 00:02:57 -00:00:00
Transfer end 00:11:42 00:11:41 -00:00:01
Step 12: Invocation, Operation 5
Upload start 00:11:42 00:11:41 -00:00:01
Upload end 00:12:22 00:12:22 -00:00:00
Execution start 00:12:22 00:12:22 -00:00:00
Execution end 00:15:36 00:14:23 -00:01:13
Download start 00:15:36 00:14:23 -00:01:13
Download end 00:16:57 00:16:56 -00:00:01
Step 13: WFE transfer, Operation 1Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:02:57 00:02:57 -00:00:00
Transfer end 00:03:06 00:03:04 -00:00:02
Step 14: WFE transfer, Operation 2Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:01:31 00:01:32 +00:00:01
Transfer end 00:01:39 00:01:38 -00:00:01
Workflow Step Planned Actual Deviation
Step 15: WFE transfer, Operation 3Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:01:29 00:01:29 -00:00:00
Transfer end 00:01:42 00:01:41 -00:00:01
Step 16: WFE transfer, Operation 4Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:03:06 00:03:06 -00:00:00
Transfer end 00:03:14 00:03:12 -00:00:02
Step 17: Invocation, Operation 6
Upload start 00:03:14 00:03:12 -00:00:02
Upload end 00:06:05 00:06:05 -00:00:00
Execution start 00:06:05 00:06:05 -00:00:00
Execution end 00:18:05 00:18:12 +00:00:07
Download start 00:18:05 00:18:12 +00:00:07
Download end 00:22:34 00:22:43 +00:00:09
Step 18: WFE transfer, Operation 5Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 00:16:57 00:16:56 -00:00:01
Transfer end 00:17:16 00:17:14 -00:00:02
Step 19: WFE transfer, Operation 6Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 00:22:34 00:22:43 +00:00:09
Transfer end 00:23:10 00:23:09 -00:00:01
Step 20: WFE transfer, Operation 7Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 00:04:12 00:04:12 -00:00:00
Transfer end 00:04:22 00:04:21 -00:00:01
Step 21: Invocation, Operation 8
Upload start 00:23:10 00:23:09 -00:00:01
Upload end 00:28:58 00:28:58 -00:00:00
Execution start 00:28:58 00:28:58 -00:00:00
Execution end 00:36:58 00:37:02 +00:00:04
Download start 00:36:58 00:37:02 +00:00:04
Download end 00:59:21 01:00:01 +00:00:40
Step 22: WFE transfer, Operation 8Ñ Operation 9
Transfer start 00:59:21 01:00:01 +00:00:40
Transfer end 01:02:20 01:02:19 -00:00:01
Step 23: Invocation, Operation 9
Upload start 01:02:20 01:02:19 -00:00:01
Upload end 01:24:43 01:25:32 +00:00:49
Execution start 01:24:43 01:25:32 +00:00:49
Execution end 01:40:43 01:41:41 +00:00:58
Download start 01:40:43 01:41:41 +00:00:58
Download end 02:03:06 02:03:43 +00:00:37
Step 24: WFE transfer, Operation 9Ñ Operation 10
Transfer start 02:03:06 02:03:43 +00:00:37
Transfer end 02:06:05 02:06:04 -00:00:01
Step 25: Invocation, Operation 10
Upload start 02:06:05 02:06:04 -00:00:01
Upload end 02:28:28 02:29:16 +00:00:48
Execution start 02:28:28 02:29:16 +00:00:48
Execution end 02:36:28 02:37:17 +00:00:49
Download start 02:36:28 02:37:17 +00:00:49
Download end 02:45:25 02:45:45 +00:00:20
Step 26: WFE transfer, Operation 10Ñ Operation 11
Transfer start 02:45:25 02:45:45 +00:00:20
Transfer end 02:46:37 02:46:36 -00:00:01
Step 27: Invocation, Operation 11
Upload start 02:46:37 02:46:36 -00:00:01
Upload end 02:55:34 02:55:53 +00:00:19
Execution start 02:55:34 02:55:53 +00:00:19
Execution end 02:55:46 02:56:05 +00:00:19
Download start 02:55:46 02:56:05 +00:00:19
Download end 02:55:50 02:56:06 +00:00:16
Step 28: WFE transfer, Operation 11Ñ End Activity
Transfer start 02:55:50 02:56:06 +00:00:16
Transfer end 02:55:51 02:56:07 +00:00:16
Table 6.8: Enforcement Scenario 1: Evaluation Results
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Operation invocations then would simply scale that number up according to the re-
quested operation, and perform the resulting amount of hash calculations. Thus, while
the workflow did not actually “do anything meaningful”, this setup still simulated real
behavior – following the characteristics of the weather forecast workflow – and allowed
to evaluate the effectiveness of the enforcement.
The results for this scenario are shown in Table 6.8. For each workflow step, the
planned and actual start and end timestamps are shown, as well as the deviation (the
difference between the plan and the actual execution). Because this is the most impor-
tant measure, the data in this column are presented in dark green if the actual execution
was ahead of the planned time, and in dark orange if it was delayed behind the planned
time.
• The “planned” and “actual” timestamps are given in HH:MM:SS format, and are
relative to the actually planned start of the workflow.
• All “actual” values have been rounded to the nearest full second.
• The negative values found at the beginning of the process are caused by the client
computer having started the execution too early.
• Whenever the actual execution was ahead of the plan, the enforcement compo-
nents ensured that the execution was delayed until the planned time was reached.
Discussion
As can be seen from the results, at first glance, the enforcement generally works rea-
sonably well – the total duration of the entire process was just under 3 hours, and it
finished with a delay of 16 seconds. On the other hand, in a real-world setting, even a
delay of a single second could result in major problems, because providers have only
committed to provide resources exactly for the planned timeslots, and might refuse to
allocate resources beyond the reserved time. It is therefore necessary to analyze where
such delays occur.
Taking a closer look at the results, one can distinguish three different cases where de-
lays occur. The first case occurs at the very beginning of the process execution, namely
in the first 15 seconds. We believe these to be related to the workflow engine performing
some initial setup (e.g., fetching the WSDL documents for the invocations). These de-
lays do not exceed 4 seconds, and could be eliminated by adjusting the implementation
of the workflow engine.
The second case occurs for instance during the invocation of Operation 6 (Workflow
step 17), where the actual execution starts on time, but finishes 7 seconds late. In this
case, the CPU took longer than expected to perform the calculations. In other words,
the provider had “overestimated” the capacity of the CPU, and would have to adjust
the co-allocation constraints.
The third case is the most serious, and occurs most prominently starting with the
download of data from Operation 8 through the end of the workflow: Every data down-
load (from the Operation Provider to the Workflow Engine), as well as every data up-
load (from the WFE to the OP) finishes late. We first believed this to be related to the
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Figure 6.9: Enforcement: Accounting for Buffering Behavior
Amazon infrastructure, which does not give any explicit guarantees concerning net-
work bandwidth, and could simply have been overloaded. Therefore, we repeated the
evaluation in a more controlled, local network, but the issues persisted. In fact, these
issues are only happening in the parts of the workflow where large data (1 GB or more)
are shipped, and the delays are roughly proportional to the data volume.
The delays are caused by the Application Server (Glassfish) buffering large data to
disk. Even if the data sender is perfectly abiding to the plan and transmitting data
exactly at the reserved rate, additional buffering occurs only after data has been com-
pletely transmitted. While this explains the delays, we did not find a way to fix that
behavior. In order to still be able to perform meaningful evaluations, we therefore had
to account for this particular behavior of the application server. The solution that we
adopted is entirely consistent with the model, and is shown in Figure 6.9: instead of an
operation invocation only entailing upload, execution, and download stages, it contains
an additional “buffer” stage after each data transfer. This is achieved by modifying the
co-allocation constraints for every operation invocation, by adding additional allocation
constraints for unique (dummy) resources.
6.2.2 Scenario 2: Multiple Processes on Local Infrastructure
After applying the abovementioned adaptations to account for deficiencies of the tools
used in the implementation, the enforcement did not exhibit delays related to buffering
anymore. Thus, we proceeded to the evaluation of the enforcement of multiple simul-
tanous processes. This evaluation was done on a local infrastructure, with the process
definition shown in Figure 6.1 (with unmodified operation durations). We again em-
ployed a single “medium” Operation Provider, and a single Workflow Engine.
We consecutively scheduled three instances of the workflow, for all of which early
termination was used as the planning goal, and all of which were planned to start at
an identical timestamp (if possible). Naturally, the first process had the shortest total
duration, as it was planning on an infrastructure with no initially present reservations,
while the subsequently planned processes had to account for reservations made earlier.
However, the execution of those three processes was still overlapping, thus requiring
correct resource enforcement.
The results are depicted in Tables 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11. With the single exception of a
delay of 2 seconds when executing Operation 1 of Process 1 (which we cannot explain),
the actual executions are perfectly abiding to the plans. There are still delays present
during large data transfers, but these are now expected and absorbed by the additional
“buffer” allocations. For simplicity’s sake, we used 180 seconds as the duration for all
those buffers (because that number was sufficient for all delays observed in this sce-
nario), but they could also be adjusted to take into account the amount of data.
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Workflow Step Planned Actual Deviation
Step 1: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 1
Transfer start 00:00:01 -00:23:55 -00:23:56
Transfer end 00:00:02 00:00:01 -00:00:01
Step 2: Invocation, Operation 1
Upload start 00:00:02 00:00:02 -00:00:00
Upload end 00:00:03 00:00:02 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:03:03 00:00:02 -00:03:01
Execution end 00:04:03 00:04:05 +00:00:02
Download start 00:04:03 00:04:05 +00:00:02
Download end 00:09:39 00:09:37 -00:00:02
Step 3: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 2
Transfer start 00:00:02 -00:23:55 -00:23:57
Transfer end 00:00:03 00:00:02 -00:00:01
Step 4: Invocation, Operation 2
Upload start 00:00:03 00:00:02 -00:00:01
Upload end 00:00:04 00:00:03 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:03:04 00:00:03 -00:03:01
Execution end 00:03:53 00:03:46 -00:00:07
Download start 00:03:53 00:03:46 -00:00:07
Download end 00:11:57 00:11:56 -00:00:01
Step 5: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 3
Transfer start 00:00:02 -00:23:55 -00:23:57
Transfer end 00:00:03 00:00:02 -00:00:01
Step 6: Invocation, Operation 3
Upload start 00:05:53 00:00:02 -00:05:51
Upload end 00:05:54 00:05:53 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:08:54 00:05:53 -00:03:01
Execution end 00:09:39 00:09:14 -00:00:25
Download start 00:09:39 00:09:14 -00:00:25
Download end 00:17:08 00:17:06 -00:00:02
Step 7: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 4
Transfer start 00:00:03 -00:23:55 -00:23:58
Transfer end 00:00:04 00:00:03 -00:00:01
Step 8: Invocation, Operation 4
Upload start 00:00:59 00:00:03 -00:00:56
Upload end 00:01:00 00:00:59 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:04:00 00:00:59 -00:03:01
Execution end 00:05:29 00:05:02 -00:00:27
Download start 00:05:29 00:05:02 -00:00:27
Download end 00:17:49 00:17:48 -00:00:01
Step 9: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 7
Transfer start 00:00:04 -00:23:56 -00:24:00
Transfer end 00:00:05 00:00:04 -00:00:01
Step 10: Invocation, Operation 7
Upload start 00:08:33 00:00:04 -00:08:29
Upload end 00:08:34 00:08:33 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:11:34 00:08:33 -00:03:01
Execution end 00:17:08 00:12:33 -00:04:35
Download start 00:17:08 00:12:33 -00:04:35
Download end 00:25:15 00:25:14 -00:00:01
Step 11: WFE transfer, Operation 1Ñ Operation 5
Transfer start 00:12:39 00:09:38 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:14:24 00:14:23 -00:00:01
Step 12: Invocation, Operation 5
Upload start 00:35:01 00:14:23 -00:20:38
Upload end 00:43:22 00:43:21 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:46:22 00:43:21 -00:03:01
Execution end 01:02:30 00:56:36 -00:05:54
Download start 01:02:30 00:56:36 -00:05:54
Download end 01:10:13 01:10:12 -00:00:01
Step 13: WFE transfer, Operation 1Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:12:39 00:09:38 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:13:32 00:13:31 -00:00:01
Step 14: WFE transfer, Operation 2Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:14:57 00:11:56 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:15:47 00:15:46 -00:00:01
Workflow Step Planned Actual Deviation
Step 15: WFE transfer, Operation 3Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:20:08 00:17:07 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:20:50 00:20:49 -00:00:01
Step 16: WFE transfer, Operation 4Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:20:50 00:17:48 -00:03:02
Transfer end 00:21:32 00:21:31 -00:00:01
Step 17: Invocation, Operation 6
Upload start 00:21:32 00:21:31 -00:00:01
Upload end 00:34:54 00:34:56 +00:00:02
Execution start 00:37:54 00:34:56 -00:02:58
Execution end 01:37:54 01:37:36 -00:00:18
Download start 01:37:54 01:37:36 -00:00:18
Download end 01:58:58 01:59:01 +00:00:03
Step 18: WFE transfer, Operation 5Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 01:13:13 01:10:12 -00:03:01
Transfer end 01:14:30 01:14:29 -00:00:01
Step 19: WFE transfer, Operation 6Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 02:01:58 01:59:01 -00:02:57
Transfer end 02:05:33 02:05:32 -00:00:01
Step 20: WFE transfer, Operation 7Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 00:28:15 00:25:14 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:29:15 00:29:14 -00:00:01
Step 21: Invocation, Operation 8
Upload start 02:05:33 02:05:32 -00:00:01
Upload end 02:32:47 02:33:11 +00:00:24
Execution start 02:35:47 02:33:11 -00:02:36
Execution end 03:15:47 03:15:01 -00:00:46
Download start 03:15:47 03:15:01 -00:00:46
Download end 05:01:04 05:02:53 +00:01:49
Step 22: WFE transfer, Operation 8Ñ Operation 9
Transfer start 05:04:04 05:02:54 -00:01:10
Transfer end 05:21:58 05:21:57 -00:00:01
Step 23: Invocation, Operation 9
Upload start 05:21:58 05:21:57 -00:00:01
Upload end 07:07:15 07:07:49 +00:00:34
Execution start 07:10:15 07:07:49 -00:02:26
Execution end 08:30:15 08:29:14 -00:01:01
Download start 08:30:15 08:29:14 -00:01:01
Download end 10:15:32 10:17:23 +00:01:51
Step 24: WFE transfer, Operation 9Ñ Operation 10
Transfer start 10:18:32 10:17:24 -00:01:08
Transfer end 10:36:26 10:36:25 -00:00:01
Step 25: Invocation, Operation 10
Upload start 10:36:26 10:36:25 -00:00:01
Upload end 12:21:43 12:22:20 +00:00:37
Execution start 12:24:43 12:22:20 -00:02:23
Execution end 13:04:43 13:04:13 -00:00:30
Download start 13:04:43 13:04:13 -00:00:30
Download end 13:46:50 13:47:33 +00:00:43
Step 26: WFE transfer, Operation 10Ñ Operation 11
Transfer start 13:49:50 13:47:33 -00:02:17
Transfer end 13:57:00 13:56:59 -00:00:01
Step 27: Invocation, Operation 11
Upload start 13:57:00 13:56:59 -00:00:01
Upload end 14:39:07 14:39:22 +00:00:15
Execution start 14:42:07 14:39:22 -00:02:45
Execution end 14:43:07 14:43:06 -00:00:01
Download start 14:43:07 14:43:06 -00:00:01
Download end 14:43:20 14:43:19 -00:00:01
Step 28: WFE transfer, Operation 11Ñ End Activity
Transfer start 14:46:20 14:43:19 -00:03:01
Transfer end 14:46:26 14:46:24 -00:00:02
Table 6.9: Enforcement Scenario 2, Process 1: Evaluation Results
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Workflow Step Planned Actual Deviation
Step 1: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 1
Transfer start 00:00:03 -00:23:44 -00:23:47
Transfer end 00:00:04 00:00:03 -00:00:01
Step 2: Invocation, Operation 1
Upload start 00:34:54 00:00:03 -00:34:51
Upload end 00:34:57 00:34:55 -00:00:02
Execution start 00:37:57 00:34:55 -00:03:02
Execution end 00:40:05 00:39:00 -00:01:05
Download start 00:40:05 00:39:00 -00:01:05
Download end 00:50:02 00:50:01 -00:00:01
Step 3: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 2
Transfer start 00:00:06 -00:23:44 -00:23:50
Transfer end 00:00:07 00:00:06 -00:00:01
Step 4: Invocation, Operation 2
Upload start 00:12:19 00:00:06 -00:12:13
Upload end 00:12:20 00:12:19 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:15:20 00:12:19 -00:03:01
Execution end 00:17:49 00:15:59 -00:01:50
Download start 00:17:49 00:15:59 -00:01:50
Download end 00:22:36 00:22:35 -00:00:01
Step 5: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 3
Transfer start 00:00:05 -00:23:44 -00:23:49
Transfer end 00:00:06 00:00:05 -00:00:01
Step 6: Invocation, Operation 3
Upload start 00:18:28 00:00:05 -00:18:23
Upload end 00:18:29 00:18:28 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:21:29 00:18:28 -00:03:01
Execution end 00:22:36 00:21:49 -00:00:47
Download start 00:22:36 00:21:49 -00:00:47
Download end 00:30:05 00:30:04 -00:00:01
Step 7: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 4
Transfer start 00:00:04 -00:23:44 -00:23:48
Transfer end 00:00:05 00:00:04 -00:00:01
Step 8: Invocation, Operation 4
Upload start 00:20:20 00:00:04 -00:20:16
Upload end 00:20:21 00:20:20 -00:00:01
Execution start 00:23:21 00:20:20 -00:03:01
Execution end 00:25:15 00:24:21 -00:00:54
Download start 00:25:15 00:24:21 -00:00:54
Download end 00:35:03 00:35:02 -00:00:01
Step 9: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 7
Transfer start 00:00:05 -00:23:44 -00:23:49
Transfer end 00:00:06 00:00:05 -00:00:01
Step 10: Invocation, Operation 7
Upload start 00:59:29 00:00:05 -00:59:24
Upload end 00:59:30 00:59:29 -00:00:01
Execution start 01:02:30 00:59:29 -00:03:01
Execution end 02:42:30 01:12:51 -01:29:39
Download start 02:42:30 01:12:51 -01:29:39
Download end 02:47:15 02:47:14 -00:00:01
Step 11: WFE transfer, Operation 1Ñ Operation 5
Transfer start 00:53:05 00:50:01 -00:03:04
Transfer end 00:53:44 00:53:43 -00:00:01
Step 12: Invocation, Operation 5
Upload start 00:53:44 00:53:43 -00:00:01
Upload end 00:58:48 00:58:47 -00:00:01
Execution start 01:01:48 00:58:47 -00:03:01
Execution end 01:23:40 01:11:51 -00:11:49
Download start 01:23:40 01:11:51 -00:11:49
Download end 01:30:41 01:30:40 -00:00:01
Step 13: WFE transfer, Operation 1Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:53:02 00:50:01 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:54:29 00:54:28 -00:00:01
Step 14: WFE transfer, Operation 2Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:25:36 00:22:35 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:26:54 00:26:53 -00:00:01
Workflow Step Planned Actual Deviation
Step 15: WFE transfer, Operation 3Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:33:05 00:30:04 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:34:56 00:34:54 -00:00:02
Step 16: WFE transfer, Operation 4Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 00:38:03 00:35:02 -00:03:01
Transfer end 00:39:12 00:39:11 -00:00:01
Step 17: Invocation, Operation 6
Upload start 01:07:14 00:54:28 -00:12:46
Upload end 01:25:18 01:25:18 -00:00:00
Execution start 01:28:18 01:25:18 -00:03:00
Execution end 02:47:15 02:27:47 -00:19:28
Download start 02:47:15 02:27:47 -00:19:28
Download end 03:09:39 03:09:40 +00:00:01
Step 18: WFE transfer, Operation 5Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 01:33:41 01:30:40 -00:03:01
Transfer end 01:35:38 01:35:37 -00:00:01
Step 19: WFE transfer, Operation 6Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 03:12:39 03:09:40 -00:02:59
Transfer end 03:25:55 03:25:53 -00:00:02
Step 20: WFE transfer, Operation 7Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 02:50:15 02:47:14 -00:03:01
Transfer end 02:51:32 02:51:31 -00:00:01
Step 21: Invocation, Operation 8
Upload start 03:49:42 03:25:53 -00:23:49
Upload end 04:18:04 04:18:12 +00:00:08
Execution start 04:21:04 04:18:12 -00:02:52
Execution end 05:01:04 05:00:43 -00:00:21
Download start 05:01:04 05:00:43 -00:00:21
Download end 07:48:10 07:50:13 +00:02:03
Step 22: WFE transfer, Operation 8Ñ Operation 9
Transfer start 07:51:10 07:50:13 -00:00:57
Transfer end 08:09:04 08:09:03 -00:00:01
Step 23: Invocation, Operation 9
Upload start 08:09:04 08:09:03 -00:00:01
Upload end 09:54:21 09:54:56 +00:00:35
Execution start 09:57:21 09:54:56 -00:02:25
Execution end 11:17:21 11:16:25 -00:00:56
Download start 11:17:21 11:16:25 -00:00:56
Download end 13:02:38 13:04:27 +00:01:49
Step 24: WFE transfer, Operation 9Ñ Operation 10
Transfer start 13:05:38 13:04:27 -00:01:11
Transfer end 13:36:30 13:36:28 -00:00:02
Step 25: Invocation, Operation 10
Upload start 14:39:07 13:36:28 -01:02:39
Upload end 16:24:24 16:25:01 +00:00:37
Execution start 16:27:24 16:25:01 -00:02:23
Execution end 17:07:24 17:06:45 -00:00:39
Download start 17:07:24 17:06:45 -00:00:39
Download end 17:49:31 17:50:03 +00:00:32
Step 26: WFE transfer, Operation 10Ñ Operation 11
Transfer start 17:52:31 17:50:03 -00:02:28
Transfer end 17:59:41 17:59:40 -00:00:01
Step 27: Invocation, Operation 11
Upload start 17:59:41 17:59:40 -00:00:01
Upload end 18:41:48 18:42:03 +00:00:15
Execution start 18:44:48 18:42:03 -00:02:45
Execution end 18:45:48 18:45:47 -00:00:01
Download start 18:45:48 18:45:47 -00:00:01
Download end 18:46:01 18:45:59 -00:00:02
Step 28: WFE transfer, Operation 11Ñ End Activity
Transfer start 18:49:01 18:45:59 -00:03:02
Transfer end 18:49:04 18:49:02 -00:00:02
Table 6.10: Enforcement Scenario 2, Process 2: Evaluation Results
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Workflow Step Planned Actual Deviation
Step 1: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 1
Transfer start 01:44:07 -00:23:20 -02:07:27
Transfer end 01:44:08 01:44:07 -00:00:01
Step 2: Invocation, Operation 1
Upload start 01:54:41 01:44:07 -00:10:34
Upload end 01:54:42 01:54:41 -00:00:01
Execution start 01:57:42 01:54:41 -00:03:01
Execution end 01:58:58 01:58:42 -00:00:16
Download start 01:58:58 01:58:42 -00:00:16
Download end 02:05:01 02:05:00 -00:00:01
Step 3: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 2
Transfer start 01:44:08 -00:23:20 -02:07:28
Transfer end 01:44:09 01:44:08 -00:00:01
Step 4: Invocation, Operation 2
Upload start 02:01:23 01:44:08 -00:17:15
Upload end 02:01:24 02:01:23 -00:00:01
Execution start 02:04:24 02:01:23 -00:03:01
Execution end 02:07:26 02:05:04 -00:02:22
Download start 02:07:26 02:05:04 -00:02:22
Download end 02:12:35 02:12:34 -00:00:01
Step 5: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 3
Transfer start 01:44:08 -00:23:20 -02:07:28
Transfer end 01:44:09 01:44:08 -00:00:01
Step 6: Invocation, Operation 3
Upload start 01:55:57 01:44:08 -00:11:49
Upload end 01:55:58 01:55:57 -00:00:01
Execution start 01:58:58 01:55:57 -00:03:01
Execution end 01:59:28 01:59:18 -00:00:10
Download start 01:59:28 01:59:18 -00:00:10
Download end 02:07:26 02:07:24 -00:00:02
Step 7: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 4
Transfer start 01:44:09 -00:23:20 -02:07:29
Transfer end 01:44:10 01:44:09 -00:00:01
Step 8: Invocation, Operation 4
Upload start 01:59:33 01:44:09 -00:15:24
Upload end 01:59:34 01:59:33 -00:00:01
Execution start 02:02:34 01:59:33 -00:03:01
Execution end 02:05:01 02:03:33 -00:01:28
Download start 02:05:01 02:03:33 -00:01:28
Download end 02:15:34 02:15:33 -00:00:01
Step 9: WFE transfer, Start ActivityÑ Operation 7
Transfer start 01:44:09 -00:23:20 -02:07:29
Transfer end 01:44:10 01:44:09 -00:00:01
Step 10: Invocation, Operation 7
Upload start 07:43:45 01:44:09 -05:59:36
Upload end 07:43:58 07:43:56 -00:00:02
Execution start 07:46:58 07:43:56 -00:03:02
Execution end 07:48:10 07:47:59 -00:00:11
Download start 07:48:10 07:47:59 -00:00:11
Download end 07:53:53 07:53:54 +00:00:01
Step 11: WFE transfer, Operation 1Ñ Operation 5
Transfer start 02:08:01 02:05:00 -00:03:01
Transfer end 02:09:43 02:09:42 -00:00:01
Step 12: Invocation, Operation 5
Upload start 02:46:04 02:09:42 -00:36:22
Upload end 02:54:53 02:54:53 -00:00:00
Execution start 02:57:53 02:54:53 -00:03:00
Execution end 03:09:39 03:08:02 -00:01:37
Download start 03:09:39 03:08:02 -00:01:37
Download end 03:15:10 03:15:09 -00:00:01
Step 13: WFE transfer, Operation 1Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 02:08:01 02:05:00 -00:03:01
Transfer end 02:10:24 02:10:23 -00:00:01
Step 14: WFE transfer, Operation 2Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 02:15:35 02:12:34 -00:03:01
Transfer end 02:16:20 02:16:19 -00:00:01
Workflow Step Planned Actual Deviation
Step 15: WFE transfer, Operation 3Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 02:10:26 02:07:25 -00:03:01
Transfer end 02:12:20 02:12:18 -00:00:02
Step 16: WFE transfer, Operation 4Ñ Operation 6
Transfer start 02:18:34 02:15:33 -00:03:01
Transfer end 02:20:06 02:20:04 -00:00:02
Step 17: Invocation, Operation 6
Upload start 03:29:41 02:20:04 -01:09:37
Upload end 03:44:53 03:44:56 +00:00:03
Execution start 03:47:53 03:44:56 -00:02:57
Execution end 05:01:04 04:47:20 -00:13:44
Download start 05:01:04 04:47:20 -00:13:44
Download end 06:08:59 06:09:29 +00:00:30
Step 18: WFE transfer, Operation 5Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 03:18:10 03:15:09 -00:03:01
Transfer end 03:24:44 03:24:43 -00:00:01
Step 19: WFE transfer, Operation 6Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 06:11:59 06:09:29 -00:02:30
Transfer end 06:15:34 06:15:33 -00:00:01
Step 20: WFE transfer, Operation 7Ñ Operation 8
Transfer start 08:09:04 07:53:54 -00:15:10
Transfer end 08:11:10 08:11:09 -00:00:01
Step 21: Invocation, Operation 8
Upload start 12:25:35 08:11:09 -04:14:26
Upload end 13:28:54 13:29:02 +00:00:08
Execution start 13:31:54 13:29:02 -00:02:52
Execution end 14:43:20 14:11:19 -00:32:01
Download start 14:43:20 14:11:19 -00:32:01
Download end 16:54:56 16:56:45 +00:01:49
Step 22: WFE transfer, Operation 8Ñ Operation 9
Transfer start 16:57:56 16:56:46 -00:01:10
Transfer end 17:29:54 17:29:53 -00:00:01
Step 23: Invocation, Operation 9
Upload start 18:41:48 17:29:53 -01:11:55
Upload end 20:27:05 20:27:42 +00:00:37
Execution start 20:30:05 20:27:42 -00:02:23
Execution end 21:50:05 21:48:53 -00:01:12
Download start 21:50:05 21:48:53 -00:01:12
Download end 23:35:22 23:37:15 +00:01:53
Step 24: WFE transfer, Operation 9Ñ Operation 10
Transfer start 23:38:22 23:37:15 -00:01:07
Transfer end 23:56:16 23:56:15 -00:00:01
Step 25: Invocation, Operation 10
Upload start 23:56:16 23:56:15 -00:00:01
Upload end 25:41:33 25:42:11 +00:00:38
Execution start 25:44:33 25:42:11 -00:02:22
Execution end 26:24:33 26:23:54 -00:00:39
Download start 26:24:33 26:23:54 -00:00:39
Download end 27:06:40 27:07:10 +00:00:30
Step 26: WFE transfer, Operation 10Ñ Operation 11
Transfer start 27:09:40 27:07:10 -00:02:30
Transfer end 27:16:50 27:16:49 -00:00:01
Step 27: Invocation, Operation 11
Upload start 27:16:50 27:16:49 -00:00:01
Upload end 27:58:57 27:59:12 +00:00:15
Execution start 28:01:57 27:59:12 -00:02:45
Execution end 28:02:57 28:02:56 -00:00:01
Download start 28:02:57 28:02:56 -00:00:01
Download end 28:03:10 28:03:09 -00:00:01
Step 28: WFE transfer, Operation 11Ñ End Activity
Transfer start 28:06:10 28:03:09 -00:03:01
Transfer end 28:06:13 28:06:12 -00:00:01
Table 6.11: Enforcement Scenario 2, Process 3: Evaluation Results
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6.2.3 Discussion
After applying the abovementioned workaround (which is only needed to account for
behavior specific to the employed software stack), the resource enforcement turned out
to be very good to excellent, and all processes were able to (almost) exactly abide to their
schedules. However, minimal deviations (in the order of a few seconds) could still occur
simply because of the dynamicity of the system (such as background processes not con-
trollable by DWARFS), so we suggest to employ a slightly more conservative strategy
which allows to absorb small delays. This could for instance be achieved by marginally
underestimating the capacities of transitory resources, such as CPU or bandwidth (thus
minimally overestimating the time required during execution).

7
Related Work
The purpose of the DWARFS system, as a whole, is the distributed execution of Scien-
tific Workflows in a predictable manner by using Advance Reservations. In the previ-
ous chapters, we have described the details and concepts and methods that we employ
to realize such a system. In this chapter, we will take a step back from the DWARFS
system as such. Instead, we will look at the important aspects of the problem setting as
such, and present and put into perspective other representative systems and approaches
which tackle the same or similar, related, problems.
We start with a general overview of entire systems for workflow execution, while
highlighting unique features, and similarities with (and differences to) DWARFS. Af-
terwards, we consider the problem of planning or scheduling workflow executions. Fi-
nally, we take a look at one particular aspect of execution – which in turn influences
the planning –, namely the supervision of executing operations to predict their future
behavior.
While the concepts involved are very similar, different research groups often use
slightly different vocabulary to designate them. In the following, wherever possible
and meaningful, we will employ the terminology used throughout this document.
7.1 Distributed and Scientific Workflow Systems
The single smallest common denominator for all workflow systems is that they are able
to execute (orchestrate) workflows composed of individual activities, linked to each
other via data flow or control flow dependencies. However, commonalities already end
here, as there are many degrees of freedom concerning specific features. We shortly
present the most important of these below.
Workflow Characteristics
Typically, a distinction is made between Business Workflows and Scientific Workflows.
Apart from qualitative distinction by the different domain use cases (e.g., booking a
flight, or performing an evaluation of experimental data), these workflow types also
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differ “quantitatively”: while Business workflows are generally short-running (seconds,
or minutes) and do not operate on large volumes of data, Scientific Workflows typically
involve large datasets (e.g., Gigabytes and upwards) and consist of computationally
expensive and thus long-running activities (in the order of hours to weeks). Put simply,
Scientific Workflow Systems are aware of potentially very high resource requirements,
and are prepared to handle them.
Provisioning Paradigm
In general, there are two very different possibilities to make use of (remotely) available
processing capabilities. The first option is to send the executable program to the remote
site, and to execute it there. This approach is used in traditional Grid Computing sys-
tems (where individual activities are usually termed jobs), and we will designate this
type of usage by the term Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). On the other end of the scale,
there is what we will call Software as a Service (SaaS), where one merely invokes the
functionality provided by the remote end. In this case, the caller sends the data to be
processed to the provider, but the actual implementation of the functionality remains
known to the provider only, and is essentially a black box to the user. This method
is predominantly employed for the execution of Business Processes in purely Service
Oriented Architectures.
There is a third possibility, which is actually used by existing Workflow Systems,
and which could be described as consolidating, or fitting “in between”, the abovemen-
tioned approaches. To stay with established terminology, we will use the term Platform
as a Service (PaaS) to refer to such systems. What we mean here is that the workflow sys-
tem itself actually provides a “programming platform” to define the implementation of
activities involved in a workflow. In principle, both IaaS- and SaaS- style invocations
can thus be used, for instance by wrapping a Grid job submission or a SOAP call inside
an activity.
Workflow Structure
There are two fundamental ways to model workflows (or more specifically: workflow
definitions). One widely employed possibility is to represent a workflow as a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG), thus disallowing loops in the control flow. The other alternative
is to allow such loops. While this allows for more complex workflow structures, such
(potentially unbounded) loops also pose significant problems for the execution plan-
ning.
Orchestration Locality
In the simplest case, the execution of a workflow instance is orchestrated by a single,
centralized, Workflow Engine, which dispatches the individual activities to the respec-
tive operation providers and monitors and controls the progress of the entire workflow.
In an SaaS setting, that usually consists of (multiple) remote invocations of Web Ser-
vices. In an IaaS setting, it consists of (multiple) job submissions to remote sites. Finally,
in a PaaS setting, the activities are usually executed inside the WFE process (or as child
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processes on the same machine); however, as described above, the activities themselves
may consist of remote invocations.
A decentralized orchestration uses multiple, cooperating Workflow Engines, which
are responsible for handling individual fragments of the workflow. Information about
the state of the execution (both in terms of control flow, and data) must thus be commu-
nicated between the participating WFEs.
Binding Flexibility
If there are multiple choices for executing a particular activity (i.e., multiple Operation
Providers offering the same Operation, or multiple Grid nodes available for executing a
Grid job), then one has to choose which of these to use. This selection – called binding –
can generally be performed at different times. The earliest, and least flexible, possibility
is at the time of defining the workflow, by simply hard-coding the instance to use. The
latest possible time is at runtime, just in time before the actual invocation. Finally, the
third option is to perform the bindings individually for each workflow instance, for
example during a separate planning phase (as DWARFS does).
The abovementioned characteristics are the ones that we deem most relevant for
the following observations. In [YB05], Yu and Buyya present a taxonomy of Workflow
Systems for Grid Computing, which presents a detailed classification of various systems
according to these and other characteristics.
According to the abovementioned criteria, the DWARFS system is geared at the ex-
ecution of Scientific Workflows in an (exclusively) Service Oriented Infrastructure, thus
using the SaaS provisioning paradigm. Workflows are represented as DAGs, and are
orchestrated in a decentralized fashion by multiple WFEs. Finally, binding of activities
(and assignment of WFEs) is performed during the planning phase prior to the execu-
tion – in fact, it corresponds to the establishment of the Advance Reservations.
In the world of Business Processes, to the best of our knowlegde, all major available
products use a centralized coordination scheme. In [Kha08], Khalaf presents a method
and system to support a decentralized execution of Business Processes. To that end,
BPEL-D (BPEL with Data-links) is introduced as a variant of the Business Process Exe-
cution Language, allowing to partition existing workflow definitions into multiple frag-
ments. The partitioning is manually provided by the user; the resulting fragments can
then run on multiple cooperating (BPEL-D) WFEs, while maintaining the operational
semantics of the original workflow. Because it is based on BPEL, the system supports
non-DAG workflow structures and is geared at a SaaS provisioning. Activity binding
in BPEL workflows is generally static (defined at process definition time), but allows
for limited flexibility by (programmatically) re-assigning instance endpoints during the
workflow execution.
Osiris [STS 06] is a fully decentralized Process Management System. Workflows are
defined as a Directed Acyclic Graph. Osiris is designed as a SOA and thus falls into the
SaaS provisioning category. One unique feature of the system is that every participating
node in fact also is a WFE, so that orchestration and activity invocation logically collapse
into one: the execution is orchestrated by the nodes currently performing a workflow
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activity. Osiris uses late binding, determining the most suitable node to continue the
execution just in time from deployment and load information available through system-
wide repositories. As the entire workflow execution state is shipped when transitioning
from one node to another, and data size (and network locality) are not considered dur-
ing the decision making, the system is not very well suited for workflows involving
massive amounts of data.
JOpera [PA04] is a tool for designing and executing workflows. It is mostly targeting
the SaaS paradigm (SOAP and REST Web Services are supported as first class citizens),
but also includes PaaS aspects which allow to include local components (such as user-
defined Java code, or job submissions to Grid environments). The workflow structure is
not limited to DAGs. JOpera supports many binding possibilities, including the unique
possibility to flexibly determine bindings by reflection, i.e., by introspecting the current
process state [PA05]. The system uses centralized orchestration; even though it supports
scaling out (for instance by deploying multiple WFE instances on a cluster), it does not
seem to support a truely decentralized coordination of process orchestration.
Taverna [OAF 04] was designed as a “tool for the composition and enactment of
bioinformatics workflows”. It can best be described as using the PaaS paradigm: work-
flow orchestration is handled by a single, local, engine. Activities are thus – in principle
– run locally, but may make use of so-called “processors”, which can interface with
SOAP Web Services (and with traditional Grid sites [KMB08]). Taverna supports work-
flows defined as DAGs, and uses late (just in time) binding, where available instances
can be looked up in UDDI registries or ontology directories.
Kepler [ABJ 04] is another system that falls into the PaaS category, in that it provides
a platform where activities can be defined and “plugged together”. The system was ini-
tially designed to target classic Grid environments, and has then been expanded to also
support SOAs (whereas Taverna evolved in the opposite direction). Kepler supports
non-DAG workflows, and uses a centralized execution environment. Kepler employs
static (definition-time) binding, but supports re-assignment to alternative instances in
the case of failures.
Askalon [FJP 05] is mainly targeted at grid workflow applications and thus uses the
IaaS paradigm. It employs decentralized orchestration and supports non-DAG work-
flows. In contrast to the abovementioned systems, it can be aware of the resource re-
quirements of workflows, and provides planning and advance reservation capabilities
through a system termed GridARM [SF05]. The main difference to the DWARFS ap-
proach lies in the different provisioning paradigm: Askalon focuses on IaaS – thus, the
user is responsible for predicting the execution characteristics. DWARFS instead focuses
on SaaS, so that this responsibility lies with the operation providers.
7.2 Planning and Advance Reservations
In this section, we will cover a number of interesting approaches related to various as-
pects of execution planning. While none of them considers the exact same scope as our
work, there is a certain overlap in the involved concepts. Note that unless stated oth-
erwise, all of these approaches target the IaaS provisioning paradigm – in other words,
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they assume that in principle, any activity (i.e., grid job) can be assigned to any node
for execution. This also implies that it is the user who is responsible for predicting the
execution characteristics (most notably runtime, and if applicable, data sizes). Further-
more, while most of the discussed works do consider the latency introduced by limited
bandwidth, to the best of our knowledge, none of them actually treats it as a first-class
citizen (in the sense of bandwidth being a limited resource that is susceptible to conges-
tion and must be reserved, and that existing reservations must be considered). Finally,
all the presented approaches consider compute resources ( i.e., Grid worker nodes) as
resources that will be exclusively assigned to single jobs, whereas DWARFS allows for
concurrent reservations of fractions of CPU capacity, effectively being the only system
we know that allows arbitrary tradeoffs between execution time and cost.
An interesting approach which allows to provide QoS guarantees and Advance
Reservations, while still leaving some flexibility for both users and providers, is pre-
sented in [NBB07]. The idea is that users initially reserve for an activity execution within
a given time window (which is larger than the actual time required). If the provider
agrees, he commits to being able to provide the requested service at some point during
that time interval (at his discretion). Users then have the possibility to re-negotiate (nar-
row) these windows as the execution approaches. This gives providers some flexibility
to re-arrange reservations, because they do not initially commit to concrete times, but
only to time frames. The authors evaluate several algorithms for rescheduling and other
factors, and generally observe a low (5%) to significant (25%) system utilization gain.
A somewhat related concept termed priority provision, which targets large-scale
grid networks, is introduced in [SVF06]. According to the authors, it can be under-
stood as “a promise [. . . ] that a certain capability will be available at sometime in the
future without assigning a specific node to the client.”
The work presented in [CD11] focuses on partitioning and scheduling Grid work-
flows in the presence of storage constraints. The assumption is that individual Grid
sites have limited storage capacity which may not be sufficient to hold all of the data,
and thus the workflow must be split into several fragments that are executed at differ-
ent sites. On the other hand, activities (jobs) running at the same site and requiring the
same data can leverage data locality and do not need to ship it between sites.
In [YKB07], the authors propose a multi-objective (deadline/cost) workflow execu-
tion planning approach based on genetic algorithms, where the result of the optimiza-
tion is a set of pareto-optimal solutions for the user to choose from. As every activity can
be performed by any provider, the resulting chromosome representation is very simple
and elegant. The approach does take into account the duration (and cost) required for
computations and data transfers. However, it is unclear whether it takes into account
existing reservations or bandwidth restrictions.
A novel polynomial-time (more specifically, Opm  n3q, where m  number of com-
pute nodes, n  number of activities in workflow) heuristic for multi-objective plan-
ning optimization is presented in [FPBF12]. The algorithm can find pareto-dominant
solutions for four dimensions, namely runtime, cost, energy consumption, and reliabil-
ity. The authors have evaluated the algorithm using two real-world Grid workflows for
the Askalon system, and found it to outperform other heuristic approaches, including
Genetic Algorithms.
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7.3 Monitoring and Prediction
As we very briefly discussed in Section 4.5, an empiric possibility to determine and pre-
dict future behavior of operation invocations is to gather historical data by monitoring
the executions that have already taken place. For this prototypical implementation we
have adopted the simplest possible strategy, namely to assume that all invocations es-
sentially behave identically. In the following, we will give a short overview on more
elaborate methods.
The work presented in [PBYC13] focuses on the profiling and execution time pre-
diction of multi-threaded applications. The authors present a profiler which can mon-
itor, at the Operating System kernel level, the thread scheduling behavior of running
programs. This allows to derive a characteristical profile for the program in question,
which can then be used to predict the behavior of future invocations.
Similarly, in [ACS 12], the interactions between multiple different programs are in-
vestigated. The paper presents an approach to monitoring various characteristics (such
as CPU usage or disk I/O) of different programs, and extrapolating how these differ-
ent programs affect each other. The original goal is to determine good combinations of
multiple instances of different programs, in order to maximize resource usage without
overloading the system. In the DWARFS context, if one used a more involved resource
model, such capabilities could also be useful for operation providers – for instance to
make better predictions for potential future invocations, based on already reserved in-
vocations.
Another interesting approach, described in [HXHLB12], employs machine learning
techniques to model an algorithm’s runtime in terms of problem-specific instance fea-
tures. In short, this means that in some cases, it’s possible to predict the resulting run-
time of the algorithm, even for previously unseen input.
8
Conclusion and Outlook
8.1 Summary
In this thesis, we have presented our approach to enabling the predictable execution
of Scientific Workflows by using Advance Resource Reservations. The approach is tar-
geting Service Oriented Architectures, i.e., settings where the individual activities of
the workflow are provided by multiple independent and physically distributed service
providers. The orchestration of workflow instances is performed by multiple cooperat-
ing Workflow Engines, and predictability is achieved by determining and reserving the
required resources in a planning phase before the actual execution.
In Chapter 2, we started by establishing a model to formalize the concepts required
for such a system, encompassing definitions for a broad range of abstraction levels.
The notions of resources, their limited capacity, and the need to allocate their usage are
at the heart of the model; on top of these, more abstract terms were then introduced
and defined, ultimately leading to high-level definitions for concepts such as workflow
schedules.
After having introduced the formal model, we turned our interest to aspects con-
cerning the implementation of such a system. In order to set up the resource reserva-
tions needed to execute a workflow, a planning phase is first required. In Chapter 3, we
discussed our approach to this optimization problem, which takes into account user-
defined QoS criteria and is based on a Genetic Algorithm. We discussed aspects such as
the chromosome representation and fitness functions, as well as features related to the
distributed orchestration, such as partitioning and data transfer strategies.
Chapter 4 focused on the actual (provider-side) enforcement of reservations, i.e., on
how the system can ensure that resource reservations are abided to. The enforcement of
CPU allocations was given particular attention, and its implementation using a fuzzy
controller was described.
Subsequently, we showed the “big picture” of the entire DWARFS infrastructure in
Chapter 5. We presented the various services as well as their interactions, and discussed
noteworthy practical considerations concerning the software deployment and configu-
ration, as well as implementation aspects.
164 Conclusion and Outlook
In Chapter 6, we presented various evaluations of both the planning and enforce-
ment components. The planning correctly adapts to the state of the infrastructure (i.e.,
existing reservations) and produces acceptable, though sometimes suboptimal, results.
The enforcement yielded very good results, demonstrating that workflow execution is
indeed able to very closely abide to the predictions.
In Chapter 7, we gave an overview of related work in the area of Scientific Workflow
Systems in general, as well as particular aspects concerning planning and scheduling
problems, and supervision and runtime prediction.
8.2 Directions for Future Work
During the course of this thesis, several areas have been identified as being interesting
topics for future work.
The most prominent one might be the support for failure handling, which has been
almost completely omitted for the time being. In this area alone, multiple possibilities
come to mind:
• Planning could be extended to account for unexpected failures, for instance by
making redundant “plan B” reservations to provide failover alternatives. In that
vein, one could also give users the option to trade security (multiple alternatives)
against cost (no alternatives).
• Another possibility to handle failures could be to trigger an automatic re-planning
at runtime, in the hope of being able to eventually terminate successfully instead
of having to completely abort the execution.
• A related, but somewhat less serious fault is the (provider-side) failure to abide to
the requested reservations, thus delaying the execution beyond the reserved time.
A natural and simple way to prevent such events has already been shortly dis-
cussed in Chapter 6 – namely, to slightly overestimate the required resource usages
(or underestimate resources’ capacities). Again, this could be user-configurable to
allow for a tradeoff between security and cost.
Another aspect lays in the area of the enforcement, monitoring, and prediction. For
now, in order to evaluate the general feasibility, we have limited ourselves to simple
examples, such as effectively parameterless operations that are purely CPU-bound. Ex-
tending the support to – for instance – I/O-bound operations, or operations which be-
have differently based on input data characteristics is an interesting open question.
Finally, there are other minor annoyances with the current implementation. For in-
stance, we have not yet fully understood what exactly causes the irregularities that ap-
pear during the planning (Section 6.1.2), or if it is possible to prevent Glassfish from
buffering data to disk (Section 6.2.1).
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